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S ECTION 1 – I NTRODUCTION
In a petition executed on June 15, 1992, the City of Johnstown (the “City”) requested that the Department of Community
Affairs (now the Department of Community and Economic Development or “Department”) determine the City’s eligibility as a
distressed municipality under Act 47 (the “Act”). On July 22, 1992, the Department issued its consultative evaluation which
found that the City met three of the Act’s criteria for distressed municipalities in that the City had maintained a deficit over a
three-year period; expenditures had exceeded revenues for three years or more; and the City had experienced a decrease in a
quantified level of municipal service from the preceding fiscal year.
Based upon these findings, and following a public hearing held on July 22, 1992, the Department found that the City was distressed
pursuant to the criteria set forth in the Act. On September 18, 1992, Eckert Seamans Cherin & Mellott was appointed Recovery
Coordinator for the City under the Act.
The Recovery Plan was filed with the City Clerk on April 13, 1993.
The Plan Coordinator then held a series of meetings to discuss the
filed Plan with the Mayor and the Administration, Council, the City’s
collective bargaining units and other individuals and organizations.
On May 4, 1993, the Coordinator held a public hearing in Council
chambers to receive comments and questions on the Plan from the
Public.
As a result of these meetings, and in response to comments
received, the Coordinator made certain revisions to the Plan as
filed. Council adopted the Plan, as revised, on May 26, 1993.
On July 13, 1994, Council enacted Ordinance No. 4685 amending
the Plan to incorporate the Point Stadium Study, dated April of
1994. Over the initial 3 ½ year period of implementation of the
Recovery Plan, the City made substantial progress. Nevertheless,
significant aspects of recovery addressed by the Recovery Plan
required continuing and increased emphasis. Based upon an
analysis contained in the Amended Recovery Plan, the Plan Coordinator concluded that although substantial progress had been
made in implementing Plan recommendations and stabilizing the City’s financial status, nevertheless, the conditions leading to
distress had not been alleviated and the City should continue to operate pursuant to the Act and an Amended Recovery Plan.
Pursuant to Ordinance No. 4766, enacted by Council on February 26, 1997, Council approved the adoption and implementation
of an Amended Recovery Plan. Pursuant to Resolution No. 8431 adopted by Council on March 12, 1997, Council authorized
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amending the Plan to incorporate a Comprehensive Recreation, Parks and Open Space Plan, prepared by Herbert, Rowland and
Grubic, Inc. pursuant to a grant from the Commonwealth.
Over the following 3-year period, the City continued to make substantial progress in implementing plan recommendations.
Nevertheless, the conditions leading to distress were not alleviated and the Coordinator recommended that the City should
continue to operate pursuant to the Act and a Second Amended Recovery Plan.
Pursuant to Ordinance No. 4848, enacted by Council on January 3, 2000, Council approved the adoption and implementation of
the Second Amended Recovery Plan.
In the fall of 2002, the Coordinator reviewed the progress made by
the City since adoption of the Second Amended Recovery Plan. Based
upon that analysis, the Coordinator concluded that although
substantial progress continued to be made in implementing Plan
recommendations, nevertheless the conditions leading to distress had
not been alleviated and the City should continue to operate pursuant
to the Act and a Third Amended Recovery Plan.
Pursuant to Ordinance No. 4900, enacted by Council on December 30,
2002, Council approved the adoption and implementation of the Third
Amended Recovery Plan.
In the fall of 2005, the Department and the Coordinator again
reviewed the City’s progress in implementing plan recommendations
and stabilizing the City’s financial status. On December 8, 2005, the Department held a public hearing in Johnstown to review
that progress and financial status. During 2006 and the fourth quarter of 2007, the Department and Coordinator reviewed the
City’s 2005 and 2006 audited financial statements and the City’s actual revenues and expenditures through September 2007.
Based upon these reviews and analysis conducted in 2006 and 2007, the Coordinator concluded that the conditions leading to
distress had not been alleviated and that the City should continue to operate pursuant to the Act and a Fourth Amended Recovery
Plan.
Pursuant to Ordinance No. 5009, enacted by Council on December 12, 2007, Council approved the adoption and implementation
of the Fourth Amended Recovery Plan.
In the fall of 2010, the Coordinator reviewed the progress made by the City under the Fourth Amended Recovery Plan. Based
upon that analysis, the Coordinator concluded that although substantial progress continued to be made in implementing Plan
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initiatives and improving the City’s financial condition, nevertheless the conditions leading to distress had not been alleviated and
the City should continue to operate pursuant to the Act and a Fifth Amended Recovery Plan.
Pursuant to Ordinance No. 5080, enacted by Council on December 30, 2010, Council approved the adoption and implementation
of the Fifth Amended Recovery Plan.
Continuing review of the City’s progress occurred during implementation of the Fifth Amended Recovery Plan. In the fall of 2012,
the coordinator recommended that the City continue to operate under the Act and began preparation of the Sixth Amended
Recovery Plan.
Pursuant to Ordinance No. 5137, enacted on October 28, 2013, Council approved the adoption and implementation of the Sixth
Amended Recovery Plan.
Continuing review and progress was made under the Sixth Amended Recovery Plan. In February of 2016, Grass Root Solutions
was appointed as the Recovery Coordinator for the City of Johnstown. The new Recovery Team conducted an extensive review
of the City’s financial condition. By late 2016, the City was facing a $1.8 million operating deficit that had been rolling forward
for several years and found it necessary to obtain an unfunded debt
loan in the amount of $6 million to restructure debt and to continue
to operate and meet current year obligations.
Based on the Recovery Team’s evaluation, the City continues to
meet three of the Act’s criteria under Act 47: 1) the City has
exhibited a structural deficit in seven of the past ten years; 2)
expenditures have exceeded revenues for three years or more; and
3) the City has experienced a steady decrease in the level of
municipal services over the past three years.
Pursuant to Ordinance No. 5236, adopted on August 28, 2017, by
a 5-2 vote (with Williams and Stanton opposed) Council approved
the adoption and implementation of this Seventh Amended
Recovery.
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S ECTION 2 - D EMOGRAPHIC U PDATE
2.1 HISTORY
The City of Johnstown (City), located in Cambria County was settled in 1770. In 1800 the area was formally organized as a town
by Swiss German immigrant Joseph Johns under the name “Schantzstadt”. The town was soon renamed Johnstown. Johnstown
is located in southwest Cambria County where the Conemaugh River forms from
Stonycreek River and the Little Conemaugh. The City is located due south of U.S. Route
22, due north of U.S. Route 30, and west of I-99.
Iron, coal, and steel quickly became central to the town of Johnstown. By 1860, the
Cambria Iron Company of Johnstown was the leading steel producer in the United States,
outproducing steel giants in Pittsburgh and Cleveland. Through the second half of the
19th century, Johnstown prospered from skyrocketing demand in the western United
States for barbed wire. Twenty years after its founding, the Cambria Works was a huge
enterprise sprawling over 60 acres and employing 7,000. It owned 40,000 acres of
valuable mineral lands in a region with a ready supply of iron, coal and limestone.
The City of Johnstown has experienced floods throughout its history. Most notable of
those floods was the “Great Flood” of May 31, 1889 which killed at least 2,200 people and
spurred the birth of the American Red Cross.
Floods have continued to be a concern for Johnstown, which had major flooding in 1894,
1907, and 1924. The biggest flood of the first half of the 20th century was the St.
Patrick's Day Flood of March 1936. It also reached Pittsburgh, where it was known as the
Great Pittsburgh Flood of 1936. Following the 1936 flood, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers dredged the river within the city and built concrete river walls, creating a
channel nearly 20 feet deep. Upon completion, the Corps proclaimed Johnstown "flood
free."
The new river walls withstood Hurricane Agnes in 1972, but on the night of July 19, 1977,
a severe thunderstorm dropped 11 inches of rain in eight hours on the watershed above
the city and the rivers began to rise. By dawn, the city was under water that reached as
high as 8 feet. Seven counties were declared a disaster area, suffering $200 million in
property damage, and 78 people died. Forty were killed by the Laurel Run Dam failure.
Another 50,000 were rendered homeless as a result of this "100-year flood". Markers on
a corner of City Hall at 401 Main Street show the height of the crests of the 1889, 1936,
and 1977 floods.
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2.2 POPULATION
Johnstown’s population steadily increased from 1840 to 1920, with the largest increase between 1880 and 1890 with an increase
of 160.2%. The increase of population in the City was largely a result of the influence that the steel and heavy industries had in
the Western Pennsylvania region during this time period. The City’s population peaked in 1920 with a total of 67,327 residents.
The City saw its largest decline of residents between 1960 and 1970 with a decline of 21.3% of its population. This decade was
a period when many of the region’s steel companies began shutting down contributing to a loss in population in many western
Pennsylvania cities. According to the 2011-2015 American Community Survey (ACS) 5-year estimate from the U.S. Census
Bureau, the City has a population of approximately 19,966 residents and a total land area of 6.1 square miles. Today the City
remains a regional center for medical, education, and a variety of cultural organizations and businesses. Table 1 provides an
overview of the population growth and decline since 1840.
TABLE 1 – HISTORY OF POPULATION GROWTH AND DECLINE
Year

Population

Percentage Change (+ or
-)

1840

949

-

1850

1,269

33.7%

1860

4,185

229.8%

1870

6,028

44.0%

1880

8,380

39.0%

1890

21,805

160.2%

1900

35,936

64.8%

1910

55,482

54.4%

1920

67,327

21.3%

1930

66,993

-0.5%

1940

66,668

-0.5%

1950

63,232

-5.2%

1960

53,949

-14.7%

1970

42,476

-21.3%

1980

35,496

-16.4%
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1990

28,134

-20.7%

2000

23,906

-15.0%

2010

20,978

-12.2%

2015

19,966

-2.9%

SOURCE: U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, 1900-2015 AMERICAN COMMUNITY SURVEY
2.2 DEMOGRAPHICS
According to the U.S. Census ACS, the City has a population of 19,966.
The population in 2000 was 23,906, indicating a decrease of about
3,240 residents from the 2000 Census. The population is projected to
slightly decline in the coming years. Approximately 78.1% of the
population is white; 13.3% is African-American; 0.4% is Asian; 2.6%
is Hispanic or Latino; and approximately 7.9% is of two or more races.
The following additional statistics are reported:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The median age of the population is 42.1 years.
Approximately 22.2% of the City’s population is under the age of
18.
• About 18.0% of the residents in the City are over the age of 65.
• Males account for approximately 47.5% of the total population in
the City and females account for 52.5% of the total population.
• There are 11,903 housing units in the City of which 19% are
reported as vacant. This is much higher than the national rate of
7% for rental and 1.7% for homeowner housing.
There are approximately 9,641 households. The average household size in the City is 2.09.
Approximately 16.2% of households have someone living alone who is 65 years of age or older.
The median household income is $25,616.
Approximately 28.1% of the City’s families are below the poverty level. This is much higher than the county (10.3%),
state (9.3%), and national (11.3%) levels.
The median value of an owner-occupied unit in the City is approximately $43,100, which is less than the county ($87,100),
state ($166,000), and nation ($178,600).
Slightly over half (51.1%) of the housing units in the City are renter-occupied housing units.
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There is a possibility that the City could experience a slight increase in population in
the next few years because of the educational and medical establishments that are
located within or near the City. But Johnstown must begin to work with the
understanding that they will not recover the population that once existed in the City.
The City may experience some incremental population growth as land is redeveloped
or vacancy rates drop. City officials should begin to plan accordingly.
Table 2 provides a comprehensive review of four comparable cities in Pennsylvania
with similar populations and demographics.
TABLE 2 – COMPARATIVE DEMOGRAPHIC AND AREA CHARACTERISTICS- 2011-2015 ACS
MUNICIPALITY

POPULATION

AREA
(SQ. MILES)

POP.
DENSITY
(SQ.
MILES)

MEDIAN
HOUSEHOLD
INCOME ($)

MEDIAN
VALUE
OWNEROCCUPIED
UNITS ($)

FAMILIES BELOW
POVERTY LEVEL
(%)

HIGH SCHOOL
GRADUATES OR
HIGHER (%)

BACHELOR’S
DEGREE OR
HIGHER (%)

Hazleton

25,087

6.0

4,181

31,545

84,400

22.2

75.2

11.2

Johnstown

20,369

6.1

3,339

24,415

43,100

28.1

84.7

10.6

Lebanon

25,555

4.2

6,085

34,072

88,100

24.9

74.1

10.7

McKeeesport

19,637

13.9

1,413

25,697

47,100

28.8

85.7

12.6

New Castle

22,682

8.6

2,637

30,422

61,400

23.2

86.2

15.2

Cambria County

139,381

694

201

42,107

87,100

10.3

89.6

19.1

PA

12,779,559

46,005

278

53,599

166,000

9.3

89.2

28.6

U.S.

316,515,021

3,796,742

83

53,889

178,600

11.3

86.7

29.8

2011-2015 AMERICAN COMMUNITY SURVEY, SOURCE: U.S. CENSUS BUREAU
The median household income in the City is lower than the comparable cities that were reviewed and much lower than the county,
state, and nation. In terms of educational attainment (which typically has a direct correlation to income), the percentage of
residents in Johnstown who have graduated from high school is 84.7% which is significantly higher than the cities of Hazleton
and Lebanon but lower than McKeesport, New Castle, Cambria County, Pennsylvania, and the U.S. The percentage of those in
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the City who have a bachelor’s degree or higher was 10.6%, which is lower than all of the comparable communities, Cambria
County, Pennsylvania, and the U.S.
Data from the Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) 1 Business Analyst was used to estimate future demographic
trends. Table 3 and Table 4 display ESRI’s projections for Johnstown compared to the county, state, and national averages.
The ESRI projections indicate that in 2021 the median household income in Johnstown may actually decrease by about .04%.
Johnstown’s median household income is below the county, state, and national averages in 2016 and may continue to be lower
in 2021.
TABLE 3 – MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME

TABLE 4 – MEDIAN HOME VALUE
MEDIAN HOME VALUE

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME
LOCATION

2016

2021

Johnstown City

$40,048

$42,312

$40,310

Cambria County

$91,933

$116,257

$53,805

$59,638

Pennsylvania

$180,249

$214,005

$54,149

$59,476

U.S.

$198,891

$231,895

2016

2021

Johnstown City

$25,321

$25,310

Cambria County

$41,493

Pennsylvania
U.S.

SOURCE: ESRI BUSINESS ANALYST, MAY 2017

LOCATION

SOURCE: ESRI BUSINESS ANALYST, MAY 2017

Unlike median household income, median home values in 2016 and 2021 will increase over the next 5 years by about 5.7% as
shown in Table 4. However, it should be noted that Johnstown still has a significantly lower median home value than the county,
state, and nation.
2.3 BUSINESS AND INDUSTR Y
The Recovery Team review also included research on the business environment and information about the various job sectors
that make up the Johnstown area business community.

1

ESRI is a GIS, data driven, service that collects millions of bits of demographic data and provides reports and projections based on the collected data.
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J OBS AND THE E CONOMY
By 2003, U.S. Census data reported that Johnstown was the least likely city in the
United States to attract newcomers; however, what were previously relatively weak
opportunities provided by the local manufacturing and service economies have more
recently begun to attract outsiders. Gamesa Corporación Tecnológica, a Spanish wind
energy company, opened its first U.S. wind turbine blade manufacturing facility near
Johnstown in 2006. Several state-of-the-art operational wind turbines are sited on
Babcock Ridge, the "Eastern Continental Divide", along the eastern edge of Cambria
and Somerset counties. Lockheed Martin relocated a facility from Greenville, South
Carolina, to Johnstown in 2008.
Companies like Concurrent Technologies Corporation, DRS Laurel Technologies, ITSI
Biosciences, Kongsberg Defense and more throughout the region are embracing cutting
edge technology and scientific progress to create products that make life easier, better,
and greener. Recent construction in the surrounding region, the downtown, and
adjacent Kernville neighborhood—including a new 100,000-square-foot Regional
Technology Complex that will house a division of Northrop Grumman, among other
tenants—signal the increasing dependence of Johnstown's economy on the U.S.
government's defense budget. The high-tech defense industry is now the main nonhealthcare staple of the Johnstown economy, with the region pulling in well over $100
million annually in federal government contracts, punctuated by one of the premier
defense trade shows in the U.S., the annual Showcase for Commerce.

Johnstown remains a regional medical, educational, cultural, and communications center.
As in many other locales, health care provides a significant percentage of the employment
opportunities in the city. The region is located right in the middle of the "Health Belt", an
area stretching from the Midwest to New England and down the East Coast that has had
massive growth in the healthcare industry. Major healthcare centers include Memorial
Medical Center and Windber Medical Center, the Laurel Highlands Neuro-Rehabilitation
Center, and the John P. Murtha Neuroscience and Pain Institute, with its advances in
treating wounded veterans, and the Joyce Murtha Breast Care Center’s focus on early
diagnosis and advanced treatment. Table 5 presents a complete review of the major
industry sectors in Johnstown and the number of jobs for each sector from 2007 through
2014, which was the most recent year that the data was available.
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TABLE 5 – JOBS BY INDUSTRY CODE SUMMARY – CITY OF JOHNSTOWN

JOBS BY NAICS INDUSTRY SECTOR

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

NET (+ / - )

PERCENTAGE
(+ / - )

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0.0%

Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction

12

17

7

6

9

3

11

40

28

233.3%

Utilities

8

10

14

9

16

17

11

8

0

0.0%

405

406

324

344

338

286

306

300

-105

-25.9%

1,588

1,535

1,103

1,091

1,348

1,256

1,216

1,122

-466

-29.4%

Wholesale Trade

375

443

422

400

405

329

305

315

-60

-16.0%

Retail Trade

874

822

768

801

792

653

671

694

-180

-20.6%

Transportation and Warehousing

71

122

24

169

51

144

164

186

115

162.0%

Information

181

209

220

335

330

264

261

264

83

45.9%

Finance and Insurance

986

1,005

1,027

1,021

911

688

957

879

-107

-10.9%

Real Estate and Rental and Leasing

154

156

109

117

107

126

113

120

-34

-22.1%

Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services

625

621

658

586

611

635

567

643

18

2.9%

Management of Companies and Enterprises

191

146

195

198

305

264

186

187

-4

-2.1%

1,468

1,426

970

918

822

833

969

990

-478

-32.6%

444

444

502

472

524

504

514

497

53

11.9%

4,542

4,580

4,369

5,122

5,432

4,681

4,517

4,313

-229

-5.0%

Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation

84

116

113

64

55

40

43

46

-38

-45.2%

Accommodation and Food Services

613

651

614

664

592

649

523

511

-102

-16.6%

Other Services (excluding Public Admin)

388

362

413

466

447

467

443

380

-8

-2.1%

Public Administration

387

488

455

656

590

429

528

465

78

20.2%

13,396

13,559

12,307

13,439

13,686

12,268

12,305

11,960

-1,436

-10.7%

Construction
Manufacturing

Admin & Support, Waste Mgt. & Remediation
Educational Services
Health Care and Social Assistance

Total

SOURCE: U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, ON THE MAP APPLICATION & LEHD ORIGIN-DESTINATION EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS
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Overall, Johnstown City lost 1,436 jobs from 2007 through 2014. The sector that lost the
largest amount of jobs was Administration & Support, Waste Management and Remediation
followed by Manufacturing. The following conclusions are drawn from the data provided in
Table 5:
•
•
•
•

The largest industry sectors as of 2014 were Health Care and Social Assistance with
4,313 employed; Manufacturing with 1,122; and Administration & Support, Waste
Management and Remediation with nearly 1,000 jobs.
Although Health Care and Social Assistance is the largest industry sector by number of
jobs, the Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction industry saw the largest
increase in percentage of jobs with an increase of 28 jobs or 233.3%.
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation saw one of the largest decreases in terms of
percentages with a decrease of 38 jobs or 45.2%.
Overall between 2007 and 2014, twelve industry sectors lost jobs, six industry sectors gained jobs, and only two sectors
remained constant.

Table 6 provides detailed information about the range of ages of employees between 2007 and 2014 within the City of Johnstown.
All age groups (and therefore number of jobs) decreased between 2007 and 2014. The largest number of individual jobs lost
were those workers between the ages of 30 and 54. Those aged 55 and older saw the largest percentage increase in the number
of jobs. As expected, those between the ages of 30 and 54 constitute the largest portion of those employed within the City. But
the obvious trend is that the workforce is getting older.
TABLE 6 – JOBS BY WORKER AGE – JOHNSTOWN CITY
JOBS BY WORKER AGE

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

NET
(+ / - )

PERCENTAGE
(+ / - )

Age 29 or younger

2,443

2,534

2,158

2,228

2,294

2,064

2,073

1,987

-456

-18.7%

Age 30 to 54

7,997

7,935

7,265

7,823

7,783

6,719

6,644

6,430

-1,567

-19.6%

Age 55 or older

2,956

3,090

2,884

3,388

3,609

3,485

3,588

3,543

587

19.9%

SOURCE: U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, ON THE MAP APPLICATION & LEHD ORIGIN-DESTINATION EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS
Table 7 provides detail for the educational attainment of those residents who are employed. Those with some college or an
associate degree are the largest population group with jobs in the City. This seems to support the notion that most jobs in
Johnstown are filled by employees with technical/trade school or Associate’s degree education.
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TABLE 7 – JOBS BY WORKER EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT – JOHNSTOWN CITY

JOBS BY WORKER EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

NET
(+ / - )

PERCENTAGE
(+ / - )

804

876

876

827

876

859

55

6.8%

High school or equivalent, no college

3,482

3,858

3,907

3,543

3,468

3,385

-97

-2.8%

Some college or Associate degree

3,412

3,790

3,877

3,399

3,493

3,472

60

1.8%

Bachelor’s degree or advanced degree

2,451

2,687

2,732

2,435

2,395

2,257

-194

-7.9%

Educational attainment not

2,158

2,228

2,294

2,064

2,073

1,987

-171

-7.9%

Less than high school

SOURCE: U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, ON THE MAP APPLICATION & LEHD ORIGIN-DESTINATION EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS
The City should focus on the strong job sectors for the future. These include health,
social services, manufacturing, and administration and support. Transportation and
warehousing also showed surprising strength over the 7-year period.
CURRENT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS
In 2016, Forbes Magazine listed the City of Johnstown in the top 200 “Best Small
Places for Business and Careers.”2 Such a distinction is based in no small part to the
strategy of the City’s Department of Community Development that has focused on
creating a vibrant, exciting place where young people will want to live. The City of
Johnstown is unique among its counterparts in that there are significant community
partners working with the City on
revitalization efforts.
The CJL Engineering Office Building at 232 Horner Street was awarded a LEED
Silver Certification by the U.S. Green Building Council on March 30, 2010. It is the
first fully certified LEED building in Johnstown. The recently established ART
WORKS in Johnstown houses artist studios in some of the area's architecturally

2

https://www.forbes.com/places/pa/johnstown
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significant but underused industrial buildings. The ART WORKS in Johnstown project is projected to be
a non-profit LEED-certified green building.
The Frank & Sylvia Pasquerilla Heritage Discovery Center opened in 2001 with the permanent exhibit
"America: Through Immigrant Eyes", which tells the story of immigration to the area during the
Industrial Revolution. In June 2009, the Heritage Discovery Center opened the Johnstown Children's
Museum and premiered "The Mystery of Steel", a film detailing the history of steel in Johnstown.

The Bottleworks Ethnic Arts Center, ART WORKS, and the Heritage Discovery Center are located in the
historic Cambria City section of town, which boasts a variety of eastern European ethnic churches and
social halls. This neighborhood hosted the National Folk Festival for three years in the early 1990s,
which expanded into the Flood City Music Festival. Johnstown also hosts the annual Thunder in the Valley motorcycle rally during
the fourth week of June; the event has attracted motorcyclists from across the Northeast to the City since 1998. Well over
200,000 participants enjoy Thunder in the Valley and the event continues to grow in size.
On May 2, 2015, Johnstown was announced the winner of the 2015 Kraft Hockeyville USA
winner and was awarded $150,000 toward improvements of the Cambria County War
Memorial Arena. The contest was sponsored through a partnership between Kraft Foods,
the National Hockey League (NHL), and National Hockey League Players’ Association
(NHLPA). In addition to the cash prize, the arena won the opportunity to host the
September 29, 2015 NHL pre-season game between the Pittsburgh Penguins and Tampa
Bay Lightning, an amazing event that highlighted the City’s assets.
T HE S TEEPLES P ROJECT
A non-profit group, 1901 Church, Inc., purchased three former Catholic churches in 2011
located in Cambria City. The Steeples Project has overseen the renovation of the former Immaculate Conception church which
was reopened as “The Grand Halle on Broad Street” in September 2012. The Grand Halle
now features monthly concerts and has become a wedding and special event rental venue.
1901 Church, Inc. also obtained a conservation easement which obligates the owner of the
property to maintain the exterior and certain interior elements in perpetuity.
In addition to the efforts of The Steeples Project, in 2015, Stella, LLC, a Cambria based
property development and event management company purchased the former SS. Casimir
and Emerich Church building. The third former church, St. Columbia, is the current focus of
the Steeples Project. The former church was built between 1913 and 1915. It was designed
by Pittsburgh architect John T. Comes. It is similar to another church designed by Comes –
a former sanctuary in Pittsburgh which now houses the Church Brew Works. The Steeples
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Project includes a plan to use the former St. Columbia as a performing arts space that can
host, among other things, a drama depicting the lives of Johnstown’s immigrants.
C AMBRIA C ITY R EVITALIZATION P LAN
The planning stage of Phase II of the Cambria City Plan is nearing completion at the time of
the writing of this Recovery Plan. Phase II is set to include façade upgrades along Chestnut
Street, made possible through a grant through DCED. The complete paving of Chestnut
Street has already been completed as well as the placement of way-finding signage and
welcome signs. As part of the revitalization process, the Friends of Cambria City have been
working on improving the crosswalk areas of Chestnut Street, adding new benches and trash
receptacles. Funding for some of the crosswalk work was provided by a grant from the
Vision 2025 group.
V ISION 2025
Vision 2025 is an all-volunteer organization that works to better the Johnstown region. There are three main groups within Vision
2025 that focus on three main strategies: community, economy, and landscapes. Within
these three main groups are smaller groups called “capture teams” who get together to work
on specific goals. Capture awards are used to support community projects and civic
engagement in the City. The Vision 2025 team is also working on a community vision around
City-wide blight elimination and river reinvention in Johnstown. The Army Corps of Engineers
is currently conducting a feasibility study on the types of flood protection that will best serve
Johnstown in the coming years.
D ISCOVER D OWNTOWN J OHNSTOWN P ARTNERSHIP (DDJP)
The DDJP is a non-profit organization that works on various initiatives throughout the City to
help make downtown Johnstown a more inviting place for customers, businesses, and
residents. Throughout the year, the DDJP engages in various activities including sponsoring
the Christmas tree in central park and light up night, operation clean sweep, and community
gardens, which are open to the public. DDJP also sponsors an annual Taste and Tour event
which showcases the shops and restaurants combined with a walking tour of the City. All
proceeds from the usually sold out event go towards the DDJP to provide more activities within the City.
DDJP also recently acquired a $12,000 Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources grant for a Main street
greenway plan. This study is scheduled to be conducted from June through September 2017, and will include the addition of
greenery, benches and other elements to make the Main Street area more appealing.
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J OHNSTOWN B USINESS D ISTRICT D EVELOPMENT C ORPORATION (JBDDC)
A real-estate development entity within the DDJP, the JBDDC is a non-profit organization
that is set up to manage real estate for the DDJP with the goal of selling the real estate to
private investors. The most recent project of the JBDDC involved the Conrad Building;
however, at the time of the writing of this Recovery Plan, the Conrad Building Project
suffered another blow when St. Francis University recently indicated it had no interest in
leasing a portion of the Conrad building for a regional educational center. As a result, the
JBDDC has provided a letter to the Economic Development Authority indicating the request
to terminate the project and requested that the dedicated funding be redirected. With this
recent announcement, the City has indicated that it plans to pursue citations against the
owner of the Conrad Building for code violations and ultimately will seek to have the Conrad
Building demolished.
There is consensus that the federal, state and local funds that were designated to upgrade the Conrad Building could be used for
Creator Square, a community-based artistry resident project at 134 Gazebo Park, next to Central Park. In 2015, the Creator
Square project received a $350,000 Department of Defense Office of Economic Adjustment grant, which is one of the grants also
received to renovate the Conrad Building. The former Parkview building at 134 Gazebo Park is owned by the JBDDC.
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S ECTION 3 – M ANAGEMENT U PDATES
3.1 CITY MANAGEMENT
S TRUCTURE
Operating under a Home Rule Charter, the City Council acts as the governing body and is comprised of six Councilpersons elected
at large and a Mayor as the seventh Council member. The Council approves the ordinances, policies, and directives for the City.
City departments include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

City Management
Finance
Community Development
Public Works
Fire Department
Police Department

The City Council continues its support for the Council-Manager form of government under the City’s Home Rule Charter and
Administrative Code as mandated in the first Recovery Plan and every Plan thereafter. Arch Liston was appointed as the City’s
seventh City Manager in December of 2016. Shortly after the Manager’s appointment, Stephen Keith, who has a strong accounting
background and had previously served as Assistant Finance Director, was appointed as the permanent Finance Director.
The Manager and Finance Director recognize the importance of reviewing the City’s progress relative to current goals and
objectives and for establishing new goals on an annual basis. They have begun to implement a number of initiatives that will
strengthen the City’s financial stability and ensure its sustainability for the long term.
The City has continued to review management span of control and staffing levels in every department and has made reductions
when possible. Staffing levels are discussed extensively in Section 4. Financial Condition and Section 5. Department Operations.
I NFORMATION M ANAGEMENT
Previously, in 2010, the City undertook a review of its information technology hardware and software, with an emphasis on the
Finance Department. Through the Department’s peer-to-peer program funded by the state through Pittsburgh’s Local
Government Academy, a technology consultant reviewed the City’s hardware and software resources and made substantial
recommendations for an overhaul of the City’s systems. The recommended scope of work included developing system and facility
connectivity, including City Hall and the Public Safety Building, server consolidation and upgrade, workstation upgrades in the
administration and finance offices, and accounting software upgrade.
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Based on the recommendations in July 2010 a fiber run was completed between City Hall and the Public Safety Building allowing
for a single network structure. Savings have resulted from a reduction in maintenance and service provider fees.
Enhancements to the City’s financial software and hardware have been made over the past few years. Freedom Systems is
currently used to support of the financial management functions including reports for Council. The City also installed a Freedom
System module that provides a land management option for the code enforcement and public works operation.
O THER M ANAGEMENT I MPROVEMENTS
•

•
•

•

In 2011, Berkheimer Associates began collecting the City’s earned income tax in advance of the mandatory countywide
collection that was scheduled to be implemented in 2012 as part of the county’s Tax Collection Committee oversight. After
an initial transition year, collections have shown a marked improvement over previous years under the countywide
program.
Building on past efforts to increase the sports related usage of Point Stadium, this Seventh Amended Plan continues to
encourage the preparation of a business and marketing plan for Point Stadium.
Consistent with the emphasis in prior Recovery Plans on property maintenance and code enforcement, in 2013 the City
hired an additional code enforcement officer responsible for the enforcement of the International Property Maintenance
Code (IPMC), the rental registration program and inspection of properties that participate in the Home Owner Rehabilitation
Program funded through the Federal Department of Housing and Urban Development. Each code officer is assigned to
specific neighborhoods in the City for patrolling and issuing citations for code violations. A lengthy review of the code
enforcement operation is included in Section 5. Department Operations.
The police and fire department continue to provide excellent services to the City residents. The management of the public
safety operations is discussed extensively in Section 5. Department Operations.

3.2 DEP CONSENT ORDER
The Johnstown Redevelopment Authority owns and operates the sewer treatment plant at Dornick Point servicing 20 municipalities
including the City of Johnstown. The City owns the conveyance system including interceptors, detention tanks, and main lines.
The Johnstown Redevelopment Authority entered into a consent agreement with the PA Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP), agreeing to eliminate the overflow of waste into the rivers. Following months of negotiation, in July 2010, the City executed
a Consent Order and Agreement (COA) with the DEP. The COA is
designed to address sanitary sewer overflows (SSO) in the region
served by the Johnstown Redevelopment Authority’s Dornick Point
The COA schedule of corrective action runs from
Sewage Treatment Plant in West Taylor Township, Cambria County.
December 31, 2011 through December 31, 2022
The COA obligates the City to a schedule of corrective actions related
to its sanitary sewer system, including flow monitoring, identification
when the City is required to have eliminated all
of SSO locations and sewer system assessment and repair (including
SSO’s from the sanitary sewer system.
pressure testing, removing illegal connections, GIS mapping,
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televising the system, eliminating streams conveyed by the sewer system and repairing structural defects). The COA schedule
of corrective action runs from December 31, 2011 through December 31, 2022 when the City is required to have eliminated all
SSO’s from the sanitary sewer system. Regular reporting of progress to DEP is required.
The COA was updated on July 10, 2014. The updated COA includes the imposition of a civil penalty in the amount of $75,000,
payable over a five (5) year period. The payments may be forgiven if the City is in compliance with the COA at the time the
payment is due. Stipulated civil penalties for violation of the COA include $1,000 for each month in which SSO’s occur (up to
December 31, 2022) and $10,000 for each month in which SSO’s occur from January 1, 2023 through termination of the COA.
In order to meet the rigorous schedule of corrective actions under the COA, the City has retained outside engineering services
and has applied, and received approval, for an PENNVEST loans in the amount of $72 million in addition to H2O and PENNWORKS
grants. At DEP’s insistence and to meet the debt service requirements, the City has raised its minimum monthly sewer usage
charge in 2017 to $55 per month for up to 6,000 gallons. It is critical that the City continue to levy sewer user rates sufficient
to meet debt service requirements and the COA’s corrective action schedule. In addition, to assure that the City meets the COA’s
sewer assessment and correction schedule as inexpensively as possible, the City has assigned Public Works employees in to work
with the engineer to complete the COA tasks. These employees are paid from the Sewer Fund.
In February 2017, a group of citizens from the 20 municipalities threatened to file a lawsuit against JRA claiming unfair practices
and a violation of due process due to the tiered billing system that the JRA was using. In June of 2017, a citizens group initiated
a federal complaint alleging that the JRA, which was created by authority of the federal Redevelopment Authority Act, is an
improper vehicle for managing a sewer treatment operation and
that the proper vehicle would be the creation of a Sewer Authority
under the PA Municipalities Authority Act. Both lawsuits are in an
infancy stage and have not been advanced through the federal
process as of this date.
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S ECTION 4 – F INANCIAL C ONDITION
The purpose of the Financial Condition section is to evaluate the City’s ability to provide and finance services on a continuing
basis. The International City/County Management Association (ICMA) and the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA)
utilize the following definitions and time frames when examining a local government’s financial condition:

C ASH S OLVENCY : A government’s ability to generate cash flow over a 60-day period to pay its bills
B UDGETARY S OLVENCY : A government’s ability to generate revenues over its normal fiscal year to meet its expenditures
and avoid deficits

L ONG -R UN S OLVENCY : A government’s ability, in the long-term, to pay all costs of doing business, as well as meeting all
costs such as pension costs and accumulated accrued employee leave benefits, as they occur

S ERVICE -L EVEL S OLVENCY : A government’s ability to provide services at a certain level and quality that are required for
the health, safety, and welfare of the community
Sound financial management requires that local elected and appointed officials understand the financial condition of the City and
that they make prudent decisions about the allocation of precious and limited community resources.
For this reason, the four levels of solvency were applied to the City’s ability to deliver quality services to its residents both in the
short term and over the long term. As a part of this review, the issue of the financial management of community resources is
the primary focus of this Seventh Amended Plan.
4.1 HISTORY OF FINANCIAL CONDITION

Figure 1 - Revenue and Expenditures 2007-2016
18,000,000
16,000,000
14,000,000
12,000,000
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Revenue

Expenditures

The gap between routine operating revenues and routine
operating expenditures is defined as a “structural deficit.” The
City has experienced continuing structural deficits since its
petition for financial distress in 1993.
In 2008, the City’s
revenues finally exceeded expenditures for the first time in over
a decade. But this was a result of the deposit of reserve proceeds
into the general fund for reimbursement of capital expenditures.
There was also a smaller deposit made to the general fund from
the capital fund in 2009 resulting in a slight positive balance that
year. Together these deposits provided the cash necessary for
the City to address its negative fund balance for approximately
two (2) years.
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In spite of the fact that these deposits created a general fund surplus in 2008 and 2009, the City continued to experience gaps
between operating revenue and operating expenses in 2010, 2011, and 2012 that reduced these reserves. The City does not
routinely experience an increase in revenue through increased property values or through its Act 511 tax collections that is
sufficient to support its escalating expenses. And because 75% of the revenue for the City of Johnstown in 2017 is derived from
these tax sources, the ability to sustain the current spending levels is not possible.
4.2 UPDATE SINCE THE SIXTH AMENDED PLAN
The Sixth Amended Plan assessing the City of Johnstown’s Financial Condition was adopted on October 28, 2013. Between 2013
and 2017, the City implemented many of the initiatives that were outlined in the Sixth Amended Plan and aggressively worked
on both revenue generation and cost containment. The City pursued and continues to pursue delinquent tax collection; continues
to derive revenue from the sale of tax liens to an outside agency; and continues to improve collection of its Act 511 taxes.
One major development since the Sixth Amended Plan was the sale of the public non-profit Conemaugh Hospital to Duke LifePoint
Healthcare which is a private, “for profit” entity, returning the facility to the tax rolls. Initially the hospital was valued at the fair
market value of $75 million but the assessed value was reduced by the courts in a settlement agreement in 2016 to $21 million
for 2015, $19 million for 2016 and $18 million for 2017 and thereafter. Nevertheless, even after the reduction, it increased the
total taxable assessed value for the City from $131,740,270 in 2014 to $149,903,000 in 2017.
Beginning in 2011, the collection of Act 511 taxes was transitioned to Berkheimer Associates in advance of the mandatory
countywide collection in 2012 and the City has seen improvements in its collection of Act 511 taxes as a result. The City was
also able to reduce positions in the Finance Department by contracting with Berkheimer for these services.
On the expenditure side, the City successfully negotiated collective bargaining agreements (CBAs) in all departments with the
exception of the fire department which went to arbitration. The new CBAs achieved savings primarily from reductions in staffing
and the restructuring of employee benefits. These changes included co-pays, increased deductibles, a 15% employee contribution
towards the premium, and capping any increased cost for benefits to the City at 6% annually.
Since adopting the Sixth Amended Plan, the City has instituted new policies, adjusted staffing, improved financial reporting, and
enhanced revenue. The City implemented an updated and enhanced financial management system (Freedom Systems) that was
structured to conform to the PA DCED Chart of Accounts and provides timely financial reporting for City Council and Department
Directors. The City considered and implemented staffing constraints in all departments, lower costs for employee benefits, and
completed a study of the pension plans for future cost containment. The City also contracted with a new pension advisor, AndCo,
to maximize investment earnings. The City closed on a $6.7 million General Obligation Bond Issue, Series of 2013 that refunded
the 2006 General Obligation bonds and provided approximately $320,000 for capital improvements and equipment.
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Based on the Sixth Amended Plan initiatives, the City conducted an
audit of facilities’ lighting throughout in order to achieve energy cost
savings. The City installed LED lighting based on this audit and
achieved savings that mitigated the expense for the installations.
The Finance Department reviewed its telecommunications and
computer operations to reduce costs and signed an agreement with
Verizon for a new system that generated about $22,000 return on
investment in the first year and at least $45,000 every year since.

Figure 2 - Revenue and Expenditures 20172021
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The City continues to review service agreements, contracts, and every
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service area to obtain the lowest cost possible for its many expense
areas such as insurances, professional services, and technical support
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contracts. In 2010, the City was able to renegotiate its sanitation
contract for a savings and continued reductions over a three-year period. In 2013 the City accepted a proposal for sanitation
services that included a direct payment and collection option by the vendor and, as a result, has eliminated delinquencies and
has effectively eliminated the entire Sanitation Fund.
However, even after taking these measures, the City’s financial position continued to deteriorate resulting in operating deficits in
2013, 2014, and 2015. By 2016, the City was facing an estimated $1.8 million year-end deficit and was forced to petition the
Common Pleas Court for an unfunded debt loan in the amount of $6 million to payoff existing debt and to meet current year
obligations. One could argue that if the City had not taken positive proactive action in the prior three (3) years, there would have
been even greater deficits and larger operating imbalances. But the fact remains that the City continues to operate with about a
$1 million gap between its ability to produce revenue and its routine operating costs.
The City of Johnstown, like other municipalities, dedicates about 85% of its expenditures to cover employee wages and benefits.
For this reason, the City of Johnstown has continually examined and taken steps to “right size” the staffing levels for all
departments in the City. In 2003 the City had a staffing level of 209 employees. At the last update of the Recovery Plan in 2013,
the City of Johnstown had reduced this number to 149, down 29% from 2003. The reduction in the number of employees by
such a considerable amount over a ten (10) year period should have resulted in a significant decrease in expenditures. However,
this is not the case. By 2017, the number of employees had declined to 134.

. . . the fact remains that the City continues to operate
with about a $1 million gap between its ability to
produce revenue and its routine operating costs.

Between 2003 and 2016 the City of Johnstown experienced an
increase of about 28% in General Fund operating expenditures
due to escalating benefit costs (both current employees’ health
care and post retirement employees’ health care), workers
compensation costs, and steadily increasing pension payments.
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Simply stated, the City’s expenditures are increasing at a rate that is higher than the increase of revenues and the forecast for
revenues is not encouraging. Figure 2 depicts the projected gap between revenues and expenditures beginning in 2019.
For the City to become financially stable in the future, new revenue generators and enhancement of current revenue generators
must be developed at the same time that cost containment strategies are pursued.
4.3 CORE OPERATING FUNDS
In order to conduct a comprehensive review of the activity and transactions that impact the City’s overall financial condition, it is
necessary to identify the “core operating funds” that are supported by the City’s annual levy of taxes and fees. These funds are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

General fund
Pension fund
Parking fund
Debt service fund
Recreation fund
Sanitation fund

If there is a shortfall in any one of these funds during any fiscal period, it is incumbent upon the general fund to make up the
shortfall and provide the funds to support the continued operations for these funds. In fact, by law, the pension fund obligations
and the debt service fund obligations must be paid from available resources and must therefore be supported by the appropriate
level of tax levies or other revenue sources. The financial position of the City can only be understood through a discussion of the
activity and balances captured as a part of these “core operating funds.”
In most years, the core operating fund balances of the City of Johnstown have exhibited a structural deficit. Only in 2008 and
2009 did the City realize a significant excess of revenue over expenditures in its general fund and this was a result of the transfer
of capital funds from a reimbursement account and not from increases to actual core operating revenues. With the exception of
2008 and 2009, the City’s core operating funds remained in a significant deficit position. The negative fund balances also became
larger as they rolled forward from year to year. Table 8 summarizes the fund balance positions from 2007-2016 for the core
operating funds and provides projections for 2017.
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TABLE 8. CORE OPERATING FUNDS – COMBINED ACTIVITY OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES BY FUND

CORE OPERATING FUNDS- EXCESS REVENUE OVER EXPENDITURE HISTORY
Fund

Audited

Audited

Audited

Audited

Audited

Audited

Audited

Audited

Audited

Audited

Projected

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

01.General

(888,655)

4,125,399

425,610

(132,393)

(997,202)

(510,386)

(592,054)

(774,181)

(1,305,910)

3,285,534

800,294

02 & 06 Parking

(286,716)

(546,963)

(464,131)

(625,063)

(487,447)

(496,326)

(53,059)

(110,909)

(327,445)

(166,963)

-

17.Pension

(263,073)

(378,550)

(217,238)

(98,744)

708,818

385,168

(115,007)

(159,635)

181,713

676,459

4,501

20.Debt

(18,683)

(270,732)

(61,920)

190,384

348,741

358,763

(141,728)

185,005

13,556

(5,519)

2,093

21.Sanitation

(91,509)

(385,673)

(150,707)

(61,473)

47,809

7,060

82,848

47,013

8,968

5,138

22.Recreation

677

(37,475)

(68,977)

(533)

(12,495)

987

2,891

(17,511)

(113,495)

9,133

Excess/(Deficit)

(1,547,959)

2,506,006

(317,679)

(885,500)

(489,097)

(227,467)

(893,801)

(773,981)

(1,408,584)

3,684,984

821,159

Beginning of
Year

(1,023,742)

(2,571,700
)

(65,693)

(444,865)

(1,330,365)

(1,819,462)

(2,046,929)

(2,940,730)

(3,714,711)

(5,123,295)

498,970

Fund Balance Restated
End of Year

(2,571,700)

(3,186,014)
(65,693)

(444,865)

(1,330,365)

(1,819,462)

(2,046,929)

(2,940,730)

(3,714,711)

(5,123,295)

498,970

1,320,129

SOURCE: 2007-2011 WESSEL & COMPANY AUDITED FINANCIALS; 2012-2013 JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL REPORT
With the exception of 2008 and 2009, the combined general fund activity has not experienced a positive operating position during
the entire review period until 2016 when the City was forced to petition for an unfunded debt loan to meet current operating
expenses. The deficit fund balances trended negatively from 2012 through 2015 when it reached a high of $1.4 million. It was
projected to be over $1.8 million by year end 2016 when the City made the decision to petition the courts for the unfunded debt
loan. Part of the issue is that City revenues have been decreasing over time from a high of $17.8 million in 2004 to a low of
$15.1 million in 2015. This is partially due to the City’s reduction of non-resident earned income tax to 1.1% in 2015. Even with
the increase in assessed value, a higher LST rate and an increase to parking rates, recreation rates, and sanitation rates, the City
revenues for the core operating funds have only increased by about .93% per year through 2016 as demonstrated in Table 9
below. The City revenues only increased in years when an increase in either the real estate tax rate or the Act 511 tax rate
increased. Natural increases in revenue do not typically generate enough revenue to support the City operations. Overall, the
City revenues for the core operating funds are expected to increase to approximately $16.9 million by 2021 as demonstrated in
Table 9. This is an increase of only 13.3% over 10 years or less than 1% per year.
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CORE OPERATING REVENUE 2007
PROJECTED THROUGH 2021
17,500,000

17,000,000

16,500,000

16,000,000

15,500,000

15,000,000

14,500,000

TABLE 9. TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES - CORE OPERATING FUNDS
CORE OPERATING REVENUES
Year

Status

Revenues

Increase/Decrease

2007

Audited

14,985,532

N/A

2008

Audited

15,837,374

5.68%

q2009

Audited

16,117,580

1.77%

2010

Audited

16,317,669

1.24%

2011

Audited

15,993,330

-1.99%

2012

Audited

15,523,434

-2.94%

2013

Audited

15,780,781

1.66%

2014

Audited

15,741,381

-0.25%

2015

Audited

15,145,389

-3.79%

2016

Audited

16,809,760

3.33%

2017

Projected

16,780,178

7.22%

2018

Projected

16,825,484

0.27%

2019

Projected

16,870,913

0.27%

2020

Projected

16,916,465

0.27%

2021

Projected

16,962,139

0.27%

Average Increase Per Year

0.93%

14,000,000

SOURCE: 2007-2015 WESSEL & COMPANY AUDITED FINANCIALS;
2016 JOHNSTOWN FINANCIALS, 2017-2021 GRS PROJECTIONS

13,500,000

Likewise, the City has experienced decreases in its
core operating expenditures over the past 10 years
largely due to staff reductions and benefit

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2019 2020 2021
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restructuring. Table 10 provides a history of the City’s expenses from 2007 through 2016 and projections through 2021.
TABLE 10 TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES – CORE OPERATING FUNDS

CORE OPERATING EXPENSES 2007
PROJECTED THROUGH 2021
18,500,000

18,000,000

17,500,000

17,000,000

16,500,000

16,000,000

Core Operating Expenses
Year

Status

Expenses

Increase/-Decrease

2007

Audited

16,533,490

N/A

2008

Audited

17,719,355

7.17%

2009

Audited

16,688,636

-5.82%

2010

Audited

17,203,169

3.08%

2011

Audited

16,482,272

-4.19%

2012

Audited

16,214,956

-1.62%

2013

Audited

16,547,223

2.05%

2014

Audited

16,312,852

-1.42%

2015

Audited

16,725,005

2.53%

2016

Audited

16,614,724

-2.98%

2017

Projected

16,149,992

-0.48%

2018

Projected

16,699,987

3.41%

2019

Projected

17,411,983

4.26%

2020

Projected

17,896,361

2.78%

2021

Projected

18,320,944

2.37%

Average Increase Per Year

0.80%

15,500,000

SOURCE: 2007-2015 WESSEL & COMPANY AUDITED FINANCIALS;
2016 JOHNSTOWN FINANCIALS, 2017-2021 GRS PROJECTIONS
15,000,000

A summarized review of the difference between operating
revenue and operating expenses for the period 2007 through
2021 is shown in Table 11 below.
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TABLE 11- CORE OPERATING FUNDS – REVENUE VS EXPENSES

REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES 2007 PROJECTED
THROUGH 2021

Operating Revenues and Expenses
Year

Status

Revenue

Expenses

Difference

2007

Audited

14,985,532

16,533,490

-1,547,958

20,000,000

2008

Audited

15,837,374

17,719,355

-1,881,981

18,000,000

2009

Audited

16,117,580

16,688,636

-571,056

2010

Audited

16,317,669

17,203,169

-885,500

2011

Audited

15,993,330

16,482,272

-488,942

2012

Audited

15,523,434

16,214,956

-691,522

12,000,000

2013

Audited

15,780,781

16,547,223

-766,442

10,000,000

2014

Audited

15,741,381

16,312,852

-571,471

2015

Audited

15,145,389

16,725,005

-1,579,616

2016

Audited

16,809,760

16,614,724

195,036

16,000,000
14,000,000

8,000,000
6,000,000

2017

Projected

16,780,178

16,149,992

630,186

4,000,000

2018

Projected

16,825,484

16,699,987

125,497

2,000,000

2019

Projected

16,870,913

17,411,983

-541,070

2020

Projected

16,916,465

17,896,361

-979,896

2021

Projected

16,962,139

18,320,944

-1,358,805

0

Revenue

Expenditures

SOURCE: 2007-2015 WESSEL & COMPANY AUDITED FINANCIALS;
2016 JOHNSTOWN FINANCIALS, 2017-2021 GRS PROJECTIONS

While, expenses decreased in 2011, 2012, 2014, and 2016, slight increases are projected for 2017-2021 based on routine
increases for personnel, benefits, operating supplies, and equipment. The City is projected to exhibit a deficit in its core operating
funds in 2019 that ranges from $541,000 to $1.35 million per year. While the City continues to cut expenses, the gap in operating
revenue and operating expenses remains about the same as in previous years.
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4.4 GENERAL FUND REVENUE
The City of Johnstown’s general fund includes taxes, fees, and other revenue. Figure 3 below graphically depicts the various
sources and relative percentages for 2016 revenue generated for the general fund. About 77% of the City’s general fund is
derived from tax revenues making it extremely vulnerable to environmental and economic impacts. When values of housing
and/or incomes are negatively affected, the general fund is impacted accordingly. A move from a primarily tax reliant revenue
base to a revenue base that is more reliant on charges for services and fees would help to diversify the tax base. Table 12
provides a history of the general fund operating revenues and
expenses summarized from 2002 and projected through 2021.
FIGURE 3 - 2016 GL FUND REVENUE BY SOURCE
TABLE 12 - GENERAL FUND OPERATING REVENUES AND EXPENSES 2002-2021

INTERGOVT
1%
INT-RENT
0%
FINES
1%
LIC-PER
4%

MISC
5%

REFUNDS
TRANSFERS 3%
1%

FEES
8% ACT 511
38%

RE TAXES
39%

Year

Total
GL Fund
Revenues

Total
GL Fund
Expenditures

Surplus
(Deficit)

2002

$8,352,173

($8,804,583)

($452,410)

2003

$9,017,546

($9,119,090)

($101,544)

2004

$9,337,910

($9,907,617)

($569,707)

2005

$9,434,659

($10,459,659)

($1,025,000)

2006

$9,580,850

($10,613,058)

($1,032,208)

2007

$9,414,722

($10,303,376)

($888,655)

2008

$10,119,838[1]

($10,659,439)

($539,601)

2009

$12,785,390[2]

($12,613,157)

$172,233[3]

2010

$10,955,382

($11,087,775)

$ (132,393)[4]

2011

$10,117,017

($11,114,219)

($997,202)

2012

$9,793,556

($10,303,942)

($510,386)
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Year

Total
GL Fund
Revenues

Total
GL Fund
Expenditures

(Deficit)

2013

$10,256,822

($11,013,420)

($592,054)

2014

$10,380,828

($11,155,009)

($774,181)

2015

$10,166,514

($11,472,424)

($1,305,910)

($11,319,058)

$1,063,188

3

Surplus

2016

$12,382,246

2017

$11,581,689

($10,905,243)

$676,446

2018

$11,605,168

($11,403,433)

$201,735

2019

$11,633,823

($11,788,393)

($154,570)

2020

$11,667,659

($12,412,933)

($745,274)

2021

$11,701,677

($12,837,516)

($1,135,839)

SOURCE: 2007-2015 WESSEL & COMPANY AUDITED FINANCIALS;
2016 JOHNSTOWN FINANCIALS, 2017-2021 GRS PROJECTIONS
As reviewed in previous Plans, the City went from a positive general fund balance in 2001 of over $752,000 to an operating deficit
of over $1 million by 2006. The activity for fiscal year 2006 resulted in a deficit in spite of a tax increase and a carryover of
sewer receipts from 2005. The negative operating deficits continued through 2007 and 2008. The continuing deficits were a
result of a stagnant or declining revenue base as well as increasing personnel costs driven primarily by higher compensation,
health benefit premiums, workers compensation, and pension liabilities. The operating deficits were addressed by the City in
2008 and 2009 through transfers in the amount of $4.8 million and $253,377 respectively from a capital reserve account to the
General Fund as reimbursements for expenses. As a result, the City finished the year with positive fund balances in 2008 and
2009 in the general fund. However, the 2008 and 2009 transfers were not enough to allow the City to sustain continued positive
balances indefinitely. By 2015, the City had rolled forward approximately $1.4 million in prior year deficits and was forced to

3

The 2016 Revenue is something of an anomaly because the City was able to collect approximately $2 million in delinquent business privilege tax from the Duke
LifePoint Healthcare System. This is a one-time payment that was not included in future projections because it will not re-occur although there will be an increase
beginning in 2017 that was factored into the projections. General Fund revenue has hovered around $10 million for several of the most recent years.
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pursue an unfunded debt loan to meet its current obligations. Table 13 provides a detailed history of the continuing gap between
general fund operating revenues and expenses.
TABLE 13. AUDITED HISTORY OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND EXCESS/DEFICIENCIES
REVENUE
CATEGORY

2007
AUDITED

2008
AUDITED

2009
AUDITED

2010
AUDITED

2011
AUDITED

2012
AUDITED

2013
AUDITED

2014
AUDITED

2015
AUDITED

2016
AUDITED

Taxes

5,375,496

6,333,412

8,073,447

7,585,544

7,466,910

7,600,587

7,810,115

7,874,942

8,136,016

9,500,486

PILOT

120,000

240,000

202,500

224,025

227,002

219,860

224,536

226,246

12,208

9,319

Licenses/Permits

532,351

474,887

470,181

471,184

484,198

474,650

547,605

445,904

444,403

423,181

28,000

28,000

28,000

30,000

30,000

35,383

33,473

Charges for Service
Fines/Forfeits

213,732

193,063

192,354

175,290

178,334

181,830

128,157

112,207

110,889

99,217

Grants/Projects

572,674

607,508

623,272

653,448

653,663

485,575

532,232

526,394

455,745

873,785

Dept. Earnings

106,530

947,852

1,156,544

1,002,195

170,524

163,301

157,098

173,593

158,652

150,184

1,081,641

1,166,888

571,112

559,357

126,000

116,000

131,000

50,000

60,000

0

Interest

112,051

74,627

39,196

41,539

26,814

27,437

23,785

26,150

26,576

28,124

Miscellaneous

211,469

81,601

81,570

79,800

654,359

374,503

642,183

817,103

275,893

338,886

TOTAL REVENUE

8,325,944

10,119,838

11,410,176

10,820,382

10,015,804

9,671,743

10,226,711

10,282,539

9,715,765

11,456,655

EXPENDITURE
CATEGORY
General Govt.

2007
AUDITED
1,284,503

2008
AUDITED
1,199,500

2009
AUDITED
1,175,284

2010
AUDITED
1,502,681

2011
AUDITED
1,322,317

2012
AUDITED
1,216,532

2013
AUDITED
1,514,787

2014
AUDITED
1,411,486

2015
AUDITED
1,399,234

2016
AUDITED
1,366,129

Public Safety

6,578,599

6,740,940

6,654,575

6,361,845

6,378,723

6,409,236

6,980,257

7,137,207

6,803,569

7,227,278

242,186

182,847

151,651

122,260

399,133

119,705

94,314

113,413

229,460

120,373

2,198,088

2,383,800

2,161,663

1,933,941

1,847,442

1,841,192

1,859,471

1,885,327

2,026,441

1,791,648

0

0

0

269,256

223,377

273,897

293,140

239,322

296,496

276,865

10,303,376

10,507,087

10,143,173

10,189,983

10,170,992

9,860,562

10,741,969

10,786,755

10,755,200

10,782,293

130,000

4,665,000[3]

253,377

135,000

101,213

121,913

30,111

98,289

450,749

3,459,856

-157,785

-303,659

-191,702

-271,451

-368,254

-717,224

-848,664

-132,393

-997,202

-510,386

-756,598

-1,305,910

3,285,534

Intergovernmental

Community Dev.
Public Works
Recreation
TOTAL EXPENSES
Transfer In
Transfer Out
Excess/(Deficit)

-888,655

4,125,399

$425,610

-774,181

SOURCE: 2007-2015 WESSEL & COMPANY AUDITED FINANCIALS
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The General Fund continues to generate less revenue than needed for operating expenses annually. The gap between revenue
generated and operating expenses continues to be about $1 million per year.
REAL ESTATE TAXES
At 39% of the overall general fund revenue, real estate taxes are the most significant portion of the City’s revenue base. From
a historical perspective, one significant problem for the City was addressed in 2002. The City’s Home Rule Charter was amended
by referendum on November 5, 2002, to remove the Third Class City Code tax limitations. As a result, the real estate tax millage
that was dedicated to debt service was made available for general purposes, thus averting a significant fiscal crisis in 2002.
However, the City continued to suffer from decreases in its real estate tax base due to assessment appeals and the increase in
tax exempt properties. In 2006, the City levied an additional 3 mills of real estate tax to produce enough revenue to maintain
the City services at the same level as they were in 2005. In 2007, the City again raised real estate taxes by 3 mills and made a
decision not to fill several vacant positions in order to maintain services for the City at the same level as 2006. The tax increases
for 2006 and 2007 were the first real estate tax increases since 1994.
In 2008 because the City reenacted the non-resident earned income tax
at a rate of 1.2 percent pursuant to initiatives contained in the Recovery
Plan of 2007, it was not necessary to increase the real estate tax levy in
2008 or in 2009. In addition, the City used reserve funds to reimburse the
general fund for capital expenses. Based on the initiatives outlined in the
Plan amendment, the non-resident tax rate was reduced beginning in 2008
and 2009 to its 1.1 percent.

“. . . . the real story is the declining value of a
mill of taxes in the City.”

In 2010, the City was forced to increase the real estate tax rate by 10.04 mills from 42.44 mills to a rate of 52.48 mills where it
remained through 2017 to address the structural deficits in its operating funds. This action was taken in conjunction with a
number of staff reductions including four police officers, two parking employees, one tax employee, five public works employees,
the assistant manager position, and the recreation director for a total elimination of 14 positions citywide. The City also
implemented a number of other cost-containment initiatives. Despite the increases in the millage rate the City continued to collect
less every year through 2015. The history of the tax millage rate increases and taxes collected per mill is shown in Table 14.
The City real estate tax collections remained between $5 million and $6 million from 2002 through 2014. In 2015, the sale of
the hospital increased the total collection to $7.1 million. But in 2016, an appeal was filed by the hospital and the City was forced
to escrow 25% of the hospital’s payment and in 2017, the full impact of the appeal settlement was realized. It is expected that
the total real estate tax collection has now stabilized at about $6.5 million and will continue to hold at that number.
Table 14 below provides a history of millage rates and actual collections from 2002 and projected through 2017.
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TABLE 14-HISTORY REAL ESTATE MILLAGE RATES AND COLLECTIONS

DOLLARS COLLECTED PER MILL

YEAR

TOTAL MILLS

TOTAL COLLECTION

$ PER MILL

2002

36.44

$5,561,567

$152,623

2017

2003

36.44

$5,109,193

$140,208

2016

2004

36.44

$4,995,440

$137,087

2015

2005

36.44

$4,908,153

$134,691

2014

2006

39.44

$5,133,014

$130,147

2007

42.44

$5,215,411

$122,889

2008

42.44

$5,369,638

$126,523

2009

42.44

$5,482,802

$129,189

2009

2010

52.48

$5,833,542

$111,157

2008

2011

52.48

$5,875,717

$111,961

2007

2012

52.48

$5,876,410

$111,974

2006

2013

52.48

$5,770,000

$109,947

2005

2014

52.48

$5,547,187

$105,701

2004

2015

52.48

$7,157,272

$136,381

2003

2016

52.48

$6,724,549

$128,135

2017

52.48

$6,560,262

$125,005

125,005
128,135
136,381
105,701

2013

109,947

2012

111,974

2011

111,961

2010

111,157
129,189
126,523
122,889
130,147
134,691
137,087
140,208

2002

152,623
0

20,000 40,000 60,000 80,000 100,000 120,000 140,000 160,000 180,000

SOURCE: JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL RECORDS AND GRS ANALYSIS

However, the real story is the declining value of a mill of taxes in the City. As shown in Table 14, total real estate tax collections
held steady at $5.5 million for thirteen years but the value of a mill of tax decreased from $152,000 in 2002 to $105,000 in 2014.
The value increased due to the hospital assessment in 2015 but has decreased to $125,005 by 2017. The City continues to
collect fewer dollars per mill than it did nearly 15 years ago. There are three reasons for this decline in collection: 1) the City
property assessment values have steadily declined; 2) the collection rate is very low at 85%; and 3) the percentage of tax exempt
property has steadily increased. One of the biggest challenges for the City has been the inability to collect current year real
estate taxes that are levied. Since the tax millage rate was raised to 52.48 mills in 2010, the collection rate has been even lower
than it was in prior years. The City has had less than an 85% collection rate over the past five (5) years. This is lower than the
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collection rate from 2005 through 2009 when the rate was closer to 86%. Table 15 provides a historical analysis of the rate of
delinquent collections over the past ten (10) years. TABLE 15. HISTORY OF CURRENT YEAR REAL ESTATE TAX COLLECTION RATES 2005-2017

YEAR

ASSESSED VALUE

MILLS

BILLED

2% DISCOUNT

ADJUSTED
BILLED

CURRENT YEAR
COLLECTION

%
COLLECTION

2005

$135,738,910

36.44

$4,946,326

($98,927)

$4,847,399

$4,188,308

86.40%

2006

$133,698,720

39.44

$5,273,078

($105,462)

$5,167,616

$4,548,212

88.01%

2007

$136,891,020

42.44

$5,809,655

($116,193)

$5,693,462

$4,720,326

82.91%

2008

$140,221,710

42.44

$5,951,009

($119,020)

$5,831,989

$5,007,071

85.86%

2009

$135,020,470

42.44

$5,730,269

($114,605)

$5,615,663

$4,817,828

85.79%

2010

$135,371,560

52.48

$7,104,299

($142,086)

$6,962,213

$5,776,094

82.96%

2011

$135,089,200

52.48

$7,089,481

($141,790)

$6,947,692

$5,865,295

84.42%

2012

$132,940,270

52.48

$6,976,705

($139,534)

$6,837,171

$5,744,058

84.01%

2013

$133,840,370

52.48

$7,023,943

($140,479)

$6,883,464

$5,770,000

82.15%

2014

$131,740,270

52.48

$6,913,729

($138,275)

$6,775,455

$5,816,814

84.13%

2015

$167,570,050

4

52.48

$8,794,076

($175,882)

$8,618,195

$7,419,333

84.37%

2016

$169,903,000

52.48

$8,916,509

($178,330)

$8,738,179

$6,838,570

76.70%

2017

$149,903,000

52.48

$7,866,909

($157,338)

$7,709,571

$6,500,000

82.62%

In 2015, the Conemaugh Hospital was sold to Duke LifePoint Healthcare and became a taxable enterprise. Initially the full value
of the sale in the amount of $41,763,850 was added to the assessed value by Cambria County. The hospital immediately filed
an appeal and the City was required to escrow a portion of the payments pending a settlement or decision regarding the assessed
value. In 2016, a settlement was reached that reduced the assessed value by nearly $20 million and the City was ordered to pay
back any overpayment. It is expected that the City’s total assessed value will stabilize at about $150 million for the next few
years.
4
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FIGURE 4 - DOLLARS PER MILL

136,375
109,942

105,697

2013

2014

2015

128,130

125,005
Estimated

2016

2017

Another challenge for the City has been that non-taxable property assessments in the City rose to a high of 49% of the total
assessed value by 2012. Since real estate tax revenue makes up over one-third of the City’s total budget, the decline in taxable
assessed value as a percentage of the whole has had a devastating impact on the City’s ability to support operations without
increasing tax rates. Table 16 provides a history of the City’s assessed value and the amount of the total value that is nontaxable for the past 16 years.
Table 16 identifies property assessment information for the City of Johnstown for the past 20 years. The second column “Total
Assessed Value” is the total assessed value of all properties within the City of Johnstown. The third and fourth columns indicate
the amount of the total assessment that is taxable and non-taxable. Over the twenty (20) years shown, the Total Assessed Value
has fallen from $268,735,070 in 1997 to $237,770,850 in 2017. This was a reduction of almost $30 million of assessed value
over a 20-year time frame. Over that same period, the taxable and non-taxable assessed values fell at similar rates with taxable
assessments falling at an average of 1.7% per year and non-taxable assessments falling at an average of 0.97% per year. While
the total values have dropped dramatically over this period, the non-taxable as a percent of the total assessed value remained
relatively constant until the sale of the hospital in 2015. The Non-Taxable percentage is now at 36.24% for 2017 which is an alltime low for tax exempt assessed value in the City.
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TABLE 16. TAXABLE AND NON-TAXABLE ASSESSED VALUE

TAXABLE VS NON-TAXABLE ASSESSED VALUE
1997-2017

Years

Total
Assessed
Values

Taxable

Non-Taxable

NonTaxable
as a % of
Total
Assessed

1997

$268,735,070

$149,701,940

$119,033,130

44.29%

1998

$264,906,070

$144,396,360

$120,509,710

45.49%

1999

$265,581,740

$143,781,280

$121,800,460

45.86%

2000

$263,987,320

$144,755,840

$119,231,480

45.17%

2001

$264,430,840

$155,662,560

$108,768,280

41.13%

2011

2002

$259,632,280

$142,561,560

$117,070,720

45.09%

2010

2003

$257,858,000

$142,238,700

$115,619,300

44.84%

2009

2004

$257,858,000

$142,238,700

$115,619,300

44.84%

2008

2005

$269,374,460

$135,738,910

$133,635,550

49.61%

2007

2006

$268,041,290

$133,698,720

$134,342,570

50.12%

2006

2007

$267,985,910

$136,891,020

$131,094,890

48.92%

2008

$265,495,120

$140,221,710

$125,273,410

47.18%

2009

$265,444,290

$135,020,470

$130,423,820

49.13%

2010

$263,320,920

$135,371,560

$127,949,360

48.59%

2001

2011

$263,557,240

$135,089,200

$128,468,040

48.74%

2000

2012

$260,721,590

$132,940,270

$129,828,420

49.80%

1999

2013

$261,519,040

$132,940,270

$129,131,400

49.38%

1998

2014

$258,987,240

$131,740,270

$128,245,370

49.52%

1997

2015

$257,486,070

$167,570,050

$85,596,020

33.24%

2016

$255,752,110

$169,903,000

$85,992,480

33.62%

2017

$237,770,850

$149,903,000

$86,176,480

36.24%

2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012

2005
2004
2003
2002

0

50,000,000

100,000,000
Non-Taxable

150,000,000

200,000,000
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ACT 511 REVENUE
At 38% of the general fund revenue, the Act 511 taxes are the next highest source and, when added to the real estate tax
collection, make up 77% of the overall general fund revenues. These collections have been transitioned to Berkheimer Associates
who has been designated as the Act 32 Tax Collection Committee’s collector for Cambria County. Table 17 provides a history of
the City’s collection of Act 511 taxes from 2004 through 2017.
TABLE 17. HISTORY OF ACT 511 TAX COLLECTION 2004-2017
YEAR

ACT 511 TAXES

% INCREASE/ DECREASE

2004

$3,293,056

N/A

2005

$3,432,277

4.23%

2006

$2,666,695

-22.31%

2007

$2,432,597

-8.78%

2008

$3,293,060

35.37%

2009

$3,922,405

19.11%

2010

$3,057,349

-22.05%

2011

$2,836,066

-7.24%

2012

$3,195,512

12.67%

2013

$3,288,213

2.90%

2014

$3,873,516

17.80%

2015

$3,634,856

-6.16%

2016

$3,812,813

4.90%

2017

$4,590,000

20.38%

SOURCE: JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL RECORDS AND GRS ANALYSIS

AMUSE
$29,226
PARKING LOT
$43,112

DEED TRANSFER
$66,756
BUSINESS TAXES
$593,662
LOCAL SERVICES TAX
$1,178,683
EARNED INCOME TAX
$1,897,132

FIGURE 5. ACT 511 TAX REVENUE BY SOURCE

Figure 5 provides a graphic depiction of the relationship among the various types of taxes that are included as part of the Act
511 collections and how much revenue was derived from each in 2016.
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Earned Income Tax, by far, makes up the largest part of the Act 511 collections. Local Services Tax, which was increased pursuant
to Act 199 of 2014, makes up the second largest source under Act 511. The Act 511 taxes have fluctuated from year to year
partly because the EIT and LST rates have
changed over the years. The City does not always recognize the income collected in the current year. When rates are changed
(i.e. EIT and LST taxes), the new revenue is often partially realized in the following year.
E ARNED I NCOME T AXES
About 40% of the Act 511 revenue is currently derived from EIT. Over the years, the City has adjusted the resident and nonresident EIT rate to provide funding for City services. For years the non-resident income tax was dedicated entirely to the capital
fund but beginning in 2004, the City briefly lost the ability to levy the non-resident EIT pursuant to initiatives contained in the
Third Amended Plan. In 2008, the City re-enacted the non-resident earned income tax at a rate of 1.2 percent pursuant to
initiatives contained in the Fourth Amended Plan of 2007. The 2007 Plan required that the non-resident tax rate be reduced
beginning in 2008 and 2009 to 1.1 percent. In the 2010 Fifth Amended Plan, the City was permitted to continue to levy the nonresident income tax at the 1.1 percent rate. The non-resident EIT was eliminated permanently in 2016 when the City enacted a
$156 LST under Act 199 of 2014. Table 18 provides a history of this revenue source.
TABLE 18. HISTORY OF TOTAL EARNED INCOME TAX COLLECTION

5
6

YEAR

EARNED INCOME TAX
COLLECTION

% INCREASE/
DECREASE (-)

2003

$1,455,963

-9.63%

2004

$993,9345

-31.73%

2005

$1,225,140

23.26%

2006

$1,173,195

-4.24%

2007

$1,094,319

-6.72%

2008

$2,008,8686

83.57%

In 2004, the City briefly lost the ability to enact a non-resident tax based on the Third Amended Plan initiatives.
In 2008, the City reinstated the non-resident tax at a rate of 1.2%. It was lowered to 1.1% in 2010.
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YEAR

EARNED INCOME TAX
COLLECTION

% INCREASE/
DECREASE (-)

2009

$2,461,509

22.53%

2010

$1,884,577

-23.44%

2011

$1,769,390

-6.11%

2012

$2,044,219 7

15.53%

2013

$2,095,324

2.50%

2014

$2,184,898 8

4.27%

2015

$2,287,329

4.69%

2016

$1,897,132 9

-17.06%

2017

$1,805,000

-4.86%

SOURCE: JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL RECORDS AND GRS ANALYSIS
From 2011 through 2015, the City experienced a steady increase in EIT collection. Beginning in 2016, the City eliminated the nonresident portion of the EIT so that they were able to enact the higher LST. Without changes to the rate, the EIT should increase
at about 2% per year for future years.
ACT 511 BUSINESS TAXES
Some sources of Act 511 tax revenue for the City have experienced increases over the last three years after a marked period of
decline. In fact, only EIT and business taxes have exhibited steady increases. On the other hand, the Local Services Tax collection
initially exhibited a drastic increase when the fee was raised from $5 to $52 in 2005 and then declined in future years because the
regulations about how it could be collected were changed by the General Assembly. Table 19 provides three large Act 511

7

In 2012, Act 32 made it mandatory for EIT to be collected by a county wide TCC and all Act 511 taxes were transitioned to Berkheimer Associates.

8

In 2014, the resident rate for EIT was increased from .1% to .3% under the Home Rule Charter.

9

In 2016, the City eliminated the non-resident EIT in order to increase the LST from $52 to $156 with a $12,000 low income exemption pursuant to Act 199 of
2014.
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revenue generators. The Local Service Tax (LST), formerly the Emergency and Municipal Service Tax (EMST), makes up the
largest share in the chart estimated to be $1.3 million in 2017. The LST is assessed on all persons working in the City and was
increased in 2016 to the maximum permitted which is $156 per person, with $151 going to the City and $5 going to the school
district. The Business Privilege Tax (BPT) and Mercantile Tax are assessed on local businesses pursuant to Act 511 enabling
legislation and the rates cannot be increased. The City was able to recover delinquent business privilege tax in the amount of
$1.8 million from the hospital in early 2017. Collectively these three sources will generate $2.6 million in 2017. These three (3)
revenue sources make up about 56% of the Act 511 revenue.
TABLE 19 – ACT 511 BUSINESS TAXES TAXES - BPT, LST, MERCANTILE
YEAR

MERCANTILE

BPT

LST

2005

$169,245

$373,088

$659,603

2006

$175,278

$356,023

$732,401

2007

$154,255

$356,513

$688,101

2008

$185,425

$388,395

$584,090

2009

$339,408

$420,947

$551,559

2010

$150,408

$364,747

$434,223

2011

$100,285

$257,567

$545,325

2012

$174,386

$317,315

$524,660

2013

$171,555

$322,415

$544,159

2014

$165,917

$341,320

$559,158

2015

$170,870

$377,697

$545,709

2016

$161,394

$432,268

$1,178,683

2017

$795,000 10

$493,000

$1,317,000

SOURCE: JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL RECORDS AND GRS ANALYSIS

10

Beginning in 2017, the City will collect business taxes from the hospital based on gross receipts for business operations.
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OTHER REVENUE SOURCES
Until 2014, the City was trending positively for departmental charges for services which was driven by revenue from Conemaugh
Hospital’s Payment in Lieu of Taxes (PILOT) and the police security contracts with the Housing Authority and the communities of
West Taylor, Middle Taylor, and Lorain Borough. Since 2014, the City experienced over a $175,000 reduction in this revenue
source because the hospital payment was eliminated in 2016 when the hospital become a taxable entity and the Housing Authority
payment has decreased from $361,000 to $331,500 in 2017.
TABLE 20. HISTORY OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES
DEPARTMENTAL
INCREASE/ DECREASE
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
(-)
2004
$823,658
N/A
YEAR

2005

$874,283

6.15%

2006

$789,560

-9.69%

2007

$820,837

3.96%

2008

$823,658

0.34%

2009

$877,650

6.56%

2010

$653,448

-25.55%

2011

$653,663

0.03%

2012

$708,599

8.40%

2013

$750,225

5.87%

2014

$862,429

14.96%

2015

$625,760

-27.44%

2016

$637,974

1.95%

2017

$688,259

7.88%

SOURCE: JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL RECORDS AND GRS ANALYSIS
Total fees and charges have experienced a steady decline, partly due to the transfer of some of the City’s assets to outside
management (i.e., the golf course, Point Stadium concessions).
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SUMMARY OF GENERAL FUND REVENUE OBSERVATIONS
The following observations relative to general fund revenue are based on a June 2017 review of the City revenue stream:
1. The City generates about $10.5 million annually for its general fund activities derived primarily from taxes and
supplemented by intergovernmental revenues, departmental earnings, and to a lesser degree, by fines, licenses, and
permits. This will rise to approximately $11.7 million by 2017.
2. In 2008, the City transferred $4,665,000 from a reimbursement fund into the general fund. As a result, the fund balance
for the City’s general fund was reported as $3,618,071. In 2009, the City was able to achieve another positive operating
position for the general fund activities by transferring the final $253,377 from the reserve account into the general fund.
3. In 2016, the City had rolled forward deficits accumulated to $1.8 million and, as a result, took a $6 million unfunded debt
loan to restructure debt and meet current year obligations. This will provide reserves to support operations for
approximately two (2) years.
4. Timely collection of real estate taxes continues to be a problem and the collection rate continues to hover below 85% of
taxes billed. The problem is exacerbated by the length of time that it takes for the Tax Claim Bureau to complete a tax
sale of delinquent properties. The outstanding delinquent tax revenue was a significant factor in the City’s decision to sell
its tax liens in 2010.
5. The City continues to be overburdened with successful assessment appeals in the commercial district. The Duke LifePoint
Healthcare appeal had the most damaging impact when the settlement resulted in a $20 million reduction in assessed
value.
6. Even after the final settlement, the City still gained approximately $18 million in new assessed value through the sale of
the Conemaugh Hospital to Duke LifePoint Healthcare moving it to taxable status and raising the total assessed value of
the City to $149,903,000 for 2017. This is $30 million lower than the total assessed value in 1994.
7. The City transitioned its Act 511 tax collection to Berkheimer Associates, who is the countywide Tax Collection Committee’s
EIT tax collector. Notwithstanding the transition period during 2010 and most of 2011, the collection for these taxes has
shown a marked improvement over prior years and is projected to continue to steadily increase over the next five years.
8. The City increased its Local Services Tax (formerly the Emergency and Municipal Services Tax) to the statutory maximum
of $47 in 2005. This source generated an additional $525,000 in revenue for the City on an annual basis. In 2016, the
City made the decision to enact a higher LST under Act 199 of 2014 which permits Act 47 communities to raise the LST
from $52 to $156 if they eliminate the non-resident EIT. A calculation revealed that the higher LST would generate more
revenue than the non-resident EIT.
9. The City relies heavily on the collection of EIT (at a rate of 1.3% under the City’s Home Rule Charter since 2010) from City
residents. The EIT rate for Johnstown residents is higher than for most residents across the Commonwealth. Until 2016,
the City also relied on a 1.1% levy of EIT for non-residents, an initiative that was included in the Fourth Amended Plan and
continued in the Fifth Amended Plan, in order to aid in balancing the City’s budget. The City has eliminated the non-resident
EIT in order to increase the LST under Act 199 of 2014 and has lost the ability to levy a non-resident EIT in the future.
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10. Beginning in 2011 and 2012, the City made transfers from its Sewer Upgrade Fund to the General Fund for reimbursement
for sewer project coordination, and maintenance expenses. This transfer has continued on an annual basis and will continue
to be needed in the amount of $470,000 in the future.
11. The City sold tax liens in 2016 for $732,000 which will be distributed on a pro rata basis to the General Fund, Debt Fund,
and Pension Funds. The amount allocated to the General Fund for 2013 is $458,203. Together with the budgeted
reimbursement of operating expenses from the Sewer Upgrade Fund, this will provide operating revenue for the City for
fiscal year 2017.
12. When the non-recurring revenue (i.e. proceeds from the reimbursement fund and from the unfunded debt loan) is backed
out of the City’s revenue stream for purposes of identifying the core operating revenue, it is evident that the City’s operating
position continues to exhibit a significant structural imbalance through 2017 and that without corrective action it will
continue into future years.
Table 21 provides a summary of the General Fund Activity from 2012 through 2016 and projected through 2021
SOURCE: WESSEL AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND GRS PROJECTIONS
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4.5 GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURES
The City’s general fund expenditures have been between $10.3 and $11 million since 2005 with the exception of 2009 when the
Sanitation Fund, Parking Fund, and Recreation Fund were briefly shown as General Fund expenditures. The General Fund captures
the basic activities related to the general operation of the City government, including the following major categories: general
government, administration and finance, fire department, police department, community development, parks, and public works.
It also includes most of the compensation, benefits, and personnel related expenses for the City employees. The City has done a
remarkable job of containing expenses over the past 20 years to an average increase of just 2.2% per year, as Table 22
demonstrates. This has been accomplished through a combination of reducing staff and achieving savings in the structure of
employee benefits. Table 22 provides a history of the general operating fund expenses summarized from 2003 and projected
through 2021.
TABLE 22. GENERAL FUND OPERATING EXPENDITURES 2002-2021
YEAR

EXPENDITURES

INCREASE/DECREASE

2003

$9,119,090

3.57%

2004

$9,907,617

8.65%

2005

$10,459,659

5.57%

2006

$10,613,058

1.47%

2007

$10,303,376

-2.92%

2008

$10,659,439

3.46%

2009

11

$12,613,157

11

18.33%

2010

$11,087,775

-12.09%

2011

$11,114,219

0.24%

2012

$10,303,942

-7.29%

2013

$11,013,420

6.89%

2014

$11,155,009

1.29%

In 2009, the City briefly combined the parking fund, sanitation fund, and recreation fund with the general fund.
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TRANSFERS
7%

GL GOVT
7%

$11,472,424

2.85%

2016

$11,319,058

-1.34%

2017

$11,036,243

-2.50%

2018

$11,403,433

3.33%

2019

$11,788,393

3.38%

2020

$12,412,933

5.30%

2021

$12,837,516

3.42%

Average Increase

PUB WORKS
15%

POLICE
33%

FIRE
29%

FIGURE 6 2016 EXPENDITURES BY USE

12

2015

2.20%

Figure 6 provides a breakdown of the general fund
expenditure categories and their relative percentage of
allocated resources from the 2016 actual expenditures.
The departments experiencing the highest increases in
expenditures have historically been the Police Department,
Fire Department, and Department of Public Works, due to
escalating costs of wages and benefits and long-term pension
liabilities.12 Public safety expenses make up 62% of the City’s
general operating budget – with the police department at
33% and the fire department at 29%. The Department of
Public Works makes up another 15% of the budget. General
government, finance, and community development make up
only 8% of the overall general fund budget. This analysis is
somewhat skewed because the City does not show its pension
obligations, sanitation, debt service, parking, or recreation
expenses as part of the General Fund. In a typical local
government operating budget, these activities would be a
part of the General Fund expenditures and would lower the
percentages for other individual department allocations.

Capital projects are funded from a separate capital project fund budget.
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STAFFING
In the General Fund, personnel related costs make up over 85% of the overall expenses. For this reason, the issue of staffing is
the most important factor in evaluating City expenses currently and for cost containment planning for the future.
The City reported 135 full-time employees for budget year 2017. This is a decrease of 24 employees since the Fifth Amended Plan
in 2010. Most of the decrease is the transfer of the sewage department to the Redevelopment Authority. The reductions and
increases in Full Time Equivalent (FTE) employees since the Fifth Amended Plan have been in the following departments:
TABLE 23 - STAFFING INCREASES AND DECREASES SINCE 2012DEPARTMENT
INCREASE
SINCE 2012

DECREASE
SINCE 2012

COUNCIL
CITY MANAGER

1

FINANCE
POLICE

0.5
4

POLICE/FIRE CLERICAL

0.5

FIRE

3

FIRE CLERICAL
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

0.5

PW INFRASTRUCTURE

4

PW BUILDING AND GROUNDS

2

SEWER UPGRADE

1

PARKING METERS

0.5

SEWAGE

19

TOTAL CHANGE

11

25

SOURCE: JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL RECORDS AND GRS ANALYSIS
The Community Development, Public Works, and the Sewer Upgrade departments were the only departments to experience
increases in staffing. The Community Development increase is an attempt to step up code enforcement in the City and the
Public Works Department increase reflects the combining of parks employees and public works employees.
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The City has made a concerted effort to reduce the number of positions in the past 10 years precisely because it is the only way
for the City to have a significant impact on containing expenditures. In fact, the City has gone from a complement of over 209
employees in 2003 to 135 at January 2017. This is a 35% reduction in staffing over a 15-year period. The departments most
affected by the reductions are the administration and finance at 55% reduction; the public works department at 45% reduction;
and the recreation office which has been completely eliminated. During the same period, the police department experienced a
20% decrease and the fire department experienced a 21% decrease. Table 24 provides a comprehensive staffing review for the
past 15 years.
TABLE 24 - STAFFING LEVELS BY DEPARTMENT 2003 – 2017
DEPARTMENT

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

CITY COUNCIL

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

CITY MANAGER

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

FINANCE

11

11

11

10

9

9

8

6.5

6.5

5.5

7

6

6

5

5

POLICE

48

49

50

49

47

45

41

37

38

38

39

42

43

42

42

POLICE/FIRE OFFICE

7

7

7

7

6

6

6

5

4.5

4.5

4.5

5.5

4.5

3.5

3.5

FIRE

42

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

39

35

39

37

37

32

32

FIRE OFFICE

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

COMMUNITY DEV.

15

15

17

15

15

15

12

11.5

10.5

9.5

13

12

14

8.75

9

PUB. WORKS OFF

3

3

3

3

3

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2

2

2

1.25

2

INFRASTRUCTURE

29

30

33

30

27

17

18

14

13

13

14

16

21

19

17

BLDG & GROUNDS

10

10

8

7

8

8

6

5

5

4

6

6

7

6

6

REPAIR SHOP

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

SEWER UPGRADE

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

SANITATION

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

PARKING/METERS

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6.5

5.5

5.5

6

5

6

6

5

SEWAGE

17

17

17

17

16

16

16

16

16

16

17

16

0

0

0

SEWAGE OFFICE

3

3

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

2

0

0

0

RECREATION OFFICE

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

209

212

215

206

199

186.5

177.5

165

156

149

163

162

153

136

134

TOTAL FULL TIME
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In 2008, the City hired an outside consulting firm to conduct a comprehensive staffing level analysis. In this study the consultants
concluded that they were “pleased to report that Johnstown’s administrative agencies are among the very best we have reviewed
and provide an exceptionally high level of service.” The consultants noted, however, that providing such high levels of service
requires the City to maintain a relatively high staffing level in most departments.
The staffing levels are not at an unreasonable level and have been steadily diminished over the past 20 years. But the population
served has gone from 28,134 in 1990 to 19,966 in 2015, a 29% reduction in people and tax base. For this reason, the City of
Johnstown continues to struggle to support even the current complement of employees. It is critical for the Council, the City
Manager, and department heads to continually re-evaluate whether the City can continue the current staffing levels into the future.
While blanket cuts across all departments are not recommended, the City should consider the most effective use of current staff
before hiring decisions of any kind are made. The City should also develop an analytical process in the finance department for
evaluating the “fully loaded” cost of an employee for each and every hire.
BENEFITS
Benefits, as a part of the overall personnel costs, are an important driver for the cost of the City operations. The cost of benefits
has increased from $1.6 million in 2001 to $2.3 million in 2016. This includes approximately $990,000 for post-retirement
healthcare payments. The City has attempted to manage healthcare costs through the most recent collective bargaining and
arbitration results that provide for increases to the required
employee co-pay contribution, as well as limits to the City’s
premium contributions.

“While blanket cuts across all departments are not

Pension obligations have also driven the benefit category and
recommended, the City should consider the most
overall expenditures for the City. Johnstown is ranked 12th out of
effective use of current staff before hiring decisions
over 2000 pension plans in Pennsylvania for being underfunded
of any kind are made.”
with approximately $21.5 million in assets and over $45 million in
liabilities, resulting in only a 45% funding status. The Minimum
Municipal Obligation (MMO) has increased from $2.1 million in 2007
to $3.4 million in 2013 and is projected to be $3.7 million by 2021. Even with these large contributions to the funds, the funds
continue to be in the “severely distressed” category. A longer discussion of the pension problem is included in the Pension Fund
section.
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DETAILED REVIEW OF EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES
G ENERAL G OVERNMENT
Expenses in this area are relatively stable, increasing at a rate of 2% per year. The position of Assistant Manager was eliminated
in the 2010 budget. There are only 2 positions contained in this category – the Manager and the Executive Secretary.
F INANCE
The actual expenditures in this department decreased from $2.7 million in 2001 to about $320,735 in 2016 due to the fact that
all of the insurance, benefits and personnel-related costs that were formerly captured in this category have been distributed to
the respective departments. Currently, the finance department is divided into two distinct functions: payments and administration.
The payments division consists of 2 full-time union employees dedicated to the real estate tax collection, cashiering, parking, and
miscellaneous payment tasks. The administrative side of the department consists of 3 employees: the Finance Director,
Accounting Assistant, and Payroll Clerk.
The Finance Department previously operated with an outdated version of ProSoft financial software supported by an outdated
technology. The software did not allow for proper reporting, reconciliation, or fund structure. The financial management system
did not meet Government Accounting Standards Board (GASB) standards, the DCED Chart of Accounts structure, or the American
Institute of Certified Public Accounts (AICPA) guidelines. The former system technology was also inadequate resulting in multiple
malfunctions, which placed the city in a vulnerable data integrity position that made the City susceptible to security weaknesses
and information loss. Beginning in January 2010, the City reconfigured its financial system to be consistent with the DCED chart
of accounts in preparation of a new financial management system. As part of the Fifth Amended Plan initiatives, beginning in 2012,
the City of Johnstown upgraded its technology and completely revamped its financial management system.
The installation of the Freedom Systems software in 2011 brought the City in line with GASB and AICPA accounting guidelines.
The new system is built on a DCED fund structure and provides a cashiering ability for recording receipts that addressed a
significant internal control deficiency by eliminating the need for manual manipulation to transfer data to the general ledger. This
system upgrade coupled with the incorporation of the DCED chart of accounts provides for better functionality and provides the
benefit of a complete Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system.
In 2013, the City also completed a fiber optic installation that improved the system connection between administration and the
public safety operation forming one single Information Technology Network (ITN.) This connectivity saved the City $22,000 in the
first year and will result in an annual savings of at least $45,000. The connection allowed the City to interface the financial
management ERP software for all departments and eliminates redundant servers. In addition, 14 new workstations were provided
in various departments and locations in order to efficiently interconnect with the new system. As part of the workstation upgrades,
older versions of Windows were upgraded and replaced.
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Since 2013, several improvements have been made to the structure of funds and accounting groups and internal controls have
been examined. In 2015, there was the discovery of a theft in the amount of $20,000 in the department by the City Manager who
was previously the Finance Director. The theft involved petty cash and the use of credit cards and these areas have been
scrutinized and additional controls have been installed. The City Manager resigned and was prosecuted in 2016.
The new Finance Director has streamlined many of the accounting processes, implemented best practices, and improved the
budgeting process.
F IRE D EPARTMENT
The City’s Fire Department, with a Fire Chief and 32 paid firefighters, makes up about 29% of the City’s general fund expenditures
at about $3.3 million in 2016. The Fire Department expenditures have increased at about 1.23% per year for the past 10 years.
The reopened arbitration award of 2012 included wage increases of 2% for 2011, 3% for 2012, 3.5% for 2013, and 3.5% for
2014. The arbitration award also eliminated the overall minimum staffing requirement but retained a shift staffing of 3 personnel
per apparatus and one Assistant Chief. As a result, the staffing level for this department is down 8 positions since the Fifth
Amended Plan. Staffing is always a challenge for the City’s ability to further control the cost of fire service.
Expenses in the fire department are exacerbated by post- retirement health benefits that are almost as high as the current
employee benefits. In 2016 the cost for health insurance benefits for active employees was $474,219, while the cost for postretirement health care for retirees was $449,144. Although
the original arbitration award in 2011 provided for
firefighters to contribute 15% of the healthcare premium
cost, capped the City’s share of the cost of the annual
premium to 6%, and eliminated retiree healthcare for new
hires, the reopened arbitration award reduced the
firefighter premium contribution to 5%, eliminated the 6%
cap on the City’s share of the premium increase, and
reinstituted retiree healthcare benefits.
The City will
negotiate a new contract with the firefighters in 2017 and
is seeking the contributions and caps that were not
provided in the 2014 arbitration award. Table 25 outlines
the costs for fire services over the past ten years and
projected through 2017.
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TABLE 25 - FIRE DEPARTMENT EXPENSES WITH PROJECTIONS
YEAR
2002

FIRE DEPARTMENT
EXPENSES
$1,885,622

INCREASE/
DECREASE
N/A

2003

$1,921,116

1.88%

2004

$1,962,864

2.17%

2005

13

$2,714,499

13

38.29%

2006

$2,790,437

2.80%

2007

$3,003,846

7.65%

2008

$3,186,748

6.09%

2009

$3,383,474

6.17%

2010

$3,793,505

12.12%

2011

$3,619,65514

-4.58%

2012

15

$3,243,721

-10.39%

2013

$3,328,758

2.62%

2014

$3,116,71216

-6.37%

2015

$3,099,483

-0.55%

2016

$3,073,219

-0.85%

2017

$3,083,679

0.34%

2018

$3,121,608

1.23%

Beginning in 2005, benefits were distributed across the departments increasing the total expenditures by nearly $1 million.

14

In 2011, the number of firefighters was reduced from 43 to 39.

15

In 2012, the number of firefighters was reduced from 39 to 35 positions.

16

In 2014, the number of firefighters was reduced from 35 to 33 positions.
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YEAR
2019

FIRE DEPARTMENT
EXPENSES
$3,160,004

INCREASE/
DECREASE
1.23%

2020

$3,198,872

1.23%

2021

$3,238,218

1.23%

SOURCE: JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL RECORDS AND GRS ANALYSIS
In addition to the expenditures shown for the fire department, an additional $1.4 million will be paid into the Firemen’s Pension
Fund for the required MMO payment in 2017. This expenditure is shown in a separate fund which will be reviewed in the Pension
Fund section. This brings the total cost for fire services to approximately $4.5 million in 2017.
P OLICE D EPARTMENT
The City’s Police Department, with the Police Chief and 37 police officers, makes up about 33% of the City’s general fund
expenditures, at about $3.5 million in 2016. The current staffing level is a reduction of 10 positions from the 48 active officers in
2003. Table 26 outlines the cost of police services over the past 15 years and projected through 2021.
TABLE 26 - POLICE EXPENSES WITH PROJECTIONS
YEAR
2002

POLICE DEPARTMENT
EXPENSES
$2,578,905

INCREASE/
DECREASE
N/A

2003

$2,482,595

-3.73%

2004

$2,696,657

8.62%

2005

17

$3,673,521

17

36.23%

2006

$3,737,651

1.75%

2007

$3,649,147

-2.37%

2008

$3,736,606

2.40%

2009

$3,690,988

-1.22%

Beginning in 2005, benefits were distributed across the departments increasing the total expenditures by nearly $1 million.
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YEAR
2010

POLICE DEPARTMENT
EXPENSES
$3,317,459

INCREASE/
DECREASE
-10.12%

2011

$3,334,337

0.51%

2012

$3,364,850

0.92%

2013

$3,369,426

0.14%

2014

$3,494,409

18

3.71%

2015

$3,408,752

-2.45%

2016

$3,583,499

5.13%

2017

$3,658,299

2.09%

2018

$3,695,979

1.03%

2019

$3,734,048

1.03%

2020

$3,772,509

1.03%

2021

$3,811,366

1.03%

Despite the staffing reductions, the Police Department expenses have increased at about
1.03% per year for the past 10 years. The arbitration award of 2010 provided for a wage
freeze in 2010, a 2% increase in 2011 and increases of 3% per year for 2012 and 2013.
The favorable reductions in Police expenses for 2010 and 2011 and the leveling off of
expenses for 2011 and 2012 reflect the staffing reductions as well as the Plan mandated
healthcare contributions and salary freeze.
The escalating costs of health benefits (for active and retired members), workers
compensation, and pension liabilities drive the expenses for the police department. The
arbitration award that was issued in April of 2010 enabled the City to better manage costs
for health benefits by requiring a 15% contribution towards health care and an annual
6% limit on the City’s premium increase. However, expenses are exacerbated by post-

18

In 2014, the City used federal funds under the POLICE CHIEF program to add a two additional police officers.
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retirement benefits that are almost as high as the current employee benefits. In 2016 the cost for health insurance benefits for
active employees was $509,907 while the cost for post-retirement health care for retirees was $328,047.
In addition to the expenditures shown for the police department, an additional $1.1 million will be paid into the Police Pension
Fund for the MMO in 2017. This expenditure is shown in a separate fund which will be reviewed in the Pension Fund section. This
brings the total cost for the police department to approximately $4.7 million in 2017.
The City also provides police services under contract to the Housing Authority and to three adjacent communities. The City has
taken the initiative to ensure that contracts with the Housing Authority and other municipalities for the provision of police services
cover the actual cost of providing these services, including wages, benefits, equipment, and fuel.
C OMMUNITY D EVELOPMENT
As in the past, the City enjoys considerable savings through utilization of Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds to
support City projects performed by City employees. These funds are currently under attack by the federal government and may
not be available to cities in the future.
This department oversees the planning, zoning, and code enforcement activities for the City. Since 2009 the expenses of the
community development department have been controlled by leaving some positions
unfilled in order to obtain needed budget savings. In 2009, three positions were
eliminated and the department has been reduced by one position a year in each of the
subsequent years to a complement of nine full time and 1 part-time beginning in 2013.
In 2014, the City added 2 code enforcement positions in an attempt to become more
aggressive in pursuing code violations. Projected cost increases in this department
due to the collective bargaining agreements are somewhat mitigated by the use of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) funding to support positions and activities.
Only about $117,223 was paid for community development from the general fund in
2016 which is only about 1% of the general fund expenditures. Most of the program
revenues and expenditures are captured in other City funds.
P UBLIC W ORKS
The Public Works Department includes a Director and 25 employees and makes up
about 15% of the City’s operating budget, at about $1.7 million in 2016. The current workforce is a significant reduction from 43
employees in 2007. The City has controlled costs in this department primarily through leaving positions vacant and by managing
benefit costs. In fact, the City’s expenses for this department, because of the reductions in the workforce, are lower in 2017 than
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they were in 2002. However, the costs for wages, health benefits, workers compensation, and pension liabilities continue to drive
expenses.

TABLE 27. PUBLIC WORKS EXPENSES WITH PROJECTIONS
YEAR
2002

PUBLIC WORKS
EXPENSES
$1,967,540

INCREASE/
DECREASE
N/A

2003

$2,801,904

42.41%

2004

$1,728,362

-38.31%

2005

$2,576,105

49.05%

2006

$2,522,251

-2.09%

2007

$2,194,542

-12.99%

2008

$2,383,269

8.60%

2009

$2,161,663

-9.30%

2010

$1,933,941

-10.53%

2011

$1,847,442

-4.47%

2012

$1,841,192

-0.34%

2013

$1,922,237

4.40%

2014

$1,868,205

-2.81%

2015

$1,980,651

6.02%

2016

$1,739,921

-12.15%

2017

$1,739,704

-0.01%

2018

$1,722,655

-0.98%

2019

$1,705,773

-0.98%

2020

$1,689,056

-0.98%

2021

$1,672,504

-0.98%

SOURCE: JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL RECORDS AND GRS ANALYSIS
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The City has left positions vacant in this department every year
since 2007 which has helped to control the expenses. In addition
to the expenditures shown for the police department, approximately
$593,762 will be paid into the Officers and Employees Pension Fund
for the MMO in 2017. This expenditure is shown in a separate fund
which will be reviewed in the Pension Fund section. This brings the
total cost for public works to $2.3 million in 2017.

H EALTH B ENEFITS
Health benefits for full-time employees in all departments escalated dramatically over a 15-year period increasing from $1,762,376
in 2002 to $2,310,065 in 2017 about a 30% increase. Since the adoption of the Fifth Amended Plan, the City has done an excellent
job in reducing health care costs. In arbitration awards and negotiated settlements, the City was able to implement 15%
contributions from employees towards premiums, a cap of 6% increase to be absorbed by the City, and a restructuring of benefits.
By 2012 the City was able to reduce its overall costs to $2,089,762, a 23.35% reduction from 2011 and a 38% reduction from
2010. For 2013, the City was again able to restructure the benefits and to gain acceptance by some of the bargaining units for a
lower cost plan. One factor that impacts the reduction in benefits is that the City insures fewer active employees than ever before
and has eliminated post-retirement healthcare for new hires. But post-retirement healthcare costs continue to increase as current
employees retire and are still entitled to these benefits. Table 28 provides a history of annual health care costs for City employees.
TABLE 28 - COST OF HEALTH CARE BENEFITS WITH PROJECTIONS
YEAR

INCREASE/ DECREASE

2004

HEALTH INSURANCE
EXPENSES
$2,252,539

2005

$2,478,310

10.02%

2006

$2,513,032

1.40%

2007

$2,408,630

-.90%

2008

$2,405,284

-.001%

2009

$2,217,248

-7.82%

2010

$3,344,736

50.85%

2011

$2,726,374

18.49%

2012

$2,089,762

-23.35%

2013

$2,507,405

19.99%

6.70%
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YEAR

INCREASE/ DECREASE

2014

HEALTH INSURANCE
EXPENSES
$2,779,042

2015

$2,305,398

-17.04%

2016

$2,135,576

-7.37%

2017

$2,310,065

8.17%

2018

$2,425,568

5.00%

2019

$2,546,847

5.00%

2020

$2,674,189

5.00%

2021

$2,807,898

5.00%

10.83%

SOURCE: CITY OF JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL RECORDS AND GRS ANALYSIS
Health Care costs will continue to rise in the foreseeable future and the City must continue to negotiate with health care providers
and the unions to keep costs manageable. In 2017, the health care benefits for employees are about 20% of the general fund
budget. In addition, other post-retirement healthcare benefits (OPEB) escalated to an annual expense of $991,000 by 2016. The
total amount of OPEB liabilities incurred as of January 1, 2017, as calculated by the actuaries, is $21 million. Although these
benefits have been eliminated for future hires current payments for the accrued liability have a substantial negative impact on the
general operating budget. The annual OPEB payment will grow proportionate to retirements that take place with OPEB liability.
The City should set up a fund to begin to move toward fully funding the OPEB obligation.
W ORKERS C OMPENSATION
Workers compensation costs had become a significant problem for the City at the time that the Sixth Amended Plan was updated
and adopted. A combination of higher premiums and a deteriorating claims and loss record resulted in a 40% increase to the
City’s premium. For this reason, the City was enrolled in the State Workers Insurance Fund (SWIF) beginning in 2013 in an
attempt to control costs and address claims. By 2016, the City had done a remarkable job of turning this around and controlling
claims and the premium was reduced from $711,130 in 2014 to $270,439 in 2016. Table 28 provides the recent history of the
City’s premium increases by department.
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TABLE 29 - WORKERS COMPENSATION PREMIUM BY DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Management

1,300

1,486

1,600

1,703

586

672

324

Finance

1,361

1,406

1,710

1,691

1384

1532

868

158

199

245

255

233

293

286

Police

136,428

184,774

249,100

220,676

278,351

167,280

166,567

Fire

241,942

255,143

310,616

305,184

315,063

210,347

215,03

Public Works

46,280

53,803

79,079

61,057

101,368

67,14

69,004

Parks & Recreation

6,257

7,091

14,814

13,271

14,145

10,902

11,887

Total General Fund

433,726

503,902

657,164

603,837

711,130

455,740

270,439

Community Development

SOURCE: JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL RECORDS AND GRS ANALYSIS
Table 30 provides a 3-year history of the City’s history for workers compensation claims. Because the number and dollars for
claims paid have decreased significantly, the City’s premiums have been reduced.
TABLE 30 – WORKERS COMPENSATION CLAIM COST ANALYSIS
Claim Cost Analysis (All Claims)
Policy Year
2009
385,136

Policy Year
2010
395,660

Policy Year
2011
259,389

Policy Year
2012
138,130

Policy Year
2013
67,523

Policy Year
2014
93,692

Policy Year
2015
44,704

385,135

395,662

259,385

138,132

60,493

84,882

44,704

# of Open Claims

0

0

0

0

6

3

0

Total # of Claims

23

29

24

30

46

31

32

Total Incurred Losses
Paid Losses

SOURCE: CITY OF JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL RECORDS AND GRS ANALYSIS
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SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES AND OBSERVATIONS
The following observations regarding general fund expenditures are based on a June 2017 review of the City expenditures:
1. The City’s general fund expenses are projected to be over $11.5 million per year beginning in 2018 for support of general
fund activities. This is an obvious problem because the general fund revenues are projected to be only about $11 million
per year resulting in a large and growing funding gap.
2. City expenditures increased at a remarkably low 2.2% per year over the past 10 years. This demonstrates an exceptional
effort at cost containment.
3. Because the City expenditures increased at a rate of 2.2% per year and the City revenues increased at a rate of only .25%
per year, the gap between operating revenues and expenditures steadily increased through 2015. By 2016, the deficit had
reached an estimated $1.8 million and City Council was forced to seek an unfunded debt loan in the amount of $6 million
to restructure debt and meet current operating obligations.
4. Most of the cost containment has been a result of lower staffing levels. The number of positions has decreased by 24 Full
Time Equivalents (FTE) from 2012 to January 2017 lowering the total number of employees from 143 in 2009 to 135 in
2012. With such a large decrease in the number of employees there should have been a dramatic reduction in expenditures.
Unfortunately, expenses for personnel related benefits including current and post-retirement health care and pension
obligations have erased the gains achieved through reducing the number of positions.
5. Benefits and pension liabilities continue to escalate in spite of the best efforts of the City to address the escalating costs.
Although the healthcare costs have leveled out at about $2.5 million annually due to cost containment efforts that were
mandated in the Fourth Amended Plan and implemented through arbitrated and negotiated settlements in 2010 and 2013,
they will continue to rise in future years.
6. The general fund in isolation, without considering the other core operating funds that reflect the City activities, is close to
being balanced by enough revenue to support general fund operations. However, the debt service fund, the parking fund,
and the recreation fund continue to negatively impact the stability of the City’s financial condition.
REVIEW OF THE 2015 GENERAL FUND AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
As part of this Seventh Amended Plan, a review of the most recently audited financial statements was completed in order to
evaluate the accuracy of the City’s budgeted amounts in the general fund relative to the actual revenue received and expenditures
incurred. During 2015, the general fund experienced a deficiency of revenues over expenditures totaling ($1,305,910) at the
close of the fiscal year. This negatively impacted the general fund balance by reducing it from a positive $278,034 to a negative
($1,027,876). The City had achieved the positive fund balance in 2009 and 2010 by transferring funds in the amount of $4,665,000
in 2008 and $253,377 in 2009 from the reserve account for the reimbursement of expenses made from the general fund. By the
end of 2015, these reserves were completed exhausted. In 2016, the City borrowed $6 million as an unfunded debt loan with
approval from Common Pleas Court and DCED to restructure debt and meet current year obligations. This resulted in an estimated
positive fund balance of $1,063,188 by the end of 2016.
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REVENUE
A review of the 2015 audited Actual Revenue to Budgeted Revenue indicates that the actual revenue fell short of the budget by
($2,135,188) for the following reasons:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tax revenue was under budget by $612,252. This is partly due to the requirement to escrow a portion of the
taxes that were under appeal by the Duke LifePoint Healthcare System.
The PILOT was under budget by $5,792
Charges for Services exceeded the budgeted amount.
Licenses and permits were under budget by $27,847.
Fines and forfeits were under budget by $49,861.
Departmental earnings were under budget by $12,573.
Interfund charges and reimbursements exceeded the budgeted amount by $80,333.
Grants and joint projects were under budget by $302,008.
Interest earnings were under budget by $8,424.
Miscellaneous revenue was under budget by $1,200,147. This was mostly revenue that was budgeted that never
materialized.

EXPENDITURES
Fire, Police, Community Development, Culture and Recreation, and Public Works all exceeded budget allocations in 2015. General
Government and Finance achieved savings from the budgeted allocations. A review of the 2015 audited Actual Expenditures to
Budgeted Expenditures indicates that the actual expenditures exceeded the budget by $80,616 for the following reasons:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General government was under budget by $1,977.
Finance Department was under budget by $320,100.
Fire Department was over budget by $15,410.
Police Department was over budget by $145,774.
Public Works Department was under budget by $104,267.
Community Development was under budget by $72,182.
Parks and Recreation was under budget by $21,531.

The City should continue to refine its budget process and include better projections for both revenues and expenditures. The
adopted 2017 budget is a much-improved document that provides documentation and support for the budget projections and
relies on revenue that is based on historical accuracy.
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4.6 PENSION FUND
REVENUE
In 2017 the City levied 17.3831 mills of real estate taxes per dollar of assessed valuation of property in the City to assist in
addressing the unfunded actuarial accrued liability (UAAL) for the pension funds. This levy generates approximately $2.2 million
in current year real estate taxes. Other revenue for the pension fund includes funds from the sale of liens, employee contributions,
state aid, and investment returns.
State aid is an important factor in funding the plans. It is based on the unit value derived from foreign casualty insurance premiums
which are reported by the Commonwealth annually. The unit value is applied to the number of active employees that are reported
by the City to the Auditor General’s Office in March of each calendar year. Police and fire employees receive credit for two units
while all other employees receive credit for one unit. Over the past 25 years, the unit value has increased from $1,146 in 1985
to $4,375 in 2016. In 2011, there was an exceptional “one-time only” payment of $5,596 per unit to all municipalities in the
Commonwealth. This produced excess funds in the pension fund that were used to offset pension expenses in subsequent years.
In 2016, the state aid was $919,477. A history of the unit value over the past 30 years is shown.

FIGURE 7 - HISTORY OF STATE AID UNIT VALUES
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SOURCE: PENNSYLVANIA EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT COMMISSION WEBSITE
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Because the state aid units are awarded based on active employees and the City has reduced its workforce over the years, the
City receives less state aid than in the past even though the unit value has increased substantially. In fact, there are over twice
as many retired employees who are drawing pension payments from the pension plan than active employees to support it. The
2017 valuation of the pension plan reported the following active and retired employees.
TABLE 31 - PENSION FUND PARTICIPANTS – ACTIVE AND RETIRED
PARTICIPANTS IN
2017
Retirees and
Beneficiaries

POLICE
FUND
92

FIRE
FUND
73

OFFICERS/
EMPLOYEES
81

SEWAGE
FUND
18

TOTAL

Deferred-Vested

6

1

2

6

15

Active
Employees
Total

38

33

43

0

114

136

107

126

24

393

264

SOURCE: 2015 ACTUARIAL VALUATION AND 2015 AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

With the exception of 2011 when the unit value was exceptionally high, the City’s state aid allocation decreased from the 2007
allocation of $970,419 to $919,477 in 2016. Unfortunately, the City continues to require at least $3.4 million in revenue to support
its pension obligation and must, look to other sources such as real estate tax levies for additional revenue.
I NVESTMENT P ERFORMANCE
Investment performance has long been a problem for the City’s funds with losses in most periods from 2007 through 2011. In
August of 2007, the City selected two new investment managers to manage the funds after a review of the investment performance
of the plans. C.S. McKee in Pittsburgh and State Street Global Advisors in Boston were selected as investment managers for the
funds. But, through 2013, the plans continued to exhibit losses in valuation of assets. In 2014, the City engaged AndCo Consulting
(formerly the Bogdan Group) to provide pension investment guidance for investment of pension funds. Since the 2013 valuation,
the City has experienced actuarial gains in each of the pension funds. The primary reason for these gains was investment returns
that met or exceeded the assumed rate of 7.5 percent per annum. Part of the gains are also a result of the City beginning to
make the full MMO payment to the fire pension fund and to the sewage employees fund instead of the 25% reduced amortization
permitted by law. In fact, the higher contributions have resulted in an improvement in the Fire Pension Fund from 31.6% funded
in 2013 to 42% funded in 2017. The investment gains to each fund are shown in Table 32.
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TABLE 32 – PENSION ASSETS BY FUND

YEAR

POLICE FUND
ASSETS

FIRE FUND
ASSETS

OFFICERS &
EMPLOYEE
ASSETS

SEWAGE
FUND
ASSETS

TOTAL

2013

$8,914,258

$5,182,741

$6,132,396

$1,285,460

$21,514,855

2015

$10,120,578

$6,223,767

$6,561,374

$1,440,462

$24,346,181

2017
Increase in Assets
Since 2013

$10,708,268

$7,319,417

$6,613,008

$1,645,238

$26,285,931

$1,794,010

$2,136,676

$480,612

$359,778

$4,771,076

SOURCE: 2015 ACTUARIAL VALUATION AND 2015 AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The two investment managers chosen in 2007 (C.S. McKee and State Street Global) continue to manage the funds in 2017 but
since 2014, the City has realized investment gains in the funds. By 2015, the value of assets had increased to $24.3 million and
by 2017 are reported as $26.2 million which demonstrates additional gains in value.
EXPENDITURES
In 2012, the Johnstown pension plans received a determination from the Pennsylvania Employee Retirement Commission (PERC)
that the Plans had devolved to a Level III Severe Distress status under Act 205. This was a result of total actuarial losses
experienced by the pension plans between 2009 and 2011 ($2,002,801) on top of a loss between 2007 and 2009 ($3,021,464).
The actuarial losses caused the Unfunded Accrued Actuarial Liability (UAAL) for the plans to increase from $16 million in 2003 to
over $24 million in 2011.
By 2011, the City’s combined pension plans were only 47% funded with the fire pension plan in the worst position at only 34%
funded. The condition of the funds declined further by the 2013 valuation at which time the
total funds had declined to 45% funded and the fire department fund had declined to only
31.6%. Table 33 provides the history of the UAAL.
Although the funding status improved slightly by the 2015 valuation, the fire department
pension plan, at 37% funded, had only about five (5) more years of funds available for
benefits by January 1, 2015. Although the assets continue to increase, the liabilities are
increasing simultaneously – going from $37 million in 2003 to $49 million in 2017.
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TABLE 33 - PENSION UNFUNDED ACCRUED ACTUARIAL LIABILITY (UAAL)

YEAR

TOTAL ACTUARIAL
VALUE OF ASSETS

TOTAL
ACTUARIAL
ACCRUED
LIABILITY (AAL)

TOTAL
UNFUNDED
AAL (UAAL)

TOTAL
FUNDED
RATIO

2003

$21,699,879

$37,768,221

$16,068,342

57%

2005

$20,882,649

$40,008,680

$19,126,031

52%

2007

$21,605,207

$41,265,778

$19,660,571

52%

2009

$20,972,820

$41,877,580

$20,904,760

50%

2011

$21,914,312

$46,308,890

$24,394,578

47%

2013

$21,514,855

$47,422,975

$25,908,120

45%

2015

$24,346,181

$48,352,745

$24,006,564

50%

2017

$26,285,931

$49,662,193

$23,376,262

53%

SOURCE: CITY OF JOHNSTOWN ANNUAL AUDITS
There are mandatory remedies for Level III Distress pension funds under Act 205 that must be considered by the City including
the establishment of a revised benefit plan for newly hired employees. In 2013, the City commissioned its actuary, Mockenhaupt
Benefits Group (MBG), to undertake a study of the options that are mandatory and/or available to the City to address the unfunded
actuarial liabilities of the Plan. The Sixth Amended Plan required that the City initiate several changes to its pension plans pursuant
to its authority under Act 205 to address its unfunded pension liabilities.
The City has pursued a number of strategies to control the future costs of pension liabilities, including better investment
management, changes to benefits for newly hired employees, and reductions in active staff. The City also reduced the investment
assumption from 8% to 7.5% and continued to make the full MMO payments to the Fire fund and the Sewage fund. For 2011
through 2016, the City elected the Act 44 option which provides for the ability to reduce the City’s Minimum Municipal Obligation
(MMO) by 25% for the Police Pension Fund and the Officers and Employee Fund and to amortize that amount over the next 20
years at the interest rate in the actuarial assumptions of the Plan. Beginning in 2017, the reduced amortization payment provision
ended and the City will pay the full MMO in the amount of $3.4 million. The City’s actuary has provided MMO projections through
2021 based on these assumptions and the Recovery Plan projections are based on the MBG projections.
Although the City’s required MMO decreased in 2011 and through 2013 because the Act 44 “smoothing,” the overall trend for the
pension expense is an escalation in costs. It is projected that the pension obligation will continue to be approximately $3.4 million
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through 2021. Table 34 provides a history of the MMO expense paid from the Pension Fund from 2001 – 2017 and projected
through 2021. These payments are partially offset by state aid received and deposited into the Fund.
TABLE 34 - PENSION MMO EXPENSES WITH PROJECTIONS
YEAR

PENSION MMO EXPENSE

2001

$1,234,743

INCREASE/DECREASE
(-)
N/A

2002

$1,435,988

16.30%

2003

$1,406,899

-2.03%

2004

$1,856,282

31.94%

2005

$1,977,837

6.55%

2006

$2,135,177

7.96%

2007

$2,447,203

14.61%

2008

$2,722,437

11.25%

2009

$2,407,340

-11.57%

2010

$2,661,152

10.54%

2011

$2,092,202

-21.38%

2012

$2,112,550

0.97%

2013

$2,474,894

17.15%

2014

$2,982,701

20.52%

2015

$3,500,494

17.36%

2016

$3,253,153

-7.07%

2017

$3,390,281

4.22%

2018

$3,347,819

-1.25%

2019

$3,579,220

6.91%

2020

$3,308,062

-7.58%

2021

$3,303,495

-0.14%

SOURCE: JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL RECORDS, MBG PROJECTIONS,
AND GRS ANALYSIS
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Table 35 provides a comprehensive overview of the activity in the Pension Fund from 2012 through 2016 and projected through
2021. Until 2013, the Redevelopment Authority was reimbursing the City for the MMO for Sewage employees. Once this operation
was privatized, the payment was no longer made by the Authority for reimbursement to the City. This reduces the revenue to the
fund by approximately $110,000 and must be made up from City funds increasing the City’s MMO in the future.
TABLE 35 – PENSION FUND ACTIVITY 2012 – 2016 AND PROJECTIONS THROUGH 2021

REVENUE:

Audited

Audited

Audited

Audited

Audited

Projected

Projected

Projected

Projected

Projected

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

RE Taxes

1,532,849

1,351,930

1,885,492

2,889,073

2,264,163

2,259,754

2,293,650

2,328,055

2,362,976

2,398,421

State Aid

867,861

908,707

826,742

792,654

919,477

914,999

928,724

942,655

956,795

971,147

-

-

-

-

248,546

215,498

235,000

235,000

235,000

235,000

315

343

274

480

491

30

300

300

300

300

96,693

98,907

110,558

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2,497,718

2,359,887

2,823,066

3,682,207

3,432,677

3,390,281

3,457,674

3,506,010

3,555,071

3,604,867

(2,112,550)

(2,474,894)

(2,982,701)

(3,500,494)

(3,023,895)
267,677

(3,390,281)

(3,347,819)

(3,579,220)

(3,308,062)

(3,303,495)

385,168

(115,007)

(159,635)

181,713

676,459

-

109,855

(73,210)

247,009

301,372

(625,692)

(740,699)

(900,334)

(718,621)

(42,159)

Liened Taxes
Interest
Sewage Employees
Total Revenue
EXPENDITURES:
MMO
Operating Transfers In
Excess/(Deficit)
Fund Balance (Deficit)
Restated

SOURCE: WESSEL AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND GRS PROJECTIONS
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4.7 PARKING FUND
REVENUE
The Parking Fund is made up of two (2) funds, the Parking Fund – 02 and the Intermodal Parking Garage – 06. The total Parking
Fund Revenues were $746,419 in 2015 and $799,687 in 2016 as shown in Table 36. Revenues for the Parking Fund consist of
meter revenue, parking garage revenue, parking space rentals, neighborhood passes, and unloading zone revenue. Although the
trend has been a modest annual increase in revenues, projections are that in future years, the City will not generate enough
revenue to cover operating expenses and debt service payments. The City will have to continue to transfer approximately
$330,000 annually to cover the debt service related to the Parking Fund. Revenue for this fund is projected to be between
$750,000 and $830,000 annually.
EXPENDITURES
The parking fund has been operating at a deficit since 2006 and continued to generate
deficits in 2010, 2011, and 2012. The $570,000 operating budget for 2017 includes one
parking meter serviceman, one senior meter person, one parking enforcement
personnel, one laborer (public works support), and a full-time parking coordinator.
Although the parking fund as it is currently structured can support the parking operation,
it cannot generate enough revenue to pay the annual debt service payment on the
parking garage bond in the amount of $721,000. In 2013, this debt was moved to the
Debt Service Fund and the Parking Fund provided a transfer to the Debt Service Fund
to partially offset this payment. The total expenditures for 2016 were $1,126,738
including the transfer for the debt service payment. The 2015 audited financial reports
indicate a deficit of ($327,445) and projections indicate that the fund will continue to
experience deficits through 2021 without any intervention by City management to
address the deficits.
Furthermore, the parking facilities are in disrepair and require extensive improvements.
The City commissioned a structural engineering study of its parking facilities in 2012 and used some of the savings from the 2013
refunding of the General Obligation Bond – Series 2006 to complete repairs that were necessary in order to continue the use of
its parking facilities.
In 2017, the City requested an Act 47 grant through DCED to undertake asset valuation studies in an attempt to begin the
privatization or monetization of the parking facilities in the City. Once the valuation is complete, the City intends to identify options
for selling or leasing these facilities for private management.
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Table 36 provides a comprehensive history of the revenues, expenditures and fund balances for the Parking Fund from 2012
projected through 2021.
TABLE 36 – PARKING FUND ACTIVITY 2012 – 2016 WITH PROJECTIONS THROUGH 2021

REVENUE:
Fees
Interest

Audited

Audited

Audited

Audited

Audited

Projected

Projected

Projected

Projected

Projected

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

758,865

754,254

758,976

746,415

799,519

760,000

779,000

798,475

818,437

838,898

67

45

39

61

(160)

-

45

45

45

45

2,428

-

-

-

-

210

210

210

210

756,727

759,015

746,476

799,359

760,000

779,255

798,730

818,692

839,153

62,779

593,476

132,000

(978,009)

(1,253,798)

(947,000)

(961,205)

(975,623)

(990,257)

(1,005,111)

333,495

330,000

330,000

330,000

330,000

330,000

(639,495)

(48,203)

(48,203)

(48,203)

(48,203)

(48,203)

(100,000)

(100,000)

(100,000)

(100,000)

(100,000)

126,797

(153)

4,904

10,231

15,839

Other
Total Revenue

758,932

GRANT FUNDS
EXPENDITURES:

(1,118,863)

Transfers In (GL)

(1,040,132)

(941,749)

365,470

184,169

Transfers Out (DS)
Interest Expense

(136,395)

(135,124)

(112,344)

(95,912)

Excess/(Deficit)

(496,326)

(53,059)

(110,909)

(327,445)

(166,963)

(123,910)

(290,873)

Fund Balance (Deficit)
Restated

SOURCE: WESSEL AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND GRS PROJECTIONS
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4.8 DEBT SERVICE FUND REVENUE
The City’s debt service fund is primarily supported through an annual real estate tax levy and the interest earnings associated
with these deposited funds. In 2017 the millage was set at 7.4357 mills and will generate $966,644 in real estate tax collections.
There will also be an additional $37,485 in tax lien sales that will raise the revenue in that fund to a projected $1,004,128.
EXPENDITURES
The City’s debt service obligation for 2017 is $1,168,805. This includes the parking garage debt and the payments for the unfunded
debt loan Series of 2016. Table 37 provides a detailed review of the debt service requirements for the next five years.
TABLE 37 – DEBT SERVICE PAYMENT SCHEDULE 2017-2021
YEAR

KS STATE
BANK #1

KS STATE
BANK #2

SERIES OF
2013
276,593

UNFUNDED
DEBT LOAN
2016
717,000

2017

78,458

96,754

2018

78,458

2019

TOTAL

1,168,805

96,754

275,493

717,000

1,167,705

78,458

96,754

274,393

717,000

1,166,605

2020

78,458

96,754

513,224

717,000

1,405,436

2021

78,458

96,754

511,586

717,000

1,403,798

SOURCE: JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL RECORDS AND GRS ANALYSIS
Because the revenue generated in this fund is not enough to cover the entire debt service payment obligations, it will be necessary
for the City to contribute between $130,000 to $350,000 to cover these payments. Beginning in 2020, the debt service payments
will increase by $238,000 because the payments for the GO Series of 2013 will increase. This will require at least an additi onal
$350,000 in funding from the General Fund. Table 38 provides the schedule of long term debt that is outstanding as of January
1, 2017.
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TABLE 38. LONG TERM DEBT SCHEDULE
LENDER

ISSUE AMOUNT

Kansas State Bank Loan #1

$1,000,000

OUTSTANDING
DECEMBER 31, 2016
$431,246

Kansas State Bank Loan #2

$1,101,264

$828,436

GO Bonds Series of 2013

$10,357,156

$6,485,000

GO Note - Unfunded Debt

$6,000,000

$6,000,000

TOTAL GO Long Term Debt

$18,458,420

$13,744,682

SOURCE: WESSEL & COMPANY. 2009 AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Table 39 provides a comprehensive history of the revenues, expenditures and fund balances for the Debt Service Fund from 2012
projected through 2021. It should be noted that the City also has debt related to its Sewer Upgrade projects which is approximately
$60 million but is not considered to be General Obligation debt because it is supported by Revenue Bonds that were issued through
PENNVEST. This debt will be discussed as part of the Sewer Upgrade Fund section.
TABLE 39 – DEBT SERVICE FUND ACTIVITY 2012 – 2016 WITH PROJECTIONS THROUGH 2021

REVENUE:
RE Taxes
Liened Taxes

AUDITED

AUDITED

AUDITED

AUDITED

AUDITED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

647,005

663,253

573,055

416,266

426,352

918,414

932,190

946,173

960,366

974,771

-

-

-

-

37,484

43,107

49,573

57,008

65,560

12

11

19

198

-

10

10

10

10

663,265

573,066

416,285

426,800

955,898

975,307

995,756

1,017,384

1,040,341

48,203

48,203

48,203

48,203

48,203

131,000

131,000

350,000

350,000

Interest
Total Revenue

647,005

Transfer In (PF)

-

Transfer In (GL)
LOC Proceeds

1,048,416
337,601

184,097

-

78,518
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AUDITED
2012

AUDITED
2013

AUDITED
2014

AUDITED
2015

AUDITED
2016

PROJECTED
2017

PROJECTED
2018

PROJECTED
2019

PROJECTED
2020

PROJECTED
2021

(288,242)

(584,066)

(387,989)

(402,729)

(1,328,418)

(1,168,805)

(1,167,705)

(1,166,605)

(1,405,436)

(1,403,798)

-

-

-

-

-

560,246

6,000,000

Lease Proceeds

1,328,418

Transfer Out (PF)

(1,118,774)

(184,169)

Transfer Out (GL)
Unfunded Loan
Restructure Expenses
Excess/(Deficit)
Fund Balance (Deficit)
Restated

(2,969,198)
-

-

-

-

(4,590,055)

-

-

-

-

358,763

(141,728)

185,005

13,556

(5,519)

(164,704)

(13,195)

8,354

10,151

20

(5,499)

34,746

SOURCE: WESSEL AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND GRS PROJECTIONS
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4.9 RECREATION FUND
REVENUE
Prior to 2009, recreation in the City was funded by a special levy on real estate. This levy, which was 4.494 mills in 2006 generated
$599,688. This levy was increased in 2007 to 5.9555 mills and the levy generated $591,920 in 2008. In 2009 the City eliminated
the recreation fund and showed all revenue in the “Departmental Earnings” portion of the general fund budget and accounting
system. In fiscal year 2009, the City eliminated the special levy on real estate as a method to fund recreation activities.
Revenue generated specifically for recreation in 2009 totaled only $120,326 derived primarily from gate tickets at Point Stadium
as well as franchise fees. For 2010 and subsequent budget years, the recreation revenue was returned to a separate Recreation
Fund and is accounted for separately from the general fund. However, the routine recreation activities remain in the general fund.
Only activities specifically related to Point Stadium are now included in the recreation fund.
Total revenue identified exclusively as part of the Recreation Fund was only $40,768 in 2016. This includes gate tickets, stadium
rental, concessions and advertising at Point Stadium.
There continues to be considerable uncertainty about programming, cost recovery, and uses for Point Stadium. While the City has
taken steps to promote and market as well as evaluate current programming, Point Stadium continues to be significantly
underutilized. The City needs to create a business plan that focuses on additional uses and revenue from Point Stadium.
EXPENDITURES
Expenses at Point Stadium in 2016 were $192,864 mostly for employee compensation
and benefits and utility, equipment, and supplies. This made it necessary for the General
Fund to transfer approximately $150,000 into this fund to cover expenses.
Expenditures in the Recreation Fund have exceeded revenue in every year since 2009
and the General Fund has subsidized these expenditures. Transfers have been required
and will continue to be required to support the Point Stadium expenditures.
Because there is a social component of recreation that fulfills certain quality-of-life
aspects for City residents, recreation will continue to be a vital part of the City’s overall
mission. It is recommended, however, that the Recreation Fund be consolidated with
the General Fund because there are significant revenues and expenditures already made
from the General Fund and there is very little revenue or activity in the Recreation Fund.
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Table 40 provides a comprehensive history of the revenues, expenditures and fund balances for the Recreation Fund from 2012
projected through 2021. The revenue includes the transfers from the General Fund as they are shown in the Audited Financial
Statements.
TABLE 40 – RECREATION FUND ACTIVITY 2012 – 2016 WITH PROJECTIONS THROUGH 2021
AUDITED

AUDITED

AUDITED

AUDITED

AUDITED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Fees

77,438

72,711

53,550

62,635

64,419

40,100

40,501

41,109

41,520

41,935

Other

1,600

1,600

-

-

-

103

107

49

17

84

71

71

71

71

71

Total Revenue

79,141

74,418

53,599

62,652

64,503

40,768

41,788

41,180

42,209

43,264

EXPENDITURES:

REVENUES:

Interest

(230,103)

(207,298)

(189,197)

(213,622)

(134,495)

(195,757)

(198,693)

(201,674)

(204,699)

(207,769)

Transfer In From GL Fund

138,467

133,867

138,489

133,459

21,000

135,000

135,000

135,000

135,000

135,000

Excess/(Deficit)

(12,495)

987

2,891

(17,511)

(113,495)

(19,989)

(21,906)

(25,494)

(27,490)

(29,505)

105,662

(7,833)

Fund Balance (Deficit)
Restated

SOURCE: WESSEL AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND GRS PROJECTIONS
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4.10 SANITATION FUND
REVENUE
The user fee charged to all property owners for pick-up and disposal of refuse supported the Sanitation Fund until 2013 at which
time the City executed a new contract that required the vendor to direct bill residents.
Sanitation Fund Revenues remained relatively constant through 2013 leveling off at about $1.5 million per year. However, after
2013, the City collected only delinquent accounts which resulted in revenue in 2016 in the amount of $35,450. These collections
have become smaller in each fiscal year.
EXPENDITURES
In 2012, the City finally realized an excess of revenue over expenditures in the amount of $28,459 in the Sanitation Fund. The
City no longer bills the residents for this service and has no collection responsibilities. The City should eliminate this fund for
budget year 2018. Table 41 provides a comprehensive history of the revenues, expenditures, and fund balances for the Sanitation
Fund from 2012 projected through 2021.
TABLE 41 – SANITATION FUND ACTIVITY 2012-2016 WITH PROJECTIONS THROUGH 2021
AUDITED

AUDITED

AUDITED

AUDITED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

7,226

7,782

7,477

7,589

8126

7,500

7,500

7,500

7,500

7,500

1,532,070

1,496,752

99,740

63,060

28,119

43,927

35,000

25,000

15,000

5,000

1,071

787

28

17

2

15

15

20

15

15

796

935

64

589

43

100

100

100

100

100

Total Revenue

1,541,163

1,506,256

107,309

71,255

36,290

51,542

42,615

32,620

22,615

12,615

EXPENDDITURES

(1,493,354)

(1,498,864)

(24,461)

(24,242)

(27,322)

(21,404)

(21,404)

(21,404)

(21,404)

(12,000)

(30,023)

(21,000)

(11,000)

-

-

115

211

216

1,211

615

REVENUES:
Grants
Fees
Interest
Fines

Transfers Out (GF)
Excess/(Deficit)

(332)
47,809

7,060

82,848

47,013

8,968

SOURCE: WESSEL AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND GRS PROJECTIONS
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4.11 OTHER GOVERNMENTAL F UNDS
CAPITAL FUND
R EVENUE
For years, the City of Johnstown dedicated its non-resident earned income tax, authorized as a remedy under Act 47, directly to
the Capital Fund. Equipment, facilities, and other capital projects were funded through this method. However, beginning in 2006,
these funds were needed for the general operation of the City departments and were no
longer dedicated to capital projects.
In 2006, the City completed a $6 million general obligation bond issue for improvements
to the Point Stadium, payoff of the Washington County loan for the Renaissance project,
improvements to City Hall, improvements to the Public Safety Building, and improvements
to the Washington Street Garage.
In 2009, the City issued additional general obligation bonds in order to reimburse itself for
capital expenses that were previously made from the proceeds from the sale of the sewage
treatment plant. Funds were transferred to the general fund in the amount of $4,665,000
in 2008 and in the amount of $253,377 in 2009 and used to make payments on current
liabilities such as the pension obligation, the tax and revenue anticipation note payoff, and
the parking bond debt service payment. The assets in the capital fund at the end of fiscal year 2009 were $375,811.
Since 2009, the Capital Fund has been supported by grant funds for special projects, transfers from the General Fund, and proceeds
from the City’s First Summit Bank line of credit. In 2015, the City received grant funds in the amount of $5,539,727 for the
Haynes Street Bridge Replacement project. At the beginning of 2016, there was $675,929 in the Capital Fund and revenues from
grant funds were deposited in the amount of $364,832. There was also a transfer from the General Fund in the amount of
$444,931. The City uses the Capital Fund primarily for infrastructure projects that are grant funded.
E XPENDITURES
Most expenditures from the Capital Fund since 2009 have been for projects that are funded through grants or proceeds from
borrowing. In 2012, there were expenditures for projects in the amount of $770,941 that included: computer hardware and
software, improvements at Oak Playground, Hick Street Bridge Replacement, Haynes St. Bridge Replacement, Main St. East Garage
Project, and the LED garage lighting project. There were no planned expenditures from this fund in 2013 with the exception of
parking garage repairs that were made from the proceeds of the General Obligation Bond – Series 2013. The available assets in
this fund at January 1, 2014 were $238,906.
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In 2015, there were expenditures from PENNDOT grant funds in the
Capital Fund in the amount of $6,133,746. These expenditures were
primarily for the Haynes St. Bridge Replacement project and the
Dellwood Street Bridge Replacement project. In 2016, there were
expenditures for police, fire, and public works vehicles in the
amount of $615,077 that were funded through a capital loan lease
through Kansas State Bank.
Because there are no available
unrestricted assets, there are very few expenditures to be made
from this fund in 2017 with the exception of police vehicles.
In the past, the City prepared a Capital Improvement Plan (CIP)
each year that was reviewed and approved by the City Council along
with the general operating budget. In fact, the City’s Home Rule
Charter requires that the CIP must be completed and adopted by
Council by August 1 of each fiscal year. But in recent years, the
City did not have capital funds to commit to projects and eliminated
this practice.

In 2016, the new Finance Director completed a summary CIP that included the current planned and future projects for a five- year
period. The City should enhance and maintain a five-year CIP that includes the identification of facility and infrastructure projects
and a plan to replenish resources and funding sources to support the identified projects.
SEWER UPGRADE FUND
R EVENUE
The City sold the sewage treatment plant to the Redevelopment Authority in 2005 and closed
the Bureau of Sewage Fund as the funds were exhausted and activities were transferred.
In July 2010, the City executed a Consent Order and Agreement (COA) with the Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Protection. The COA is designed to address sanitary sewer
overflows (SSO) in the region served by the Johnstown Redevelopment Authority’s Dornick
Point Sewage Treatment Plant in West Taylor Township, Cambria County. The COA obligates
the City to a schedule of corrective actions related to its sanitary sewer system. As a result,
the City raised its minimum monthly sewer usage charge to $55 up to 6,000 gallons effective
January 2017. It will be increased to $59 up to 6,000 gallons in January of 2018. These
funds are collected in the Sewer Upgrade Fund. The fees are being used to support the
required activities and associated debt service that must be completed as a result of the COA.
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By 2016, the sewer user fees were generating about $6.4 million per year to support the sewer projects. In addition, the City has
incurred loans in the amount of $60 million that is supported by sewer fee revenue through the state’s PENNVEST program. Table
42 provides a history of the revenue by source for this fund over the past 3 years.
TABLE 42 - SEWER UPGRADE FUND REVENUE BY SOURCE 2010-2012
SOURCE

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

$2,925

$28,237

$43,189

$42,786

$32,598

$25,178

$9,159

State Grants – Flood

0

$9,750

$9,809

$0

State Grants - 4th Avenue

0

0

$57,835

$0

User Fees - Sewer Upgrade

$2,569,656

$4,936,609

$4,905,209

$5,336,079

$4,826,120

$5,458,691

$6,461,656

PENNVEST Loan Proceeds

0

0

$1,574,028

$7,144,050

$11,140,523

$22,038,058

$20,100,913

$2,572,580

$4,974,596

$6,590,070

$12,522,915

$15,999,241

$27,521,927

$26,571,728

Interest Earnings

TOTAL

SOURCE: WESSEL AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND GRS PROJECTIONS
E XPENSES
Beginning in 2010, the City began to design, engineer, and undertake projects to address the sanitary sewer overflow problem.
The City has received nine (9) PENNVEST loans through the PA Department of Environmental Protection to continue capital projects
that will bring the City into compliance with the consent order. Table 43 provides a 3-year history of the expenditures that have
been supported by the Sewer Upgrade Fund.
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TABLE 43 - SEWER UPGRADE FUND EXPENSES BY USE 2014-2016
USE

2014

2015

2016

$5,633,557

$496,523

$4,727,617

Personnel Expense

$31,360

$29,617

$25,120

DEP Overflow Fines

$10,000

$10,000

$18,000

Advertising Expense

$3,700

$3,525

$1,615

Audit

$15,000

$18,000

$23,000

RDM Contract Expense

$183,467

$178,387

$173,608

$1,533,626

$15,374

$3,165,869

Legal Expense

$14,812

$28,282

$7,000

Easements

$24,604

$33,498

$19,266

PENNWORKS Projects

$1,377

$2,140

$214,379

$113,576

$126,124

$1,826,921

$8,980,646

$208,310

$20,812,950

$3,000

$380,702

0

Transfer to GL Fund

$533,908

$450,749

$450,000

TOTAL Expenditures

$17,082,633

$1,981,231

$31,465,345

Sewer Upgrade Projects

Engineering Expense

PENNVEST Debt Service
PENNVEST Project Expenses
Depreciation Expense

SOURCE: WESSEL AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND GRS PROJECTIONS
As of December 31, 2015, the audited fund balance for the Sewer Upgrade Fund was $21,571,789. It is estimated that the fund
balance at December 31, 2016 was approximately $16.6 million. In the 2017 budget, the City planned for another $30 million in
projects and a $450,000 transfer to the General Fund to reimburse it for expenses related to the sewer projects. These funds are
restricted for sanitary sewer upgrades to address the DEP consent order.
The outstanding long-term debt from PENNVEST revenue bonds in the amount of $56 million for the sewer projects and consent
order are shown in Table 44. It is expected that the City will incur another $44 million in order to complete the planned projects
to address the COA.
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TABLE 44 - SCHEDULE OF PENNVEST LOANS

SEWER UPGRADE FUND - SCHEDULE OF PENNVEST LOANS
Loan Identification

Location

Outstanding December 31, 2016

Annual Debt Service

Loan #79372

Hornerstown Part 1

1,622,650

9,228

Loan #71390

Hornerstown Part 2

6,745,124

43,300

Loan #71397

Roxbury

8,480,881

50,128

Loan #71406

Oakhurst

7,552,547

54,203

Loan #71412

Woodvale

9,558,185

51,438

Loan #71417

Moxham Part 1

4,799,928

50,128

Morrellville

15,900,000

73,128

56,519,810

331,548

Total Outstanding Loans

SOURCE: JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL RECORDS, GRS ANALYSIS

4.12 ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
The audited financial statements include a statement of revenues, expenditures and changes in fund balance for all governmental
funds (i.e. general, pension, debt service, parking, recreation, sanitation, capital, and special community development funds) as
part of the normal course of the audit. The Sewer Upgrade Fund was re-categorized by the auditors as a proprietary business
enterprise fund in 2013 and it is, therefore, not included as part of the Governmental Funds for any year. Table 45 provides a
detailed history of the audited financial statements for all Governmental Funds for the City of Johnstown for the most recent 5
years. The revenues, expenditures, and operating deficits or excesses are shown for each year from 2012 through 2016.
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TABLE 45 - SUMMARY OF ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS - AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

SOURCES

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Taxes

9,780,441

9,825,298

10,333,489

11,441,355

12,439,547

PILOT

219,860

224,536

226,246

12,208

9,319

Licenses & Permits

474,650

547,605

445,904

444,403

423,181

Fines & Forfeit

181,830

128,157

112,207

110,889

250,877

Intergovernmental

116,000

131,000

50,000

60,000

0

Charges for Services

1,637,508

1,599,463

183,290

161,078

773,870

Departmental

163,301

157,098

173,593

158,652

150,184

Interest/Investments

49,391

61,592

50,426

46,983

44,545

6,040,027

5,924,877

8,374,007

8,961,557

4,810,774

474,792

768,141

945,508

287,620

339,179

TOTAL Revenue

19,137,800

19,367,767

20,894,670

21,684,745

19,241,476

USES
General Government

2012
1,651,183

2013
2,031,499

2014
1,968,762

2015
2,125,551

2016
1,959,891

Public Safety

8,338,813

8,938,439

9,562,632

9,577,746

9,657,411

Community Development

3,529,788

3,105,967

2,067,141

1,725,775

1,628,179

2,202,278

2,302,170

2,279,623

2,553,429

2,340,473

Human Services

226,369

393,741

306,762

167,279

183,982

Culture & Recreation

504,000

500,438

428,519

510,118

475,863

Capital Expenditures

770,941

1,103,349

4,575,356

6,157,988

1,535,532

Debt Service

288,242

584,066

387,989

402,729

4,590,055

Sanitation Expenses

1,493,354

1,498,864

-

43,529

27,322

TOTAL EXPENSES

19,004,968

20,458,533

21,576,784

23,264,144

23,652,506

Difference

132,832

(1,090,766)

(682,114)

(1,579,399)

(4,411,030)

Operating Transfers In

313,615

1,055,198

650,640

1,219,681

5,794,106

Grants & Joint Projects
Other

Parking
Public Works

1,253,798
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(313,615)

(1,420,668)

(834,809)

(768,931)

(5,076,429)

2012

2013

2014

2015

0

Line of Credit Proceeds

0

337,601

184,097

78,518

Bond/Note Proceeds

0

6,710,000

0

6,000,000

Bond Discount

0

(94,754)

0

Bonds Redeemed

0

(6,055,000)

0

132,832

(558,389)

(682,186)

(1,076,942)

1,328,418

1,659,691

1,792,523

1,398,679

716,493

(360,446)

Excess/(Deficiency)
BEGINNING FUND BALANCE
RECLASSIFICATION OF UNRESTRICTED
FUND BALANCE
ENDING FUND BALANCE

(2,838,405)
1,792,523

1,398,678

716,493

(360,446)

514,732

SOURCE: WESSEL & COMPANY AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
4.13 CONCLUSION
As part of this review, the financial condition of the City was evaluated against the solvency standards that were set out in the
Introduction of this Section 4. These standards are generally accepted by the International City Managers Association (ICMA), the
Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA), and the PA Department of Community and Economic Development financial
management guidelines. Comments related to each level of fiscal solvency are provided below.

C ASH S OLVENCY : A government’s ability to generate cash flow over a 60-day period to pay its bills
COMMENT: In the past, the City had cash reserves or proceeds from a Tax Anticipation Note in the early part of the
fiscal year that provided adequate cash flow for the payment of its current liabilities and obligations. However, in
2016 after several years of rolling forward structural deficits, the City faced an estimated $1.8 million deficit for yearend and was forced to seek an unfunded debt loan in the amount of $6 millio n to restructure outstanding debt and to
meet current year obligations. This loan provides reserves for two years and will be paid over a 10- year period at
$717,000 per year.

B UDGETARY S OLVENCY :

A government’s ability to generate revenues over its normal fiscal year to meet its
expenditures and avoid deficits.
COMMENT: Although, the City adopts a balanced budget annually, revenue has been overestimated and expenses underestimated
in the past. As a result, the City has experienced structural deficits for seven (7) of the past ten (10) years because it did not
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meet its revenue projections or expenditure limits. Although the budget process has improved tremendously over the past 3
years, the City must budget revenues and expenditures more accurately to avoid deficits in the future.

L ONG -R UN S OLVENCY : A government’s ability, in the long-term, to pay all costs of doing business, as well as meeting
all costs such as pension costs and accumulated accrued employee leave benefits, as they occur
COMMENT: The City has significant challenges in its long-term ability to pay the costs of doing business as well as meeting its
long-term accrued liabilities and obligations. Because the City is burdened with legacy costs such as pension ($24 million) and
OPEB obligations ($20 million) that affect the current year operating budget, long-term expenses directly impact the City’s ability
to pay for current year operating expenses. Furthermore, the City residents are burdened with above average earned income tax
rates and escalating sewer fees to support more than $50 million of capital improvements to the sanitary sewer system under the
DEP consent order.

S ERVICE -L EVEL S OLVENCY : A government’s ability to provide services at a certain level and quality that are required
for the health, safety, and welfare of the community.
COMMENT: The City has made significant reductions in staffing over the past decade from 200 employees in 2007 to 134
employees in 2017. The City has eliminated all of the employees in departments such as recreation, sewer, and sanitation. In
some cases, these services have been transitioned to outside contractors; in others, services have either been decreased or
eliminated. Since 2007, the City has eliminated 10 positions in the police department, 10 positions in the fire department, 20
positions in the public works department, and 6 positions in the Finance Department. The City is currently still able to provide
services at an adequate level for the health, safety, and welfare of the community. But it cannot continue to lose large segments
of its staffing without having a negative impact on the quality of services provided to its residents.
The City has taken positive steps to increase revenue collection, reduce staff where possible, limit costs for benefits, and adjust
the benefit structure for legacy costs in the future. But, unless there are major improvements to the City’s tax base or major cuts
in personnel and benefit costs, the City will be hard pressed to meet its current operating expenses over the next several years.
The expectation is that benefit costs will continue to rise by at least 6% per year over the next three years and that the Ci ty will
continue to carry substantial liabilities for pensions and OPEB obligations as noted. Debt related to the consent order is mounting
and must be supported by user fees. The City is years away from any significant revenue enhancement that will have an
appreciable impact on its ability to support the City operations at its current levels. Without intervention, there will certainly be
continuing structural deficits in the core operating funds over the next three years. These must be addressed through the
implementation of revenue enhancement and cost containment strategies identified in Section 8. Plan Initiatives.
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S ECTION 5 – D EPARTMENT O PERATIONS
As part of this Seventh Amended Recovery Plan and because a vast majority of the City’s expenses are related to personnel,
reviews of department operations were conducted and are reported in this section of the report. The results of the reviews and
the initiatives derived from them
are reported in Section 8.
Summary of Initiatives.
5.1 POLICE DEPARTMENT
The City of Johnstown Police
Department (JPD) is comprised
of 38 full time sworn officers.
The Home Rule Charter does not
establish the number of officers
or the administrative structure
of
the police department.
Section
242
of
the
Administrative Code specifies
that the Police Chief “shall be
responsible to the City Manager
for the performance of the
functions
of
the
police
department.” The number of
officers
and
the
rate
of
compensation are set from time
to time by Council.
The department's structure is as
follows: Chief of Police, 2
Captains, 6 Patrol Sergeants, 4
Detectives, one Juvenile officer,
2 officers assigned under the
C.O.P.S program, 4 street patrol
K9
Teams,
4
Motor
Units(motorcycles),
Crisis
Intervention
Team
(C.I.T.)

POLICE
CHIEF

CAPTAIN

CAPTAIN

DETECTIVES

SERGEANT

SERGEANT

SERGEANT

SERGEANT

SERGEANT

SERGEANT

PATROL
OFFICERS

PATROL
OFFICERS

PATROL
OFFICERS

PATROL
OFFICERS

PATROL
OFFICERS

PATROL
OFFICERS
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officers and several selected officers of the Johnstown Police Dept. operate on the Cambria County Special Emergency Response
Team (S.E.R.T). The CBA identifies the position of Lieutenant but that position is not currently filled and it does not appear that
there are plans to fill it.
The Department has several specialized vehicles: A Mobile Command Center, a S.E.R.T. response vehicle and armored EMS Tactical
vehicle, a unit outfitted with License Plate Reader (LPR) Technology, and a Prisoner Transport Unit.
The Motor Division is used primarily for parade and funeral details although the motorcycles are used on patrol at times depending
on manpower and conditions. The department is examining whether retaining the unit is cost effective or a wise use of
departmental resources.
The K9 unit has been funded in large part by the community. The last 3 K-9 vehicles and all of the dogs were purchased by the
Community Foundation for the Alleghenies through donations. The interim chief is examining whether the unit is an effective use
of departmental resources even while recognizing the amount of funding coming from outside the JPD. There is a belief that there
would be some community backlash if the unit was disbanded.
FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
For the years 2014-2016 the police department expenditures at $3.5 million were 33% of the total City expenditures.
TABLE 46: JOHNSTOWN POLICE DEPARTMENT ANNUAL EXPENDITURES
2014
ACTUAL

2015
ACTUAL

2016
ACTUAL

$1,771,959

$1,981,836

$1,916,279

$0

-$88,615

-$157,000

Premium Pay

$116,916

$124,186

$100,000

Educational/Sick Leave Incentives

$28,016

$29,962

$27,000

Overtime - Fill Shifts

$72,283

$63,839

$85,160

Uniforms

$28,764

$30,069

$28,800

Longevity

$33,733

$32,692

$31,108

$2,051,671

$2,173,969

$2,031,347

COMPENSATION
Base Salaries (36 Officers)
FED - COPS Reimbursement

Total Compensation
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2014
ACTUAL

2015
ACTUAL

2016
ACTUAL

Health Insurance

$403,654

$416,725

$508,680

Employee Co-Pay

-$55,073

-$64,092

-$78,472

HRA Liability

$14,780

$15,687

$15,199

Vision

$3,623

$3,771

$3,572

Life

$1,518

$5,958

$7,143

Dental

$25,322

$22,400

$20,724

Total Benefits

$393,824

$400,449

$476,846

$2,445,495

$2,574,418

$2,508,193

Total Retiree Benefits

$277,729

$297,797

$328,047

Total Other Operating Expenses

$771,185

$536,537

$747,259

TOTAL FIRE DEPARTMENT EXPENSES

$3,494,409

$3,408,752

$3,583,499

BENEFITS

TOTAL COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS

SOURCE: JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL RECORDS AND GRS ANALYSIS
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COMPARABLE COMMUNITIES
As part of the benchmarking process, similar cities in the Commonwealth were used for comparison purposes. The cities that are
most comparable to Johnstown in size, demographics, crime, and policing challenges are Hazleton, Lebanon, McKeesport, and
New Castle. Staffing, budgets, and cost for these five (5) cities are shown in Table 47.
TABLE 47: JOHNSTOWN AND COMPARISON CITIES STAFFING/BUDGETS
CITY

CONTRACTS

POLICE
BUDGET
($1,000)

POP
SERVED

FTE

PER 1,000
POP

$$ PER
CAPITA

Johnstown
Cambria County

Dale, Lorain, Middle Taylor,
West Taylor

3,722

22,724

39 FT

1.72

164

Hazleton
Luzerne County

None

3,958

24,825

37 FT

1.49

159

Lebanon
Lebanon County

None

4,508

25,534

36 FT

1.41

177

McKeesport
Allegheny County

Dravosburg

5,125

21,235

44FT
6 PT

2.12

241

New Castle
Lawrence County

Taylor Township

3,835

23,427

36FT
7PT

1.62

164

SOURCE: DCED MUNICIPAL STATISTICS, COMMUNITY WEBSITES, ACS CENSUS DATA
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A review of the police budgets for these five cities was conducted and the results are reported in Table 48. In Johnstown, about
33% of the total general fund budget is allocated for the JPD. In addition to the general fund, Johnstown includes a pension
payment to the police pension fund in the amount of $1.1 million annually.
TABLE 48: JOHNSTOWN AND COMPARISON CITIES WITH % OF TOTAL EXPENDITURES
MUNICIPALITY NAME

POP
SERVED

TOTAL IN
($1000)

POLICE IN
($1000)

% OF
TOTAL

JOHNSTOWN

22,724

11,319

3,722

32.98%

HAZLETON

24,825

9,531

3,958

41.76%

LEBANON

25,534

11,532

4,508

39.10%

MCKEESPORT

21,235

21,630

5,125

23.70%

NEW CASTLE

23,427

19,271

3,835

20.57%

CRIME ACTIVITY STATISTICS
The Uniform Crime Reports (UCR) contain official data on crime in the United States, published by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI). Law enforcement agencies across the United States provide the data to the FBI which then compiles the
reports. For reporting purposes, criminal offenses are divided into two major groups: Part 1 offenses and Part 2 offenses. As
part of this review, GRS analyzed both Part 1 and Part 2 crime data for the City of Johnstown from 2014 through 2016. However,
it should be noted that information reported by the UCR is only as good as the information that is provided by the law enforcement
agencies.
P ART 1 V IOLENT O FFENSES IN J OHNSTOWN (2016)
For Part I crimes that are considered more serious, the UCR indexes report incidents in two categories: violent and property
crimes. Aggravated assault, forcible rape, murder, and robbery are classified as violent while arson, burglary, larceny-theft, and
motor vehicle theft are classified as property crimes.
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TABLE 49: PART 1 CRIME-VIOLENT AND NON-VIOLENT FIGURE

8: PART 1 CRIME IN JOHNSTOWN BY TYPE (2016)

PART 1 CRIME

2014

2015

2016

VIOLENT

125

125

105

PROPERTY

814

703

645

2016 Part 1 Crimes in Johnstown

Figure 8 and Table 50 provide an overview of the Part 1 Crime
in Johnstown in 2016 by type:

Murder 0.7%
TABLE 50: CITY OF JOHNSTOWN – PART 1 CRIME 2012-2016
OFFENSE

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

HOMICIDE

1

7

6

3

5

RAPE

6

2

6

7

2

ROBBERY

31

45

32

25

20

AGGRAVATED
ASSAULT

93

76

81

70

73

LARCENY

499

497

503

476

420

M.V. THEFT

38

28

19

25

20

BURGLARY

285

277

290

199

201

ARSON

3

7

2

3

4

TOTAL

956

939

939

808

745

It should be noted that Part 1 crimes in the City of Johnstown have
steadily declined during the past 5 years.

Aggravated
Assault 9.8%
Rape 0.3%
Robbery 2.7%
Burglary 27.0%
Larceny 56.4%
Arson 0.5%
Vehicle Theft
2.7%
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FIGURE 9: PART 2 CRIMES IN JOHNSTOWN BY TYPE (2016)

Part 2 Crimes in Johnstown in 2016

Forgery 1.3%
Fraud 5.2%

TABLE 51: PART 2 CRIMES FOR THE CITY OF JOHNSTOWN (2016)
PART 2 CRIMES (2016)

JOHNSTOWN

Forgery

17

Fraud

69

Rec Stolen Property

7

Vandalism

245

Weapons Offenses

43

Sex Offenses (not Rape or Prostitution)

7

Drug Offenses

183

Offenses Against Family and Children

15

DUI

113

Drunkenness

179

Weapons Offenses
3.2%

Disorderly Conduct

226

Other

231

Sex Offenses (Not
Rape/Prostitution)
0.5%
Drug Offenses 13.7%

TOTAL

1335

Rec Stolen Prop 0.5%
Vandalism 18.4%

Offenses Against
Family & Chidren 1.1%
DUI 8.5%
Drunkenness 13.4%

SOURCE: PA UNIFORM CRIME REPORTS, http://www.paucrs.pa.gov/ucr/commain.asp
P ART 1 V IOLENT C RIME IN C OMPARABLE C OMMUNITIES
(2016)
Table 52 shows the actual number of violent crimes in the City
of Johnstown in 2016 as reported to the Pennsylvania Uniform
Crime Reporting (UCR) System along with five other comparable
communities. According to the UCR data, the City of Johnstown
had less violent crime than McKeesport and New Castle but more
violent crime than Hazleton and Lebanon, both in actual numbers
and in per capita offenses per residents.
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TABLE 52: PART 1 VIOLENT CRIME OFFENSES IN COMPARABLE CITIES (2016)
CITY

POP

2016

HOMI

VIOLENT

CIDE

RAPE

ROB

ASSAULT

PER
CAPITA
PER
1000

BERY

CRIME
JOHNSTOWN

22724

100

5

2

20

73

4.40

MCKEESPORT

21235

303

3

7

59

234

14.26

HAZELTON

24825

95

1

10

45

39

3.83

LEBANON

25534

61

1

3

17

40

2.39

NEW CASTLE

23427

129

3

9

54

63

5.50

SOURCE: PA UNIFORM CRIME REPORTS, http://www.paucrs.pa.gov/ucr/commain.asp
P ART 2 C RIME IN C OMPARABLE C OMMUNITIES
GRS also did an analysis of the 2016 Part 2 crime statistics to determine the types of crime that have been most common in
Johnstown and the comparison communities. The Part 2 crimes in Johnstown are similar to the Part 2 crimes in most of the
comparable communities with the exception of New Castle who reported much smaller numbers. This could be a reporting problem.
In Part 2 crime statistics, the following categories are tracked:
simple assault, curfew offenses and loitering, embezzlement,
forgery and counterfeiting, disorderly conduct, driving under
the influence, drug offenses, fraud, gambling, liquor offenses,
offenses against the family, prostitution, public drunkenness,
runaways, sex offenses, stolen property, vandalism,
vagrancy, and weapons offenses. . Table 53 shows the
breakdown of Part 2 crimes for Johnstown and the
comparison communities
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TABLE 53 - PART 2 CRIMES IN COMPARISON COMMUNITIES (2016)
PART 2 CRIMES (2016)

JOHNSTOWN

HAZELTON

LEBANON

MCKEESPORT

NEW CASTLE

Forgery

17

17

8

8

8

Fraud

69

32

92

98

93

Rec Stolen Property

7

13

15

17

13

Vandalism

245

133

274

224

171

Weapons Offenses

43

61

4

146

47

Sex Offenses (not Rape or Prostitution)

7

17

21

1

10

Drug Offenses

183

210

207

183

264

Offenses Against Family and Children

15

83

3

24

6

DUI

113

58

93

36

54

Drunkenness

179

103

140

145

64

Disorderly Conduct

226

150

228

325

147

Other

231

256

236

145

169

TOTAL

1335

1133

1321

1352

1046

SOURCE: PA UNIFORM CRIME REPORTS, http://www.paucrs.pa.gov/ucr/commain.asp
OPERATIONS
L EADERSHIP
On October 5, 2016, the Police Chief at the time was placed on administrative leave by the City Manager and Captain Jacinga was
named interim Police Chief and served in that capacity until June of 2017. On June 14, 2017, Robert Johnson, a 25-year veteran
of the PA State Police was appointed as the permanent Police Chief.
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D EPARTMENT A CTIVITY
No statistical analysis of calls for service could be performed. The
Johnstown Police Department is dispatched by the Cambria County 911
Dispatch Center. The Johnstown Police Department does not have
access to the electronic CAD information compiled by the 911 Center.
This is problematic and needs to be addressed to achieve efficient
administration, oversight, and planning for the Department, and to
eliminate officers wasting time and resources writing reports on minor
and relatively insignificant calls when that information already exists in
the CAD entries.

There were 34,000 calls for service in 2016 and only 14,000 reports.
It is estimated that 11,000 of those calls were calls that JPD would not
respond to under any circumstances. There is a long-standing Department policy that officers will not get paid overtime to write
reports. Officers try to catch up on reports several days after the calls come in and many insignificant calls never get reports
because the officers cannot get to them. Writing reports on minor or insignificant incidents is inefficient.
The County uses a program called “En Route I-Status” which can be accessed to look at active calls, histories, and unit assignments
across the County but information from this system cannot be used to conduct statistical analysis.
P ATROL F UNCTION
The patrol function is the backbone of every local police department, and its importance is best described in the following
statement:
“Patrol is the primary and most important activity of the police
organization. The patrol force is the largest unit of the police
organization, is distributed throughout the community and operates
on a 24-hour basis; its members are in constant contact with the
public. The patrol function is so basic to meeting the police
responsibility that its objectives are synonymous with the total police
responsibility. The objectives include the prevention and suppression
of crime, the safeguarding of lives and property, the apprehension of
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criminals, the control of traffic and non-criminal conduct and the provision of public services.19”
Currently, the City of Johnstown Police Department has 38 sworn officer positions (including the Chief). Assuming that the Chief
and two Captains are dedicated to administration and the 4 Detectives are dedicated to investigations, there are 31 Sergeants
and Patrolmen that provide 24-hour police patrol coverage for the City.
Sergeants run the shifts and each Sergeant is teamed with 2 patrolmen. Due to the current scheduling that calls for every officer
to work four days on duty followed by 2 days off duty, most shifts are doubled up. The total number of officers on patrol is reduced
by paid leave. In accordance with the “4-On 2-Off” schedule delineated in the CBA, the City retains the right to schedule each
officer working that schedule up to 15 additional days during the year which may include training time, community events, and
police coverage as needed by the POLICE CHIEF.
It is recommended that this schedule be assessed to determine if it is the most efficient in meeting the needs of the City. Because
of the restrictions on scheduling the 15 days “owed” by each officer as outlined in the CBA (30-day advance notice except in
emergencies and a maximum limit of 2 days worked per month), it is unclear how many of the “owed” days the City is actually
recovering.
The IACP, which is widely recognized as an authority on police administration, has developed a formula designed to address the
staffing requirements of any municipality with respect to the patrol function of a police department. The formula takes into account
the annual calls for service and the number of hours that are available and required to perform routine patrol functions such as
responding, clearing, and reporting incidents. Sick days, compensatory time, vacation time, bereavement days, holidays, and
other time off are factored into this equation. The IACP recognizes that this formula cannot be used by all communities to determine
staffing levels and because communities are unique and the type of policing is not the same in every community. The IACP offers
a service, free of charge to communities who make this request, whereby it will bring a team into a community to specifically
evaluate the patrol needs. Before any such request could be made, Johnstown will have to solidify a method of tracking and
analyzing the calls for service.
The IACP considers several factors when making a recommendation:
•
•
•
•

19

Policing Philosophy
Police Policies and Practices
Number of Calls for Service
Population Style and Density

Vern L. Foley, Police Patrol Techniques and Tactics (Springfield, IL Charles C Thomas, 1973)
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Composition of population, particularly age structure
Stability and Transiency of Population
Cultural Conditions
Policies of Prosecutorial, Judicial, Correctional and Probation agencies
Municipal Resources20

Some police departments divide up their officer’s time by having them dedicate one third of their time to
answering calls for service, one third of their time patrolling and engaging in proactive activities, and one
third for performing administrative duties, breaks and meetings with supervisors. Other police departments
may not have any time for their officers to provide any patrolling or engage in proactive activity due to the
high volume for calls for service. If a department wants its officers to be dedicated to community relations,
problem solving, or using more proactive activities, more officers will be required to fulfill the patrol mission.
Departments that do not or cannot emphasize the community –oriented approach to policing can get by with
fewer officers.
In determining how many patrol officers are needed for a community, the amount of available municipal resources is most often
the controlling factor. In other words, the question is not, “How many patrol officers does the City of Johnstown need?” Rather,
the questions is, “How many patrol officers can the City of Johnstown afford?” The answer to that question must come from the
political decision makers in the City with input from the Chief of Police.
NOTE: The Recovery Team was unable to run this calculation because of the lack of available data.
S UPPORT S TAFF
The City of Johnstown Police Department shares one full time secretary with the Fire Department. There are currently 3 police
records clerks whose duties are to handle requests from the public and to monitor prisoners. The police clerks are members of
the AFSCME Union. When a police clerk is not on duty and a prisoner is in custody, an officer must be pulled from the road t o
monitor the prisoner(s).
R ECORDS M ANAGEMENT

20

International Association of Chiefs of Police, Patrol Staffing and Deploying Study, 2008
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The City of Johnstown Police Department currently utilizes the Metro Alert records management system. This system provides for
basic report writing, records management, and numerous data query functions. The Department needs additional training for
using the Metro Alert System. Training could be provided by Metro Alert for $250/day and the entire Department could be trained
in 3 days. Metro Alert is a widely used and highly respected records management system in law enforcement circles. Metro Alert
offers many expanded capabilities such as Mobile Report Writing that helps keep officers on the road. All of the Department’s
computers are in working order but they are still using the Windows XP operating system. Windows XP is no longer supported by
Microsoft which is a very serious problem and leaves the system open to hacking and viruses.
POLICY AND STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
It is the mission of police departments to protect and serve the public through the enforcement of laws. How that mission is
accomplished, for the most part, is left to the individual law enforcement agencies to determine. The head law enforcement officer
in each jurisdiction is responsible for directing the officers on how they do their jobs, and that is best accomplished through formal
written policies and procedures. Policy and procedure manuals are a collection of directives that provide guidance to the police
department’s employees in performing their duties in given circumstances. In some cases, policies and procedures are written in
a general way, giving officers a great deal of discretion in handling incidents, while other policies and procedures may be very
specific in what an officer is required to do. Written policies and procedures ensure that all agency personnel perform their duties
in a uniform, consistent manner and that responsibility is assigned for doing the job correctly.
A police manual should be a user-friendly resource that officers can refer to for guidance in handling particular types of incidents.
The manual should be constructed in a way that it can be amended or changed as necessary in order to address new laws or
changes in contemporary police procedures. Many police departments now have their policies and procedures on compact discs
(CD), which allows each officer to receive a Police Chiefy rather than issue a bulky 3 ring binder to each officer. First preference
would be to place policy and procedures on the shared drive in a read-only
format of the department network. This
allows for immediate access by all
member of the police department. Policy
updates can be e-mailed to officers,
updated on the shared drive, or
downloaded onto discs. Outdated policies
and procedures can easily be deleted,
thereby keeping the officers’ copies
current.
In addition to giving direction to officers
on how they are expected to do their jobs,
a comprehensive up-to-date policy and
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procedure manual provides protection for the community, for the agency, and for the individual employees when lawsuits are filed
against any or all of the above. If an officer follows a well-reasoned policy that reflects recommended contemporary police
practices, it is a strong defense against allegations of wrongdoing on the part of the police.
The police department’s Operations Manual is in the very early stages of being reviewed and revised. The officers in the department
are not well versed on the department’s written policies and procedures. One of the biggest problems is that ranking officers are
not familiar with and do not follow policy.
The Western Pennsylvania Chiefs of Police Association as well as the IACP are two valuable resources for sample polices.
Additionally, the PA Chiefs of Police Association provides a free comprehensive outline for Policy Manuals:
http://www.pachiefs.org/assets/docs/detailed%20table%20of%20contents.pdf
ACCREDITATION
In 2001, the Pennsylvania Chiefs of Police Association (PCPA) developed an accreditation program that addresses all of the
elements, policies, procedures, and standard operations that should be in existence in a contemporary Pennsylvania police
department. Currently, there are over 100 accredited agencies in Pennsylvania and more than 200 enrolled in the process.
The Police Chief should begin to adopt accreditation standard policies to help protect the community and his officers from liability
while improving the standards of the agency. It is understood that working towards accreditation is a long-term goal but it is one
that should be kept in mind as policies are reviewed and training is conducted.
In preparation for accreditation, members of the police department scrutinize every element of the department’s operations to
make certain they are consistent with contemporary standards. This includes everything from operating procedures and policies,
training, facilities and equipment, to citizen complaint-filing procedures. The complete Accreditation Standards Manual developed
by the Pennsylvania Chiefs of Police Association is available at www.pachiefs.org.
Accreditation is a three-phase process. The first phase is the application and enrollment in the accreditation program, for which
there is a $250 fee. The agency is then supplied with all the material needed to create files and to begin the second phase, which
is the self-assessment phase. In the second phase, the department examines its own operation to determine what policies and
procedures need to be implemented or amended to be in compliance with the standards manual.
When the agency has completed the second phase, a team of outside assessors will come to the agency for the third phase, which
is the on-site assessment. The assessors will conduct a thorough two-day review of the agency’s files to ensure that the practices
are consistent with the policies. Upon successfully passing the assessor’s review, the agency will become accredited and remain
so for a three-year period.
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When a police department gains accreditation from the PCPA, it becomes recognized as being among the best police agencies in
Pennsylvania. It instills a sense of pride in the officers, and it can be an incentive for other communities to contract services from
that department. Not only does the accreditation process ensure that a police department has up-to date policies and procedures,
it may also qualify an accredited agency for a 10% reduction in liability insurance premiums. The reduced premium is because
the insurance industry recognizes that an accredited police department is dedicated to maintaining a professional standard of
excellence in the performance of their duties and thereby reduces the risk of lawsuits. The process is manpower intensive relative
to policy development and file building. After the initial administrative processes are complete, an Accreditation Manager can
maintain the process on a part-time basis. At the very least, police departments should adopt policies and practices that are
Accreditation-compliant so as to provide them with professional best practices, appropriate protocol, guidance and protections for
offices and the agency.
POLICE TRAINING
Training is a critically important aspect of any police department and needs to be an ongoing process for the department personnel
to remain proficient in performing their duties. Training can cover everything from a refresher course in police defensive tactics
to the latest in forensic computer crime searches. The only way that a police department can ensure that they have competent
and capable police officer on the street is by being committed to having the officers as well trained as possible.
The Municipal Police Officers Education and Training Commission (MPOETC) offers grants to law enforcement agencies within the
Commonwealth for classes that any department may need. These grants are easy to apply for and are almost always approved
for funding. More information can be found at http://www.psp.pa.gov/MPOETC/training/Pages/Grant-Reimbursement.aspx .
Roll call training is also effective and is ideal for training as policies are revised and implemented.
POLICE FACILITIES
The police facilities are old and in disrepair. The police department cannot
pull a police car all the way into the garage because of weight concerns.
The fire equipment had to be removed from the building because it was too
heavy. The cell block consists of 3 barely functioning cells and one cell that
is out of service. A potential disaster could occur due to the deterioration
of the building – there has already been a collapse of a city owned parking
garage that was situated across the street from the police station.
E VIDENCE S TORAGE AND R ESPONSIBILITY
The evidence room does not meet modern police standards and recently
contributed to a breech and theft of seized narcotics.
The current
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temporary evidence room and procedures need to be revamped. See Appendix A for the International Association for Property
and Evidence recommendations for standards for Evidence Facilities.
It is also recommended that the Department obtain a secure temporary evidence storage locker similar to those featured at this
site: http://www.spacesaver.com/small-police-departments/evidence-locker-typicals/ .
Procuring a temporary evidence storage locker of this nature would limit access to temporary stored evidence to the certified
evidence custodian(s) who would be charged with moving evidence from the temporary storage locker to the evidence room.
C OMPUTERS AND C AMERAS
Equipment for the police department is cause for serious concern. The Department’s computers are using the Windows XP
operating system which is no longer supported by Microsoft making it vulnerable to hacking, viruses, and phishing.

R IOT T ACTICAL G EAR
Riot tactical gear that the City owns is military surplus that was
purchased in the 1970’s. JPD relies heavily on the Cambria County SERT
Team. Several officers of the JPD are assigned to the SERT Team but
response time to an emergency within the City is a concern because of
the lack of equipment readily available to the on-duty officers. Safe
containment of a situation by the JPD until SERT can respond is
questionable.
M OBILE D ATA T ERMINALS
The Mobile Data Terminals (MDTs) have been damaged due to faulty
brackets and installation. Replacing the units has been funded and the
Interim POLICE CHIEF is reviewing different options including the
possible use of iPad style notebooks. MDTs are extremely valuable tools
for modern law enforcement. They allow officers to run license plates, driver’s licenses, and warrant checks from the police vehicle
without tying up airwaves and dispatchers to run them for them. MDTs also protect the integrity of investigations in that people
with police scanners cannot monitor police activity. MDT’s can also be used to access PennDOT and JNET which gives the officers
the ability to bring up photos of subjects to ensure that they have been given legitimate ID information and criminal history
information for officer safety and to aid in making proper field decisions. MDTs can be interfaced with Computer Aided Dispatch
(CAD) software to allow for silent dispatch for sensitive calls and also with Mobile Report Writing software. Having operational
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MDTs has become more critical in light of the fact that PENNDOT is no longer issuing expiration stickers for license plates in a cost
saving measure.
A UTOMATED L ICENSE P LATE R ECOGNITION
Only one vehicle is equipped with an Automated License Plate Recognition system but the department has the need for 5 more.
Although the cost of the units is $20,000, they should pay for themselves over time through increased ticket revenue. The need
for this equipment is more critical due to PENNDOT’s decision to stop issuing registration stickers for license plates at the end of
2016. PENNDOT has indicated that it will use some of the savings from the elimination of the stickers to provide grants for
police departments to buy license plate readers:
https://www.dot.state.pa.us/penndot/districts/district5.nsf/e5da4aa0433a25af852571f400537d15/3574089fad1367a985257f55
00556212?OpenDocument . This should be followed closely with PENNDOT and with state legislators.
F IREARMS
The firearms and handguns are approximately 3-4 years old and in good shape. Long guns are not carried in every car due to a
lack of mounting systems but there is always more than one long gun deployed on every shift.
R ADIOS
The radios are approximately 3-5 years old. They were purchased through a grant by which Cambria County outfitted every
Department in the County with radios.
C AMERAS
The City has been awarded a $63,000 matching grant for the purchase of body worn cameras. One option is a system offered by
Taser that uses a cloud based storage system (that could also be accessed by the D.A.’s office) but even with the grant, it may
be cost prohibitive. Options are still being considered. It is important that the Police Chief work with the City Manager and Solicitor
to develop a policy for the use of body cameras prior to their use in the JPD.
Some police vehicles are equipped with vehicle cameras but there is an issue with repairs and there is some uncertainty about the
status of the repairs. Purchasing additional cameras for the vehicles is estimated to be $5,000 per vehicle and there is no funding
identified to pursue this purchase.
P OLICE V EHICLE F LEET
There is a rotation of trading in 2-3 police vehicles per year. There are approximately 9 marked vehicles and 2-3 unmarked
vehicles. Each Captain is assigned an unmarked vehicle. Additionally, there is a Prisoner Transport Unit (a specially modified van)
and Mobile Command Station (modified RV) that is used for special events such as the Thunder in the Valley Motorcycle Rally that
draws 200,000 bikers.
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CONCLUSIONS
The City of Johnstown Police Department faces formidable challenges that it must meet with limited resources. With the hire of
the new Police Chief, there is an opportunity for the department to make great strides in bringing the operation more consistent
with modern police practices. The new Chief must examine every aspect of the JPD to ensure that the City is getting the best
return from the dollars spent and the resources allocated and that the department is able to fulfill its mission to protect and serve
the community.
5.2 FIRE DEPARTMENT
The Johnstown Fire Department (JFD), consists of 32 full time
firefighters under the command of the Fire Chief. The department
protects approximately 19,966 residents within a primary response area
covering 6.1 square miles. The department provides fire, EMS first
response, multiple rescue services and a variety of other responses to
hazardous conditions, fire alarms, and requests for service. Mutual aid
responses out of the primary coverage area and requests for outside
department assistance are minimal. The JFD is rated as an Insurance
Services (ISO) Class 3 department on a scale of 1-10 (1 being the best).
The department maintains four platoons of firefighters manning two fire
stations in the City, under the command of an Assistant Chief for each
platoon and shift. One station houses a quint aerial apparatus, the other
a rescue engine. A third station acts as the headquarters and houses
additional specialty apparatus and equipment as well as administrative offices.
All firefighters are certified to a minimum of Firefighter II under NFPA 1001 Training Standards, as well as a minimum of Emergency
Medical Technician – Basic (EMT) under applicable Pennsylvania standards. The department also has achieved a high level of
certifications in additional professional board certifications, both NFPA and other agencies within its ranks, and provides multiple
additional rescue services both within the city and as part of regional mutual aid organizations.
FINANCIAL
For the years 2014-2016 the fire department expenditures averaged 29% of the total City expenditures.
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TABLE 54: JOHNSTOWN FIRE DEPARTMENT ANNUAL EXPENDITURES
FIRE DEPARTMENT
COMPENSATION

2014
ACTUAL

2015
ACTUAL

2016
ACTUAL

2017
BUDGET

$1,561,342

$1,731,496

$1,683,387

$1,696,658

Premium Pay

$10,000

$68,499

$66,383

$78,000

Overtime - Fill Shifts

$150,000

$154,470

$156,259

$110,000

Uniforms

$16,500

$21,189

$20,302

$22,000

Longevity

$52,800

$50,267

$47,467

$46,400

$1,919,698

$2,025,921

$1,973,798

$1,953,058

2014
ACTUAL

2015
ACTUAL

2016
ACTUAL

2017
BUDGET

$351,258

$407,227

$474,219

$530,659

$(85,638)

$(106,132)

Salaries

TOTAL COMPENSATION
FIRE DEPARTMENT
BENEFITS
Health Insurance
Employee Co-Pay
HRA Liability

$17,250

$14,660

$13,140

$17,000

Vision

$39,072

$3,152

$2,918

$3,000

Life

$5,496

$1,266

$1,570

$8,358

Dental

$53,448

$19,197

$20,514

$20,000

TOTAL BENEFITS

$466,524

$445,502

$426,723

$472,885

$2,386,222

$2,471,423

$2,400,521

$2,425,943

TOTAL RETIREE BENEFITS

440,249

380,099

449,144

440,111

TOTAL OTHER OPERATING
EXPENSES

290,241

247,961

223,554

217,625

TOTAL FIRE DEPARTMENT
EXPENSES

$3,116,712

$3,099,483

$3,073,219

$3,083,679

TOTAL COMPENSATION AND
BENEFITS

SOURCE: JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL RECORDS AND GRS ANALYSIS
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An average cost per firefighter has been calculated by summarizing the
compensation and benefits of firefighters over the past three years
which equals an average of $72,750 per firefighter in 2016 actual
dollars. This is the approximate savings for every reduction in position
in the fire department.
Compensation and benefits make up about 80% of the overall fire
department budget. The amount of other controllable expenses in the
budget is minimal and decreasing over the period examined. The overall
budget has been relatively stable at about $3.1 million per year over the
past three years.
COMPARABLE COMMUNITIES - BENCHMARKING
Fire departments all provide the same basic service delivery model; however, there are many variables that drive differences in
cost, staffing and services. Local economies, geography, climate, and scope are among these. For example, fire departments
with petrochemical industries and transit should be equipped and trained to respond to these emergencies. Geography and
topography can affect response times, resource placement, and equipment needs. Some departments provide EMS basic life
support services; some offer full EMS advanced life support
CITY
POP
COUNTY NAME
TOTAL
FIRE
% OF
PER
(ALS) capabilities. Some departments handle fire code
GL FUND $1000 TOTAL CAPITA
enforcement and inspection work; others may have that
$1000
assigned to a separate codes department. In Johnstown,
the fire department does not provide any inspection or code
LEBANON
25,534 LEBANON
11,691 2,585 22.1%
101
enforcement services. This work is done in the community
HAZLETON
24,825 LUZERNE
9,531
1,830 19.2%
74
development department.
NEW CASTLE

22,375

LAWRENCE

14,554

2,670

18.4%

119

JOHNSTOWN

19,966

CAMBRIA

11,907

2,479

20.8%

124

MCKEESPORT

19,453

ALLEGHENY

16,701

2,393

14.3%

123

SHARON

13,572

MERCER

6,065

1,041

17.2%

77

BUTLER

13,289

BUTLER

9,872

2,116

21.4%

159

WASHINGTON

13,497

WASHINGTON

11,707

1,579

13.5%

117

COATESVILLE

13,148

CHESTER

10,157

1,228

12.1%

93

MEADVILLE

13,061

CRAWFORD

9,585

2,434

25.4%

186

There are multiple metrics used for comparison purposes,
including total fire department spending, spending as a
percentage of total expenditures, and per capita spending.
Per capita is the total fire department spending divided by
the population. Table 55 shows ten (10) Third Class cities
of similar size and demographics with paid career
firefighters.
TABLE 55: COMPARABLE CITIES FIRE DEPARTMENT EXPENDITURESSOURCE: PA DCED
MUNICIPAL STATISTICS, WWW.DCED.PA.GOV
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It is important to note that departments that utilize part-time and volunteers to supplement the paid complement demonstrate
much lower per capita expenditures than departments that use only fully paid, full time, firefighters for obvious reasons. Table
56 provides the same comparable cities with the number of firefighters and the fire department budgets.
TABLE 56: COMPARABLE CITIES WITH MANPOWER AND BUDGET LEVELS
CITY

TYPE

POP

NO. OF
FIREFIGHTERS

FIRE
DEPARTMENT
BUDGET

LEBANON

Combination

25,534

19 FT/54
Volunteers

2,585,228

HAZLETON

Combination

24,825

18 FT/300
Volunteers

1,830,219

NEW CASTLE

Fully Paid

22,375

28 FT/6PT

2,670,957

JOHNSTOWN

Fully Paid

19,966

33 FT

2,479,061

MCKEESPORT

Fully Paid

19,453

20 FT/12
PT

2,393,924

SHARON

Fully Paid

13,572

12 FT/20
PT

1,041,509

BUTLER

Fully Paid

13,289

17 FT

2,116,365

WASHINGTON

Fully Paid

13,497

21 FT

1,579,782

COATESVILLE

Combination

13,148

12 FT/10
PT
30
Volunteers

1,228,846

MEADVILLE

Fully Paid

13,061

12 FT

2,434,554

Based on this review, Johnstown has the highest number of fully paid full time firefighters of any of the comparable cities at 33
firefighters. Within the core group of cities, Johnstown ranks 4th highest in percentage of spending, 3 rd highest in per capita
spending, and 3rd highest in total fire department spending in actual dollars. These factors put Johnstown somewhere near the
top of fire department expenditures in cities of similar size and demographics. Johnstown, Butler, Washington, and Meadville use
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only full-time career firefighters. The other six communities use some combination of part-time and volunteer firefighters to
supplement the full-time staff.
MANPOWER, OPERATIONS AND STAFFING
As noted, the current fire department staffing consists of 32 firefighters and the fire chief. The 32 firefighters are organized into
4 platoons, each with an Assistant Chief, a Captain for each apparatus and station, and a minimum of 3 firefighters assigned to
each apparatus. The firefighters work a 10 and 14-hour shift schedule, with each platoon working 3 consecutive 10-hour daylight
shifts, 3 scheduled days off, then 3 consecutive 14-hour overnight shifts, with 3 days off, before repeating the cycle resulting in
an average of 43.5 hours per week and 2,242 hours per year. Table 57 provides an example of how this schedule works.
TABLE 57: JOHNSTOWN 10 X 14 HOUR SHIFT FIREFIGHTING SCHEDULE
SUN

MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

TOTAL

Week 1

10

10

10

x

x

x

14

44

Week 2

14

14

x

x

x

10

10

48

Week 3

10

x

x

x

14

14

14

52

Week 4

x

x

x

10

10

10

x

30

Average Hours Per Month

174

Average Hours Per Week

43.5

Average Hours Per Year

2,242

In discussions with the fire chief, calling out additional alarms for working structure fires and multiple alarm coverage results in
about 12 firefighters available on the 3rd alarm or about 40% of the total firefighting force. The department averages 2.5 serious
structure fires per month.
NOTE: When reviewing scheduling and staffing, it is important to understand what manpower requirements were needed during
a recent time period. The fire chief provided all shift scheduled, hours worked including overtime, sick time, vacation and call outs
for the month of January 2017. A review of this month showed approximately 5500 hours worked, with firefighters and each
platoon averaging around 196 hours each for the month. There is some fluctuation due to overtime coverage for vacation, sick
time, and call outs (for additional alarms), however looking at both hours worked and personnel scheduled and call outs, the
current average is about 7 firefighters per shift on any given day. There were 35 sick shifts to be covered during the month. Each
firefighter worked an average of 16.5 shifts for the month.
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ALTERNATIVE SCHEDULING
One objective of this review was to consider alternative schedules used by other fire departments that could result in better
coverage at the fire scenes and still provide economic efficiencies in the future. The option of moving to a 24-hour shift was
investigated in two comparable cities in Western PA.
C ITY OF N EW C ASTLE
The New Castle Fire Department (NCFD) uses a 42-hour schedule to staff its operations whereby firefighting personnel work a
series of 24 hours on duty followed by 48 hours off-duty. One cycle of this schedule is referred to as a “tour.” The 24 hours on
duty and 48 hours off duty schedule repeats for six tours until the seventh 24-hour shift is worked. After this 24-hour shift,
personnel receive nine consecutive days off.21 Table 58 below demonstrates how this schedule works.
TABLE 58 - NCFD 24 AND 48 SHIFT FIREFIGHTING SCHEDULE
SUN

MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

TOTAL

Week 1

24

x

x

24

x

x

24

72

Week 2

x

x

24

x

x

24

x

48

Week 3

x

24

x

x

24

x

x

48

Week 4

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

0

Average Hours Per Month

168

Average Hours Per Week

42

Average Hours Per Year

2,184

SOURCE: NCFD 2015 RECOVERY PLAN AND INTERVIEWS AND GRS ANALYSIS
This schedule results in an average work week of 42 hours over a four-week period, or 2,184 hours scheduled per year not
including any paid leave. Department personnel are organized into four turns where members are assigned to regularly work the
same scheduled tour of duty together. Each turn consists of six members, including one assistant chief, one lieutenant, three fulltime firefighters and one part-time firefighter. In accordance with the IAFF, Local 160 collective bargaining agreement (CBA), the

21

City of New Castle Recovery Plan 2015, PMF Act 47 Coordinator
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NCFD is required to employ a minimum of 24 firefighters and maintain a minimum staff of five firefighters on-duty at all times.
Currently, the Department does not count the part-time firefighters toward the minimum staffing requirement.
Part-time firefighters are used to staff one of the two engine companies on every turn. Each part-time firefighter works one 24hour shift per week and an eight-hour shift every other Sunday. As an outcome of this schedule, part-time firefighters work an
average of 28 hours per week over the course of a year.
The current staffing model results in one engine company being staffed with one lieutenant and three firefighters (one of which is
part-time) and the other engine is staffed using two firefighters. The ladder/tower apparatus does not have dedicated staff but is
activated when necessary by the staff dedicated to the engine company housed in the same station.
C ITY OF S HARON
The City of Sharon Fire Department (SFD) also uses a 42-hour schedule to staff its operations whereby firefighting personnel work
a series of 24 hours on duty followed by 72 hours off duty. One cycle of this schedule is referred to as a “tour.” The 24 hours on
duty and 72 hours off duty results in an average 42-hour work week or 2,184 hours of work in one year. Table 59 below
demonstrates how this schedule works.
TABLE 59 - NCFD 24 AND 72 SHIFT FIREFIGHTING SCHEDULE
SUN

MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

TOTAL

Week 1

24

x

x

x

24

x

x

48

Week 2

x

24

x

x

x

24

x

48

Week 3

x

x

24

x

x

x

24

48

Week 4

x

x

x

24

x

x

x

24

Average Hours
Per Month

168

Average Hours
Per Week

42

Average Hours
Per Year

2,184

SOURCE: NCFD 2015 RECOVERY PLAN AND INTERVIEWS AND GRS ANALYSIS
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Department personnel are organized into four platoons where members are assigned to regularly work the same scheduled tour
of duty together. Each turn consists of six members, including one assistant chief, one captain, two full-time firefighters and two
part-time firefighters. Part-time firefighters are precluded from working more than thirty (30) hours per week.
In accordance with the IAFF, Local 417 collective bargaining agreement (CBA), the SFD is required to employ a minimum of 2 full
time firefighters assigned to every shift and to maintain a minimum staff of four firefighters on-duty at all times. If one full-timer
calls off, it is not necessary for him to be replaced as long as there is a minimum of three firefighters on duty, comprised of at last
one full-time firefighter. The City is required to keep a minimum of 13 full time firefighters under the current agreement. They
may use part-time firefighters to meet other manpower requirements. 22
S UMMARY
Fire departments in the United States work a variety of different schedules. Some are based on past practice, tradition, or what
works best for the department or community.
A three platoon 24 x 48 schedule provides additional manpower for fire ground operations and savings through the reduction of
positions. This savings would be partially offset by higher dollars for coverage of paid leave. With the 24-hour shift schedule a
sick day or vacation day is equal to 24 hours rather than 10 or 14 hours and may increase the number of hours paid to cover
shifts that fall below the minimum requirements.
In Johnstown, moving the JFD to a 24-hour shift could result in at least 5 fewer positions through attrition for a savings of $
363,750 per year while providing 9 firefighters for response to most fire calls.23
NOTE: For the month of January, 35 sick shifts occurred in the JFD, or about 400 hours. Moving to a 24-hour schedule would
have less shifts in the month per firefighter, but using an average of 8 shifts, would still require 432 hours of sick coverage.
Vacation, leave and holiday time off would have a similar effect. Annualizing this variance potential cost could offset savings from
the elimination of positions. On the other hand, with 2 or 3 days off between each shift, there may be a reduction in the use of
paid leave for routine events or appointments that now require paid leave.
Interviews with the fire chiefs in the comparable communities indicate that there are mixed reviews for the 24-hour shift schedules.
Some firefighters appreciate the allotted time off and especially enjoy using extended time without reducing paid leave. Others
prefer a more predictable and normalized 10x14 hour shift schedule. Most cautioned that there could be reduced productivity

22
23

This information is based on an interview with the Fire Chief in Sharon and a review of the SFD most recent collective bargaining agreement.
In most PA city departments reviewed, the full time paid complement was supported by the use of part-time firefighters to cover additional shifts.
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after firefighters are on duty for extended periods of time and that sleep hours should be mandated on every shift. There has also
been a growing body of research and evidence identifying concerns about a 24 hour and longer shift. Information regarding these
studies is linked at the end of this report and should be carefully reviewed.
NATIONAL STANDARDS
S TAFFING
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Section 1710 defines a minimum of 15 firefighters required to conduct offensive
firefighting and search and rescue operations. This includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An Incident Commander
2 apparatus operators
2 two-firefighter hose teams
1 two-firefighter search and rescue team
2 firefighters to support interior hose and search/rescue teams
2 firefighters for ladder placement and ventilation
2 firefighter Rapid Intervention Team (RIT) to rescue firefighters who may become lost, disoriented, injured or trapped

This standard is not met in any of the comparable cities that were reviewed including the City of Johnstown under the current
configuration and scheduling method. The use of part-time firefighters, call outs, and regional RIT teams can help to supplement
the initial response. Mutual aid can also address some of the safety risks.
R ESPONSE T IME
Additional components of NFPA 1710 define response and arrival times. For municipal career fire departments, the first apparatus
should arrive within 4 minutes to 90% of the alarms received, and all apparatus, including the balance of 15 firefighters, within 8
minutes.
Data for the most recent year show that the first due apparatus in Johnstown averaged just over 4 minutes. However, when
looking at response distances within the City, the second apparatus may have a travel time of up to 12 minutes.
For total manpower available and arrival times, Johnstown is currently operating below NFPA standards. Without part-time
firefighters and volunteers to supplement the current platoon, there are often only on-duty firefighters available to respond. There
is also a provision in the current collective bargaining agreement that requires that all Johnstown firefighters must be called out
and given an opportunity to respond before volunteer firefighters can be called upon. This creates a barrier for the use of mutual
aid for general alarm fire calls.
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CALLS FOR SERVICE
Over the past 3 years the JFD responded to about 2000 calls per year, of which only about 2% are structure fires. Just over 20%
are medical first responder calls (QRS). and 35% are false/good intent alarms. Overall calls have been increasing at about 5%
per year and major structure fires in 2015 were reported at 30 which is about 2.5 calls per month. This is similar to most
communities where false/good intent alarms make up a larger proportion of fire department responses than 20 years ago. The
false alarms tend to be higher in departments with larger business and industry locations in their jurisdiction. Aging and lower
income demographics drive medical calls. A 3-year history of calls is shown below in Table 60.
TABLE 60 - FIRE CALLS FOR SERVICE 2013 - 2015
NATURE OF CALL

2013

2014

2015

3 YEARS

% OF
TOTAL

Structure Fire

35

48

61

144

2%

Vehicle Fire

9

6

12

27

0%

Smoke/Odor condition

0

0

0

0

0%

False/Good Intent Alarms

778

762

805

2345

38%

Brush/Trash/Other Fire

62

65

59

186

3%

MVA

43

72

111

226

4%

MVA w/Entrapment

5

8

5

18

0%

Rescue

36

28

40

104

2%

Hazardous Condition

347

299

351

997

16%

QRS/Medical BLS

53

68

119

240

4%

QRS/Medical ALS

149

158

168

475

8%

Miscellaneous/other

508

504

447

1459

23%

2,025

2,018

2,178

6,221

Mutual/Auto Aid Received

1

2

3

Mutual/Auto Aid Given

2

3

11

Total

SOURCE: CITY OF JOHNSTOWN FIRE DEPARTMENT RECORDS
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Medical calls are averaging less than one (1) per day yet each represents a commitment of up to 50% of the on-duty staff. This
high utilization of staff hours must be reviewed by the Fire Chief in order to adjust or make changes to the current procedures.
HEALTH, SAFETY AND TRAINING
H EALTH AND P HYSICAL C ONDITION
While civilian fire deaths, injuries and the overall number of fires are decreasing steadily nationwide, the nation’s firefighters
continue to suffer about 100 line of duty deaths annually. Regrettably, about one half of these are cardiac related.
Firefighting is a stressful, physically demanding job, and all firefighters need to be in good physical condition to perform the job
safely and efficiently. Equally important, firefighters and fire department leadership need to ensure that their firefighters are both
medically and physically able to perform the job requirements. Also, health problems that place firefighters at additional risk,
such as cardiac or stress related, need to be identified. Regular physical examinations of all firefighters and recruits needs to be
done to ensure that firefighters are and remain healthy.
In Johnstown, new firefighter candidates are required to pass a physical competency/agility test as a condition of employment.
New firefighter candidates must also pass a fire service oriented physical examination - either a standard pre-employment physical
examination or one that is compliant with NFPA Standard 1582. All active firefighters receive a bi-annual physical as part of their
hazardous material certification. This requirement is a best practice and should continue.
T RAINING
All Johnstown firefighters are certified to NFPA Firefighter II and EMT-B. This is a best
practice and Johnstown is one of the few departments in Pennsylvania (career,
combination, or volunteer) to have this 100% level of certification.
The JFD has constructed an excellent fire training facility within the City limits. This is a
multi-story steel, fire resistive, 3 story structure that allows for fire, search and rescue
operations, ventilation, as part of the firefighter training. This is a best practice facility
and, with the number of JFD department personnel trained and certified as instructors,
it could represent a future revenue stream for the municipality by providing regional
training opportunities.
REGIONAL APPROACH TO FIRE SERVICE DELIVERY
The primary reason to develop a regional model for fire service delivery should be a focus on improved fire service response and
operations. A secondary consideration is that of economic efficiency and best management.
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Volunteer fire departments in Pennsylvania have seen dramatic changes in the last 20 years, including declining firefighter
enrollment, a broader range of emergencies (hazardous materials, EMS/QRS, technical rescue), and additional qualifications for
training, grant eligibility, or insurance requirements.
While the number of serious fires and fire fatalities has decreased nationwide, the overall number of emergencies (CO alarms,
good intent alarms) continues to grow. Career and combination departments face many of the same issues and are under
increasing financial pressure especially in economically distressed areas.
Each community and its emergency services are being tasked to provide greater levels of service with shrinking resources and
decreasing funding. Each community must determine what is needed to protect their community, how much it will cost, how it
will be funded, and how the services will be delivered. The need exists to evaluate and change the current model to provide the
requisite emergency response organizations and funding to meet community requirements.
F IRE M ERGERS AND P ARTNERSHIPS
The combining of fire departments is a means by which an increasing number of municipalities and fire departments are responding
to the issues identified above. This combination of services can range from simple agreements for mutual aid and shared standards
and purchasing to a complete merger. While it can be completed in many forms, there are 5 categories which cover most
combination alternatives:
1. ADMINISTRATIVE: Two or more fire departments maintain separate operations, but share some administrative functions.
An example would be common purchasing and standardization of equipment and procedures to control costs.
2. PARTIAL: Departments maintain legal separation, but work as a group for defined service areas, such as rescue response
and mutual aid. This may include joint purchase of shared equipment and apparatus.
3. FUNCTIONAL: Departments maintain legal separation, but perform certain functions as one department, such as training
and maintenance.
4. OPERATIONAL: Departments maintain legal separation, but join together for all administrative and operational functions,
delivering services as one department.
5. FULL: Two or more departments merge completely into a single legal entity. All service demands across multiple
municipalities are met by one organization.
The service level issues to be considered during consolidation include:
•
•
•
•
•

Amount of time it takes fire units and firefighters to respond to emergencies.
Number of firefighters who respond to a call
How costs will be shared
Equipment and apparatus placement at fire stations
Minimum training levels
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Consolidation or merger of 2 or more fire departments results in the following:
•
•
•
•
•

One
One
One
One
One

fire department
set of rules, regulations and operating guidelines
personnel management system
chain of command
budget

National experiences tracked by the International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC) show major improvements in service and
efficiency following consolidations, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved fire ground communications
Improved standard fire ground operations
Reduced response times
Improved firefighter safety
Cost transparency to the municipalities
Reduction in administrative efforts for firefighters

Given the high availability of fire protection resources in the City and adjacent communities, the opportunity currently exists to
look at how fire protection and fire service delivery could be provided regionally. Absent any extreme or immediate pressures, a
well-timed, organized, and executed analysis can be accomplished more easily. Current and future benefits include:
•
•
•
•
•

Reduction of administrative overhead
Improved response times and number of firefighters responding
Opportunity for equal representation of all communities in developing fire service delivery model
Opportunity for firefighters to gain additional experience and respond to additional alarms
Increased firefighter safety with additional firefighters and standardization of equipment, communications and procedures

The City of Johnstown may have the opportunity to merge its paid career fire department with the volunteer company of Franklin
Borough (also an Act 47 community) as that municipality considers merger options for its municipal services. This would provide
the City with an existing volunteer company that could support and supplement the current full-time workforce.
The JFD does not have working mutual aid agreements or standard response protocols with surrounding communities. It does
have a working agreement with Cambria County regarding mutual aid that covers specialty/technical rescues and other large
incidents. While none of the surrounding fire departments were reviewed as part of this study, they represent potential additional
resources to help in meeting minimal NFPA manpower and response requirements
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It is recognized that there are issues and differences between departments in terms of training, certification, experience, and
equipment. However, these can be addressed by developing frameworks and agreements for training, cooperation and resource
sharing. The Fire Chief should be charged with the task of developing relationships, agreements, and working arrangements with
surrounding fire companies.
5.3 PUBLIC WORKS
The Johnstown Public Works Department consists of 22 full-time employees and two part-time employees, including the full-time
Director who is a member of the bargaining unit and has supervisory duties. The full-time employees are members of a collective
bargaining agreement under the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO Local 630. The current
contract is a three-year agreement that runs from January 1, 2014, through December 31, 2016.
All full-time employees have a 90-day probationary period and residency is required. The collective bargaining agreement
permits this matter to be a subject of a “meet and discuss” by either party if done so in writing.
F I G U R E 10 - S T R E E T D E P A R T M E N T O R G A N I Z A T I O N A L C H A R T
The number of part-time employees is not
permitted to exceed the number of full-time
employees and the use of part-time
employees is limited to 180 days per year.
Part-time employees are permitted to cover
overtime shifts after all full-time employee
have declined and they are not entitled to any
benefits. Part-time employees and contracted
labor for specific projects are identified
separately in the collective bargaining
agreement.
Figure
10
shows
the
organizational structure of the Public Works
Department.
Based on meetings with the City Manager, and
Public Works Director, the major functions of
the department are outlined below.

CITY MANAGER

DIRECTOR
PUBLIC WORKS

2 FT LABORERS
ROXBURY PARK

2 FT LABORERS
POINT STADIUM

8 FT LABORERS
STREET
MAINTENANCE

4 FT LABORERS
MAINTENANCE

2 FT
MECHANICS
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S TREET M AINTENANCE
The City owns and maintains approximately 100 miles of streets and alleys made up primarily of asphalt streets.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The City personnel currently update painted symbols and markings in-house throughout the City with purchased paint and
their own equipment. Long lines are painted by PennDOT District 9 under a working Agility Agreement.
There is no comprehensive line painting program currently in place that would identify types or locations of markings.
The City has a fair amount of painted concrete curb and parking lines along streets and at intersections that have not been
maintained and are in need of a documented maintenance plan.
An active patching program is in place that is primarily handled through residents’ complaints or worker observation at
which time patch is ordered and delivered.
An impressive patching program is in place that has addressed nearly every street in the City. The City owns and maintains
its own 4-ton “hot box.”
There is a need for an aggressive crack sealing program to be developed.
Resurfacing is primarily following a comprehensive sewer system upgrade at this time. There is no comprehensive longterm resurfacing plan and limited knowledge of the various applications of surface treatments exist at the management
level.
Liquid Fuels funds are currently allocated entirely for costs associated with street lighting.

S TREET S WEEPING
The City has an impressive street sweeping program that is posted online. The program consists of a 6-week schedule in the
summer months at which all streets within the City are swept. This
program is well managed and is an excellent program for stormwater
management and helps promote a clean image.
S TREET N AME S IGNAGE
Street name signs have undergone several updates over the last few
years.
•
There is no mapped inventory of street name signs detailing
location, type of sign, post and condition.
•
There are no records kept on maintenance of street name signs.
•
Most streets and alleys are marked.
•
There have been a lot of regulatory and directional signs placed
throughout the City over the years in a haphazard way creating sign
“pollution” that is unattractive and uninviting.
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S TORMWATER S YSTEM M AINTENANCE
The storm system consists of hundreds of basins, lines of various material and sizes, along with above ground pipes and swales.
•
•
•
•
•

All basin work repairs are performed in-house which requires skilled labor.
Some of the newer projects are mapped in the GIS system and the information is stored online with EADS. Operations
staff have some printed booklets that detail the system and outfalls.
Most of the system is unmapped and should be addressed in order to meet MS4 requirements.
The City currently owns and maintains detention facilities.
The City contracts out hard to address clogs with a private contractor.

L IFT S TATION M AINTENANCE
Crews are responsible for inspection and operation of the sanitary lift stations. The Department owns and operates a VAC truck.
When there is a need for confined space entry, the fire company is alerted and are on the scene.
L IQUID F UELS F UND (LFF)
The PENNDOT Municipal Liquid Fuels Program funds a range of projects to support construction, reconstruction, maintenance, and
repair of public roads or streets. The amount of a municipality's allocation is based on its population and miles of roads on their
approved Liquid Fuels Inventory. This allocation is funded through taxes on liquid fuels in Pennsylvania and distributed to the
municipalities in the first quarter of the year annually.
In Johnstown, the LFF allocation has been used historically for street lighting costs, winter maintenance materials, and to support
public works salaries. The City was allocated $618,367 in LFF for 2017. The City uses about $300,000 of this allocation for street
lighting. The City’s street lights are high pressure sodium fixtures throughout the City. Switching out these lights to LED over
time could result in significant savings for the City. There is currently no inventory of the street lights.
W INTER M AINTENANCE
There is currently no formal snow and ice control plan; however, operators are provided with route maps. Routes are identified
and understood by staff.
•
•
•

All personnel are CDL Class B licensed.
The City is permitted and has run 3 shifts during the winter months.
Operators are responsible for all streets, alleys and sidewalks owned by the City.
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Administration is generally pleased with the attention that the staff
provides to the City during winter maintenance operations.
The City uses about 2400 tons of rock salt annually which is ordered
through the COSTARS state purchasing program.
Twelve vehicles are outfitted for winter operations to address the City’s
100 miles of roads that include two new 7400 trucks.
The City has a 400-ton storage facility for winter maintenance materials.
Material is stored and moved with a loader.
The Department owns a 5,000-gallon brine storage tank that is used to
store the purchased salt brine that is used for pretreating the rock salt
at the spinner.
Snow removal operations begin with a call from the Police Department
to the Director who reports and dispatches operators. Based upon the
typical 1” storm, the City streets are cleared within 4 hours of
dispatching.
Contracted services have been used for heavy snowfalls.
• A snow blower and broom have been used in the past for walkways.
T A B L E 61 - V E H I C L E I N V E N T O R Y
Truck
Year
Plow /
Spreader
Size
7400
2015
10
Tailgate
7400

2015

10

Tailgate

Terrastar

2015

9

Tailgate

Terrastar

2015

9

Tailgate

Terrastar

2015

9

Tailgate

F550

2015

9

Tailgate

F550

2004

9

Tailgate

F550

2000

9

Tailgate

4900

1999

10

Tailgate

4900

1999

10

Tailgate

4900

1994

10

Tailgate

4900

1994

10

Tailgate
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B UILDING AND F ACILITY M AINTENANCE
The City Hall, which houses the administrative, finance, code enforcement, and
community development operations is cleaned and maintained by DPW personnel.
In addition, the DPW is responsible for maintaining 2 fire houses with dorms, the
Public Safety Building, and 2 parking garages of which one is under renovation.
Public works personnel are responsible for building upkeep and routine maintenance
items such as special detailed cleaning, light electrical, bulb changes, etc.
There is an obvious need for improvements to the building including carpet
replacements, restroom updates, painting, and lighting upgrades throughout the
City facilities. Some of the facilities have CCTV for security and surveillance but
there is not a good working inventory of this equipment and access is limited for
some of the facilities. There are no known recent or pending claims against the City
related to the operation or care of buildings or grounds. The City does not have a
comprehensive capital improvement plan for the facilities.
V ACANT P ROPERTY M AINTENANCE
The City owns thousands of abandoned and vacant lots. Public Works crews have been involved in demolition work as well as lot
maintenance. This work includes extensive mowing, brush control, and weed eaters in addition to making the properties secure.
O PERATING B UDGET
The operating budget for public works is divided among four main categories which are Technical, Highways, Buildings and
Grounds, and Mechanical. Some of these categories are very small and should be combined with the total DPW budget. Cost
centers could be set up that would allow the Finance Department to analyze specific operations within the DPW without so many
line items and accounting groups. Table 62 summarizes the expenditures in the DPW for the past three years.
T A B L E 62 - D E P A R T M E N T O F P U B L I C W O R K S 20 14 - 20 1 6
CATEGORY
2014
2015
2016
DPW Total: Technical Services
DPW Total: Highways
DPW Total: Buildings & Grounds
DPW Total: Mechanical

425,179
1,019,383
262,702
160,941

297,110
913,020
253,540
113,101

382,463
1,126,710
309,537
161,941

Total DPW

1,868,205

1,576,771

1,980,651

SOURCE: JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL RECORDS AND GRS ANALYSIS
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Each of the major categories of the public works department budget is made up primarily of salaries and benefits. For example,
the Mechanical category has a budget of $180,000 and only $23,000 of this budget is used for anything but salaries and benefits.
The mechanics in the DPW are responsible for maintaining over 118 vehicles and pieces of equipment throughout the City
organization.
5.4 CODE ENFORCEMENT
The Community Development Department oversees the code enforcement operation for the City. This review focused on code
and ordinances, personnel and management practices, and technology. The Code Enforcement Department is organized as shown
in Figure 11.
FIGURE 11 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT STRUCTURE

CITY MANAGER

DEPARTMENT DIRECTOR

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

CODE ENFORCEMENT
OFFICER 1

CODE ENFORCEMENT
OFFICER 2

CODE ENFORCEMENT
OFFICER 3
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PERSONNEL DUTIES
The Code Enforcement Department is tasked with the following work duties:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Response to complaints filed by neighbors or other interested parties.
Systematic neighborhood inspections.
Verify property compliance with the Rental Property Registration Ordinance.
Verify property compliance with the Vacant Property Ordinance.
Verify property compliance with the Sewer testing ordinance.
Exterior housing inspections regarding structural or sanitation violations.
Pre-sale safety inspections of properties being sold.
The filing of charges, issuance of citations, and presentation of cases in magistrate's
court.
Complete documents to schedule a Court Hearing.
Attend Court Hearings as necessary.
Daily update of the City database with code violations, property registrations and
compliancy.
Response to and investigation of "dumping" violations.
Complete Lien Verification Forms (including Sewage Compliance).
Permit and inspect mechanical devices / games of chance.
Peddlers and Solicitation permits issued by the administrative assistant for the Code Enforcement Department.
Manage the Rental Registration Program including applications, inspections and payments.
Grass cutting of properties owned by non-responsive property owners as directed.

As with any operation, there are opportunities for improvement. Suggested improvements include the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Greater Accountability
Improved Management Oversight and Support
Introduction of Performance Measures
Increased Efficiencies

EXISTING ORDINANCE EVALUATION
The City has adopted the 2009 International Property Maintenance Code (IPMC). The code provides the framework for the officers
to be able to address the issues relative to property maintenance issues. The current Code should be updated to the latest version
to keep up with construction material updates and trends in property maintenance issues. It is further recommended that the
City consider amending Chapter 1408.01 of the City’s Code to read the “most current edition” to be able to use the most current
edition for enforcement activities.
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The offenses found to be most often addressed by the code officers included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grass / High Weeds
Rubbish / Garbage
Gutters / Downspouts
Protective Treatments / Paint
Sidewalks damaged
Demolitions

City has created pamphlets with common violations for common offenses to aid the code officers to make the best use of their
inspecting time in the field. The pamphlets permit the officers to provide information to the property owner with corrective
measure suggestions while allowing them to continue with field inspections. These should be updated to door knocker style for
ease of placement by the officers.
PERSONNEL
The department includes three enforcement officers who are managed on a day to day basis by the Community Development
Director who has many other duties and responsibilities. The department has one administrative assistant who splits her time
with the DPW and Recreation operations.
D IRECTOR
The Code Enforcement Department’s organizational structure has gone through some changes in its management and leadership
in recent years. The Community Development Director was promoted to this position from another department without much
training or support. There are some unique challenges that the Director faces with this department that include: performance
monitoring of the code officers, workload assignments, general management of code activities, and managing the numerous other
responsibilities of the Community Development Department.
C ODE O FFICERS
Although, the code enforcement personnel have a working knowledge of the adopted IPMC, it is apparent that there are inconsistent
application and follow up to routine code violations. When interviewed, each officer had different interpretations of the application
of certain procedural rules. Formal and informal processes used by officers were found to be inconsistently applied.
C ODE O FFICE A DMINISTRATIVE A SSISTANTS
The Department currently has a shared Administrative Assistant who handles work assigned in the codes office but also has
responsibilities assigned by the DPW and Recreation operations. The Assistant’s duties can be broken down as follows:
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D UTIES FOR C ODES D EPARTMENT : provides initial customer service to walk-in visits; answers the phones for the Department; fields
phone complaints; fields complaints for missed trash pickups that average 80 per month; searches municipal liens; accepts and
processes Peddlers and Solicitation Permit applications in the Freedom Software; processes applications for temporary dumpster
permits; assists the code officers in handling rental registrations with data entry; and issues business licenses at the beginning of
each year
D UTIES FOR P UBLIC W ORKS D EPARTMENT :
Works Director

accepts and processes (informally) service requests; updates the calendar for the Public

D UTIES FOR A DMINISTRATION OF R ECREATION F ACILITY : manages short and long-term use contracts for Point Stadium; handles all
team, league and tournament use including actual daily team play schedules; manages invoicing for use of the stadium; accepts
and processes applications for reservations of courts/fields/shelters at Roxbury Park; accepts bids for advertisements at Point
Stadium.
TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION
The Department is currently using Freedom Systems for its code enforcement operation. The software is loaded on mobile tablets
that each officer uses in the field to document violations. The IPMC is on each tablet and is referenced in the field by each officer
with a series of pull down menus to select the proper sections and violations. The tablets are synced in the field using cellular
“wifi” with the officers’ desktop computers. In-vehicle printers were recently purchased and are in the process of being installed
for officers’ field use. Violations are stored in the software on the department server. Each officer is responsible for creating the
violation notice and printing the letters to be sent to the violator. The officer is also responsible for inputting follow up inspection
dates in the software to inspect for future compliance and follow up. Paper copies of files are maintained by each officer consisting
of notes, letters and adjudications.
S OFTWARE E VALUATION
The Freedom software is an ideal solution for the City’s operation. The software has the capability to generate key information
such as:
•

•

Workload Indicators
o The total number of complaints filed by type and priority including the number of low priority complaints and referrals
to other agencies.
o The number of cases that are in progress in total and by staff members.
o The number of ongoing and closed cases involving voluntary compliance, citations, fines, etc.
Efficiency indicators
o The number of closed cases compared to the total cases opened (e.g. Percentage closure rate) in total and by staff
member.
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Effectiveness Indicators
o The average number of days that current cases have been open by type of violation in total and by staff member
compared to interim target times.
o The average number of days that closed cases were open by type of violation in total and by staff member compared
to interim target times.
o The number of cases closed by closure reason (e.g. no violation, voluntarily complied, permit obtained, compliance
after citations).

While the software itself is a good application for code enforcement use, knowledge and training in order to maximize its use and
effectiveness is lacking in the department. Neither the Director nor the code officers have a working knowledge of its full capability
for tracking complaints and action and providing regular, timely reports for the City Manager and City Council.
5.5 PARKS AND RECRE ATION
There are 15 parks under the City ownership and operation
including 12 playgrounds, a community park and the Point
Stadium facility. All City parks and recreation facilities are
maintained by the DPW who do an adequate job of
maintenance considering the number of facilities that the
City owns and in addition to all of the DPW duties and
responsibilities.

The City’s parks are valuable assets for the City. There is a
social component to recreation that fulfills certain quality of
life issues for residents.

The City’s parks are valuable assets. There is a social
component to recreation that fulfills certain quality of life issues for residents. Recreation brings neighbors together, encourages
safer, cleaner neighborhoods and creates a livelier community atmosphere.
The City’s most recent Comprehensive Plan is from 1998 and is long overdue to be updated with a cultural and recreational
emphasis. There is currently not a master plan for the City’s Parks and Recreation facilities.
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Table 63 provides information for each park and the specific amenities offered at each facility
:
·Single blue 50-gal trash can w/ bag
liner

TABLE 63 – INVENTORY OF PARKS AND RECREATION AREAS
PARKS AND RECREATION
AREAS

AMENITIES
·Several pieces of play equipment and
structures

New playground structure
·Pavilion and metal picnic table
·Seating benches
·Concrete within the playground
Cedar at Wood Street
Playground

Edson and Ankers St
Playground

·½ basketball court

deck hockey (no court markings)

·Fenced perimeter, bike rack

·Fenced basketball court

·
2 newer play structures

·Older child swing set (6 swings)
·Small grass play area

Cambria City Playground

·Several pieces of stand-alone play
equipment

Small pavilion, picnic tables
·Community garden plots

·Fenced paved play area possibly for

·Play structure, swing set

Benches, paved walking path

Small pavilion
Harold and Dorothy Ave
Playground

·Benches
·Open grass space, mature trees
·Benches, receptacles, concrete and
block steps, sidewalk around perimeter
and throughout the play area

·Benches, open grass space, mature
trees

·Fenced park

·Asphalt surface space
Bheam school
Playground

·Several skate ramps
·Full court basketball

Crooked Place
Playground- Old
Conemaugh

Swing set, play structure, benches,
Iolite Ave Playground

½ basketball court paved

·Paved basketball court surface.

·Fenced perimeter

·3 hoops (2 on full court, 1 for
shooting)

·Small open grass space

·Chain link fence against hill area
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·Full court basketball court paved
·Fenced perimeter, paved walking
path, mature trees, open grass space

Maple Park Playground

·
Small wooden pavilion, walking
wooden bridge over small stream,
large play structure, swing set, benches

Short paved walking path
Somerset Street
Playground

Immature bush and shrub plantings,
mature trees and open green space
Washington School
Playground

·Newer playground equipment, swing
set, immature planted trees, mixed
open green space sizes
Oakhurst & Morrellville
Playground

·Concrete sidewalks and fenced
perimeter

·Large paved surface, previously a
tennis court painted
Woodland Playground

·Custom wooden picnic table and
benches
6 baseball / softball fields

·2 Full court paved basketball courts

8 tennis courts

·Restroom facility

Park and Bond
Playground

Two older pavilions
·Open green space, several older play
structures and stand alone pieces of
play equipment

·Open green space
Fenced perimeter

·
Tennis court, fenced

·Paved walking trail

·
Two play structures and a swingset
·Benches and picnic table

·Large treated wooden play structure

·Newer pavilion, tables and benches
·Full paved basketball court

·Single newer play structure, swing set,
benches and trash receptacles

Roxbury Park
Playground

·4 full basketball courts
·Deck hockey rink
·Amphitheatre
·Integrated soccer football field
·Several pavilions, restroom facilities

·PA speakers, lights,
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·
Paved and limestone walking trail

Sandyvale Dog Park

·Large open green space w/ memorials

·Fenced dog park
Point Stadium

Fully equipped and lighted baseball
stadium

Garden plots
·Large mature trees

P ARK M AINTENANCE
The DPW engages in extensive large-scale maintenance activities as part of their effort to maintain the City’s recreation areas.
These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mowing, trimming, seeding
painting curb, parking bollards, and playground equipment
trash and restroom upkeep
storm water basin and line maintenance
street and perimeter safety lighting
playground equipment repairs and maintenance
asphalt deck hockey
paved and limestone trails
basketball court maintenance and repairs
concrete walk and steps maintenance
ball field and court bench repairs
ballfield backstop and dugout maintenance and repairs
extensive fence maintenance and repairs
guiderail maintenance
signage maintenance
park road and trail surfaces,
tree and brush maintenance and leaf collection.

In addition, there are smaller scale maintenance:
•
•
•
•

trimming, mulching, weed control, plant watering
concrete sealing, cleaning, repairs
fence repairs and upkeep,
basketball court painting, net and post upkeep,
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trash removal
fountain upkeep

Signage is outdated both entering nearly all of the parks and throughout the parks. There is no inspection of park equipment, no
schedule of repairs, and no routine maintenance completed on the parks equipment.
P ROGRAMMING
The City currently does not operate any recreation programing. There are other contracted services provided by outside agencies.
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S ECTION 6 – C OLLECTIVE B ARGAINING A GREEMENTS
The operation of any City is labor intensive. Police, fire, public works and administrative services are provided by people and,
consequently, personnel costs account for the largest portion of a City’s spending. In Johnstown, of the expenditures budgeted
for 2017, approximately 85 percent are related to employee compensation and benefits.
The City’s 2017 budget has 135 full time positions. Most of the City’s employees are members of one of three collective bargaining
units.
TABLE 63 – JOHNSTOWN COLLECTIVE BARGAINING UNITS
BARGAINING UNIT

BEGINNING DATE

END DATE

Fraternal Order of Police
Flood City Lodge #86

1-Jan-14

31-Dec-16

International Association of Fire
Fighters Local Union No. 463

1-Jan-15

31-Dec-17

The American Federation of State,
County, and Municipal Employees,
AFL-CIO, Local No. 630

1-Jan-14

31-Dec-16

Since employee compensation and benefits account for such a major portion of the City’s operating budget, any plan to achieve
long-term financial stability and balanced budgets must address these expenses.
The Fifth Amended Recovery Plan was applicable to the Police, AFSCME, and Steelworker negotiations and the resulting contracts
currently in effect. The Sixth Amended Recovery Plan, adopted on October 28, 2013 was applicable to the Firefighter negotiations
and the resulting contract currently in effect from 2014 through 2016.
As part of the preparation of the City’s Seventh Amended Recovery Plan, the Coordinator reviewed and analyzed key costs
associated with each of the City’s collective bargaining agreements. It is apparent that the City’s ability to attain fiscal soundness
requires that these costs and their future rates of growth be contained. The goal is to sustain critical public services in the face of
the financial challenges outlined in this Plan.
The Fifth Amended Recovery Plan contained two major sets of initiatives applicable to the City’s represented and non-represented
employees. The first set of general initiatives prohibited any benefit enhancements to the existing collective bargaining
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agreements. These limitations included prohibition of new overtime or premium pay requirements, new benefits or increased
costs for existing benefits, new paid or unpaid leave, any increase to paid leave, and any new or improved benefits for retirees.
The second set of general initiatives addressed the City’s skyrocketing costs for employee and retiree healthcare. Pointing to
national surveys confirming growth in healthcare costs vastly outpacing the rate of inflation or wage growth, the Fifth Amended
Recovery Plan emphasized the national trend for employers to increase the level of employee premium contributions and to
restructure healthcare plans to increase plan deductibles, increase co-payments, or coinsurance for office visits and increase
employee payments for prescription drugs.
The Sixth Amended Recovery Plan required a continuation of cost containment initiatives related to employee compensation and
the restructuring of healthcare plans and employee contributions so that it limits the future annual cost to the City to 6% or less.
The Plan also specifically required an employee contribution toward the most affordable coverage option of 15% of premium cost,
with employees paying the full incremental cost of any more expensive options.
The Plan provided that the City would no longer provide retiree healthcare to newly hired employees or their dependents and that
all employees retiring after the date of adoption of the Plan (or the expiration of an existing collective bargaining agreement, if
later) would be required to pay any increases in healthcare premiums after the date of retirement. Healthcare, pension, or other
benefits provided to retirees and vested employees could not be increased.
In spite of the reductions in healthcare costs and increases in contribution rates in 2014, 2015, and 2016, healthcare costs are
projected to continue to rise into the foreseeable future. The projected increases, including the cost of retiree healthcare, are
discussed in more detail in Section 4. Financial Condition. It is critical to the City’s ability to balance its future budgets and avoid
structural deficits that employee healthcare expenditures be continuously monitored and moderated to the extent possible.
6.1 POLICE FLOOD CITY LODGE #86 CONTRACT
The City’s police employees are represented by the Fraternal Order of Police, Flood City Lodge, Local No. 86. At the time of
preparation of the Fourth Amended Recovery Plan, the City and the FOP were parties to an agreement with a term from January
1, 2007 through December 31, 2009.
Several important court decisions since then have impacted the Recovery Plan and the FOP collective bargaining agreements. The
first one is the Dissen Arbitration decision issued April 12, 2010 and the following appeals. In the Fourth Amended Recovery Plan,
one of the specific Plan initiatives was that employees hired on or before October 11, 2007 were to retain retiree healthcare but
only for themselves. Prior to the Dissen decision, police officers hired before October 11, 2007 received full post-retirement health
insurance benefits for officer, spouse, and dependents until the member became Medicare eligible.
The FOP and the City initiated negotiations over the collective bargaining agreement but were unsuccessful and the parties moved
to an interest arbitration. Arbitrator Dissen issued an order consistent with the requirements of the Recovery Plan. This section
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4(a) of the Dissen Order became effective January 1, 2011 and applied to employees hired on or before October 11, 2007. These
affected employees retained retiree healthcare for themselves only, and were required to pay any increases in their healthcare
premium after retirement.
The FOP appealed the Dissen decision, and the trial court vacated section 4(a) of the Dissen decision on the basis that the provision
constituted an unlawful elimination of post-retirement health care benefits in violation of the Home Rule Charter Law. The
Commonwealth Court affirmed the trial court’s decision.
However, section 4(b) of the Dissen decision remained valid after the multiple court decisions and appeals. Section 4(b) of the
decision mandated that “retiree healthcare is no longer available to employees hired after the date of this decision.”
On March 11, 2015, the City signed a new agreement with the FOP that was retroactive to January 1, 2014 and expired on
December 31, 2016. The agreement provided for a freeze in 2014, 1% increase in 2015 and 2% in 2016. Each existing police
officer also received a one-time bonus of $1,091. The City agreed that any savings that it could achieve from the mandates of
the allocation of health insurance cost from the Recovery Plan would return in the form of a bonus if such savings were achieved
in 2015 and 2016. In fact, bonuses were issued to employees in 2014 based on this agreement and a cost savings.
CURRENT CBA REVIEW
Although the FOP contract expired on December 31, 2016, the City was unable to negotiate a new contract and a one-year
extension was signed with the union in May of 2017. Under this one-year extension agreement, employees received a 1.5%
increase for 2016 and members of the bargaining unit continue to contribute 15% of the health insurance premium. Retiree
healthcare is no longer available to employees hired on or after January 1, 2012. Pursuant to the Sixth Amended Recovery Plan,
the City’s cost for health insurance premium increases must be at or below six (6%). If the City receives a renewal that exceeds
(6%), the City will have the right to reopen the collective bargaining agreement for wages and health insurance only.
It will be necessary for the City to negotiate a new contract that will begin on January 1, 2018 and goals for this negotiation are
contained in Section 7. Summary of Plan Initiatives.
6.2 AFSCME LOCAL 630 CONTRACT
The City’s bargaining unit employees, other than public safety, are represented by the American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO, Local No. 630. At the time of preparation of the Fourth Amended Recovery Plan, the City and
AFSCME were parties to an agreement with a term from January 1, 2007 through December 31, 2009.
The parties initiated negotiations for a new contract in 2009, but were unable to reach agreement. Finally, in November 2009,
the City declared impasse in the negotiations and, effective July 1, 2010, the City proceeded with implementation of its final offer,
the provisions of which were consistent with the Plan. The final offer included a three-year term for the agreement with a wage
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freeze for 2010, a 2% increase for 2011 and a 3% increase for 2012, and 2013. On July 23, 2010, AFSCME filed a Charge of
Unfair Practices with the Pennsylvania Labor Relations Board (PLRB) arguing that the parties were not at impasse.
The parties subsequently resolved the PLRB dispute, returned to negotiations and executed an agreement for the period January
1, 2010 through December 31, 2013. The agreement embodies several recovery plan initiatives including mandatory drug and
alcohol testing following reportable on-the-job accidents or injuries, a restructured healthcare plan with increased co-pays and
deductibles, a 6% cap on the City’s annual share of increased premium costs, a 15% employee contribution to healthcare costs
for the highest paid employees and 10% for the remainder, the initiation of a new pension plan for new hires that is twenty percent
lower in cost than the plan applicable on or after January 1, 1988, and the elimination of retiree healthcare for new hires. The
contract included a freeze for 2010, 2% increase for 2011, and 3% increase for 2012 and 2013.
On June 4, 2014, the City signed a new contract with the AFSCME union that was retroactive to January 1, 2014 and expires on
December 31, 2016. The agreement provided for a freeze in 2014, 1% increase in 2015, and 2% in 2016. Each existing employee
received a one-time bonus of $915. The City also agreed that any savings that it could achieve from the mandates of the allocation
of health insurance cost from the Recovery Plan would return in the form of a bonus if such savings were achieved in 2015 and
2016. In fact, bonuses were issued to employees in 2014 based on this agreement and a cost savings.
CURRENT CBA REVIEW
Although the AFSCME contract expired on December 31, 2016, the City was unable to negotiate a new contract and a one-year
extension was signed with the union in June of 2017. Under this one-year extension agreement, employees received a 1.5%
increase for 2016 and members of the bargaining unit who make more than $11/hour continue to contribute 15% of the health
insurance premium. Employees who make less than $11/hour contribute 10% of the health insurance premium. Retiree healthcare
is no longer available to employees hired on or after January 1, 2010. Pursuant to the Sixth Amended Recovery Plan, the City’s
cost for health insurance premium increases must be at or below 6%. If the City receives a renewal that exceeds 6%, the City
will have the right to reopen the collective bargaining agreement for wages and health insurance only.
It will be necessary for the City to negotiate a new contract that will begin on January 1, 2018 and goals for this negotiation are
contained in Section 7. Summary of Plan Initiatives.
6.3 IAFF LOCAL 463- FIREFIGHTERS CONTRACT
The City’s firefighters are represented by the International Association of Firefighters, Local 463. At the time of preparation of the
Fourth and Fifth Amended Recovery Plans, the City and union were parties to a contract with a term from January 1, 2007 through
December 31, 2010. In addition to the Plan initiatives prohibiting benefit enhancements and requiring restructuring of the
healthcare plan, the plans also set forth specific requirements applicable to retiree healthcare, seniority, and the elimination of
minimum staffing levels per station or per shift or on an aggregate basis.
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The City and the union initiated negotiations for a new contract, but the parties reached impasse and filed for arbitration. On June
22, 2011, the arbitrator issued an award. The award called for a contract term from January 1, 2011 through December 31, 2014.
Wage increases of 2%, 3%, 3% and 3% were granted for years 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014 respectively. Firefighters were
required to contribute 15% of the premium cost of healthcare coverage and were moved to a less expensive healthcare plan
consistent with the plan provided to police officers and AFSCME employees. The City’s share of annual healthcare cost increases
was capped at 6%. Retiree healthcare was eliminated for new hires. Most significantly, the overall minimum manning requirement
was eliminated and shift staffing was set at 3 personnel per apparatus with one Assistant Chief for each platoon. This change
allowed the City to eliminate 8 firefighters by 2012.
However, the award emphasized that some of the award provisions were “mandated” by the provisions of the Fifth Amended
Recovery Plan and that the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, in litigation involving the City of Scranton’s Act 47 Plan, was considering
the legality of “the very limits that constrain this Board of Arbitrators.” The award therefore provided that if the Supreme Court
issued a decision in the Scranton litigation before December 31, 2014, the firefighters would be allowed to present to the arbitrators
an argument as to what impact, if any, the court’s decision should have on the collective bargaining agreement (a “reopener”).
On October 11, 2011, the Supreme Court issued its decision in the Scranton litigation eliminating Act 47’s limitations on arbitration
awards. The firefighters invoked their right to a re-opener and following a hearing on December 20, 2011, the arbitrator issued a
revised award on February 15, 2012.
Although the revised award left in place the restructured healthcare plan and the reduced manning/staffing provisions of the
original award, it reduced the employee healthcare contribution to 5% and eliminated the City’s 6% annual cap on premium
increases and the discontinuation of retiree healthcare for new hires.
On April 23, 2015, the City signed a contract with the IAFF Local 463 firefighters’ union that was retroactive to January 1, 2015
and extended through December 31, 2017. The agreement provided for a 1% increase in 2015, a 1% increase in 2016, and a
2% in 2017. Employees agreed to contribute 15% of the health insurance premium and any costs above six (6%) increase in
premium in any given year. No retiree health insurance will be provided to any employee who was hired after January 1, 2015.
CURRENT CBA REVIEW
The IAFF contract expires at the end of 2017. Retiree healthcare is no longer available to employees hired on or after January 1,
2015. Pursuant to the Sixth Amended Recovery Plan, the City’s cost for health insurance premium increases must be at or below
six (6%). If the City receives a renewal that exceeds (6%), the City will have the right to reopen the collective bargaining
agreement for wages and health insurance only. It will be necessary for the City to negotiate a new contract that will begin on
January 1, 2018 and goals for this negotiation are contained in Section 7. Summary of Plan Initiatives.
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6.4 PENSION FUNDS
FUNDING STATUS
The Fourth and Fifth Amended Recovery Plans emphasized a trend in Johnstown common to virtually all of Pennsylvania’s Third
Class cities – pension costs increasing at a rapid pace as a result of dramatic increases in the unfunded actuarial accrued liability
(UAAL) of the funds. The Recovery Plans pointed out that Johnstown’s aggregate UAAL for its four pension plans had increased
from approximately $8.5 million in 2000 to approximately $19.7 million in 2007. As a result, the City’s Minimum Municipal
Obligation (MMO) to fund the plans annually increased from $1.4 million in 2000 to $1.9 million by 2007. The 2007 aggregate
UAAL for all four plans of $19.7 million translated into an aggregate funded ratio of only 52% (actuarial value of assets divided by
actuarial accrued liability). The funded ratio for the four plans, as of January 1, 2007 were as follow:
o
o
o
o

Fire: 39%
Police: 52%
Officers and Employees: 66%
Bureau of Sewage: 71%

The funded ratios for the Johnstown pension plans did not improve by the time of preparation of the Fifth Amended Recovery Plan.
As of January 1, 2009, the aggregate UAAL had increased to almost $21 million, and the aggregate funded ratio hovered just
above 50%.
The funded ratios for the Johnstown pension plans reached a crisis point by the time the Sixth Amended Recovery Plan was
prepared and adopted. As of January 1, 2013, the aggregate UAAL had increased to $25.9 million and the aggregate funded ratio
had further deteriorated to 45% which positioned the funds squarely in the Level III Severely Distressed category.
By January 1, 2017, the aggregate UAAL had improved slightly due to better investment returns and additional funding by the
City to $23.4 million and the aggregate funded ratio had increased to 53%. With the exception of the Officers and Employees
Plan, the funded ratios improved as follows:
o
o
o
o

Fire: 42.1.0%
Police: 57.6%
Officers and Employees: 55.1%
Bureau of Sewage: 99.0%

A portion of the increase in the aggregate UAAL can be attributed to two assumption changes – an updated mortality table and a
reduction in the interest rate assumption from 8.0% to 7.5%.
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STATUTORY IMPACTS
Act 44 of 2009, signed by the Governor on September 18, 2009, made significant changes to Act 205 of 1984 (the Municipal
Pension Plan Funding Standard and Recovery Act) and, acknowledging the difficult economic and financial climate facing municipal
governments, made available several actuarial tools intended to provide short-term fiscal relief to municipalities operating pension
plans. Pursuant to Act 44’s municipal distress determination method, Johnstown qualified as a Level II (Moderate) Distress Level
(funded ratio between 50% and 69%). At a Level II Distress Level, the Act offered to Johnstown several temporary voluntary
remedies, including paying only 75% of the amortization contribution requirement for up to four years. Although the City decided
to pay the entire, unreduced MMO in 2010 of $2,858,523, it invoked the 75% payment for 2011 and 2012. As a consequence,
the City’s MMO’s for 2011 and 2012 were $2,092,202 and $2,112,550 respectively.
Pursuant to the City’s January 1, 2011 Actuarial Evaluation Reports, the City was downgraded to a distress Level III (Severe
Distress) designation. For this reason, the Sixth Amended Recovery Plan mandated the partial implementation of remedies made
available under Act 205 pursuant to this distress level III designation. Specifically, the Fire pension plan’s extremely low funded
ratio of 31.6% by 2013 was of special concern, and the City could not responsibly continue to fund that plan at the reduced level
authorized by Act 44. Therefore, the Sixth Amended Recovery Plan mandated that, beginning in 2014, the City would fund the
Fire and Bureau of Sewage Plans at 100% of the amortization contribution requirement while continuing to fund the Police and
Officers and Employees Plans at 75% of the amortization contribution requirement to Act 44. As a result, both the Fire Plan and
the Sewage Plan improved dramatically between 2013 and 2017.
PENSION BENEFITS
The Fourth Amended Recovery Plan contained initiatives for each of the four pension plans designed to reduce the cost of benefits
to the City.
For police employees, the arbitration award dated April 12, 2010, provided that a new pension plan would be created for new hires
after the date of the award which would have a normal cost that is twenty percent (20%) lower than the pension applicable to
employees hired on or after January 1, 1988. The implementation of this new pension plan was an initiative of the Sixth Amended
Recovery Plan. Further restructuring of benefits for new hires in the Police Plan is required in this Seventh Amended Recovery
Plan.
For fire employees, neither of the arbitration awards discussed above provided for a new, less expensive pension plan for new
hires. That mandatory, Act 205 Level III distress remedy was reemphasized and repeated as an initiative in the Sixth Amended
Recovery Plan. Further restructuring of benefits for new hires in the Fire Plan is required in this Seventh Amended Recovery Plan.
As to the AFSCME employees, a new pension plan was provided for hires after January 1, 2010 with a normal cost 20% lower than
the pension plan applicable on and after January 1, 1988. The implementation of this new Officers and Employees Pension Plan,
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which includes all AFSCME and non-represented employees, was an initiative of the Sixth Amended Recovery Plan. Further
restructuring of benefits for new hires in the Officers and Employee’s Plan is required in this Seventh Amended Recovery Plan.
No changes can be made to the Sewage Fund because there are no longer active employees in this Fund. This Fund is the
healthiest among the City’s pension plans with a funded ratio of 99%.
In addition, the initiation of maximum total member contributions is a remedy available to the City through Act 205’s Level III
distress provisions and this Sixth Amended Recovery Plan mandates the implementation of that remedy.
Finally, the Pennsylvania Auditor General’s Compliance Audit Report for the period January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2010 issued
three findings related to the City’s provision of pension benefits in excess of the Third Class City Code. The first finding provides
that the City’s computation of the vested benefit in the Police Pension Plan exceeds the authorization in the Third Class City Code
in violation of the Commonwealth Court’s 2001 decision in Municipality of Monroeville v. Monroeville Police Department Wage
Policy Committee. The second finding provides that the City’s survivor’s benefit in the Firemen’s Pension Plan exceeds the
authorization in the Third Class City Code. The third finding provides that the City’s computation of the vested benefit in the
Firemen’s Pension Plan exceeds the authorization in the Third Class City Code. The initiation of amendments to the Police and
Firemen’s Pension Plans to resolve the Auditor General’s findings and comply with the Third Class City Code are mandated initiatives
in the Sixth and Seventh Amended Recovery Plans.
This Seventh Amended Recovery Plan requires the City to revise and update the City’s pension plan documents to assure
consistency with the collective bargaining agreements and applicable law. Although the City has made some progress in preparing
these plan documents, substantial additional work needs to be done to complete this important task.
6.5 WORKER COMPENSATION
Worker compensation costs increased significantly since adoption of the Fifth Amended Plan. A deteriorating claims and loss
record resulted in significant workers compensation premiums for the City and its decision to enroll in the State Workers Insurance
Fund (SWIF) beginning in 2013. The Sixth Amended Plan included an initiative that focused on reducing claims and thereby
reducing premiums. Since 2013, the Workers Compensation claims and premiums have decreased due to the City’s vigilance and
efforts to create a safer work environment. A more detailed discussion of worker compensation costs is contained in Chapter IV
and initiatives to address the issue are set forth in Chapter VI.
6.6 ACT 133 LIMITS
In June, 2012, Governor Corbett signed Act 133 into law, changing how Act 47 Recovery Plans impact employee compensation
and collective bargaining negotiations and arbitrations. The Act provides that a Recovery Plan may provide “limits on projected
expenditures for individual collective bargaining units that may not be exceeded by the distressed municipality.”
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This Seventh Amended Plan is written to comply with Act 133. It contains “limits” in the form of maximum annual allocations for
employee compensation and benefits for a five-year period for each bargaining unit following the expiration of their current
collective bargaining agreements. The plan provides the City and the unions with flexibility to negotiate a different pattern of
compensation from the one suggested, provided that total employee compensation and benefit costs do not exceed the maximum
annual allocation for that bargaining unit.
COMPENSATION LIMITS
The limits set by this Seventh Amended Plan are established in the context of Johnstown’s current and projected financial
challenges and capabilities. As described in Section 5. The Financial Condition the City faces difficult decisions as it tries to maintain
a reasonable level of services for its residents while balancing its annual budgets in the face of expenditures which are increasing
faster than revenues.
Specific compensation limits are set forth in Section 7. Summary of Plan Initiatives
HEALTHCARE LIMITS
Because health insurance costs are driven by external factors outside the City’s control, this Seventh Amended Plan allocates a
maximum amount that the City will contribute to each employee’s health insurance. The City’s maximum contribution for active
employee healthcare benefits may not increase more than 6% per year. The 6% limit includes medical, prescription drug, dental,
vision, life and HRA coverage. Employee contributions to the healthcare premiums are established at 15% per year. These City
and employee contribution rates are consistent with all current collective bargaining agreements.
The maximum City healthcare contributions shall also include all payments toward any taxes, surcharges, penalties, assessments,
and other charges and costs which the City may be required to pay under any federal health care legislation, and any amendments,
regulations or other such State or federal statutes and regulations.
The contribution limits shall apply to all employees, by bargaining unit, and to non-represented employees, regardless of the
health plan they choose. Bargaining units may choose to reduce their monthly premium contributions through plan redesign
including increased office visit and prescription drug co-payments, coinsurance or other cost sharing mechanisms, or changing the
kind of coverage. The employee’s monthly contributions will also depend on the year-to-year growth in total premium costs. The
City’s share of any annual increase in total premium cost shall not exceed 6% percent. Therefore, if the total premium cost grows
by less than six percent, the City will cover a higher portion of the total premium costs than in the previous year. The City’s
maximum monthly contributions to employee healthcare coverage for each bargaining unit are set forth in Section 7. Summary of
Plan Initiatives.
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CITY ALLOCATION TO BARGAINING UNITS
The total allocation limits assigned to non-represented employees and to each bargaining unit for compensation and benefits do
not include compensation for positions outside the bargaining unit such as the Manager, Police, and Fire Chiefs. The allocation
does include, as applicable, the maximum amounts the City shall pay for any of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Salaries including step or tenure-based increases and any additional pay for overtime or court hearing compensation.
Holiday pay, longevity and shift differential.
Incentives related to sick leave usage and tuition reimbursement.
Health insurance coverage including medical, dental, vision, HRA and prescription drug coverage (as described above); any
reimbursements for prescription drug cost and payments in lieu of hospitalization coverage.
Life insurance and other kinds of insurance coverage.
Uniform or special assignment allowances and all other new or existing forms of cash compensation.
The allocation does not include the City’s costs for retired employee health insurance or pension payments for current,
retired, or future employees.
The allocation is based on the 2016 actual expenditures for the covered items. If the City and union make any changes to
health insurance coverage through negotiation or an arbitration award, the City and union shall project the cost or savings
of those changes and count them against the allocation shown above.
For any changes to the compensation provisions that are in place at the expiration of the current collective bargaining
agreements or any authorized new compensation components, the City shall conduct a full cost analysis of those changes
for each year of the next collective bargaining agreement to determine and assure that the resulting compensation does
not exceed the maximum annual allocations. The City shall provide the full cost analysis information to the Act 47
Coordinator in form and content acceptable to the Coordinator as soon as possible for the Coordinator’s review and approval.
If the Act 47 Coordinator determines that the proposals exceed the maximum annual allocations, the proposals shall be
returned to the City and bargaining unit for modification. The Act 47 Coordinator will not approve any cost analysis if the
Coordinator determines that inadequate information is provided to verify that the costs do not exceed this Seventh Amended
Recovery Plan’s maximum annual allocations or if the analysis is not provided in a timely manner.
The total allocated limits for employee compensation and benefits, by bargaining unit, as described herein are set forth in
Section 7. Summary of Plan Initiatives.
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P LAN I NITIATIVES

Based upon the review of the City’s progress under the Sixth Amended Recovery Plan, the following initiatives are mandated as
part of this Seventh Amended Recovery Plan.
7.1 - MANAGEMENT INITIATIVES
The following continuing initiatives are based on a review of management and administration operations.

I NITIATIVE N O . 1 Council shall continue to budget for and support a professional City Manager position that meets the standards
outlined in the Home Rule Charter and Administrative Code.

I NITIATIVE N O . 2 Council shall continue to budget for and support a professional Finance Director with a strong accounting
background and knowledge of governmental processes that meets the standards outlined in the Home Rule Charter and
Administrative Code.

I NITIATIVE N O . 3 City Council shall request that the Cambria County Commissioners conduct a revaluation of assessment
values to bring the assessed values closer to the market values of property in the City.

I NITIATIVE N O . 4 The City shall continue to fund appropriate professional memberships and professional development and
training for the City Manager, Finance Director, and the senior management employees.

I NITIATIVE N O . 5 The City shall review, revise, and update the Administrative Code of the City in order to include best practices
and modern techniques for every department no later than December 31, 2019.

I NITIATIVE N O . 6 The City shall, by December 31, 2017, have updated its codification to include any and all updates to the
Home Rule Charter, Administrative Code, and all other Ordinances of the City of Johnstown. These documents shall be available
in an on-line version that is accessible from the City’s website. The City shall apply to the PA DCED for Act 47 grant funds for this
purpose.

I NITIATIVE N O . 7 The City shall provide a link from its website to this Seventh Amended Recovery Plan as adopted on August
28, 2017 in its entirety.
7.2 - FINANCIAL INITIATIVES
The following are initiatives based on the financial analysis and evaluation of the City’s financial management operations.
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I NITIATIVE N O . 8 The City shall continue to upgrade, update, and expand the financial management software to include: point
of service capability for the payroll and purchase order processing; fixed assets accountability; human resource management; and
budget query functions for all Department Directors.

I NITIATIVE N O . 9 During the 2018 budget process, the Finance Director shall make the following changes to the Funds and
Accounting Groups in order to simplify the accounting process, correct inaccuracies, and provide more transparency:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate the debt service and pension special millage and incorporate all millage as general fund millage. Show all real
estate tax revenue in the General Fund as current, prior year, delinquent, and liened taxes.
Eliminate the Debt Service Fund and merge it with the General Fund by setting up separate Accounting Groups (01-471
and 01-472). Ensure that all general obligation Debt Service is shown and specifically labeled.
Eliminate the Pension Fund and merge it with the General Fund by setting it up as a specific Accounting Group (01-48310, 01-483-20, 01-483-30). Set up pension state aid as a revenue in the General Fund (01-355-05).
Eliminate the Recreation Fund and merge it with the General Fund by setting up a separate Accounting Group for expenses
related to Point Stadium (01-457).
Eliminate the Sanitation Fund by merging it with the General Fund and setting up a separate Accounting Group for revenue
related to delinquent collections. 24 Add the revenue to the 360 Charges for Services Accounting Group and add expenses
to the 426 Accounting Group that is already set up. This will be completely phased out within two years.
Change the Public Works categories to the 430 series Accounting Groups: 430 for highways and streets; 432 for winter
maintenance; 433 for traffic control; 434 for street lighting; 436 for storm sewers; 438 for roads maintenance; and 439
for road construction. If set up correctly it will be simple to transfer information to the annual Liquid Fuels Report.
Merge the two parking funds (02 and 06) into a single parking fund. Eliminate any line items related to debt service – the
fund cannot provide enough revenue to support debt service payments.
Discontinue the practice of budgeting the Tax Anticipation Note as Revenue and the payoff as an expenditure in the Debt
Service Fund. This practice overstates the revenues and expenditures. It should be set up as a liability on the balance
sheet when received and it should clear the liability when paid. Only the interest paid is an expense item.
Consolidate the LST into one category labeled Local Services Tax – there is no such revenue as Emergency and Municipal
Services Tax. It was replaced by the Local Services tax over ten years ago. This is an incorrect label.
Consolidate the Earned Income Tax – there is no longer court-approved resident or non-resident EIT. It was eliminated
when the LST was increased. The only categories should be EIT current year and EIT delinquent.

24

The Sixth Amended Plan required the City to bid the sanitation contract with an option for the vendor to direct bill the residents for this service. In 2013, the
City accepted a bid structured so that residents are direct billed. Since that time, the City no longer collects sanitation fees and no longer has sanitation expenses.
The only remaining fees are for delinquent accounts that are still being collected. The revenue in 2016 was less than $40,000.
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Combine Public Works categories, especially Technical services. The 407 Accounting Group should be reserved for data
processing expenses according to the DCED Chart of Accounts.
Set up a new Accounting Group for Public Buildings, Accounting Group 409 according to the DCED Chart of Accounts, to
track utilities, maintenance, and other expenses related to the upkeep of public buildings.
Other Police Employees should have a 410 Accounting Group designation.
Fire Department should have a 411 Accounting Group designation.
Sewer Upgrade Fund should have specific Accounting Groups: 471 and 472 for Debt Service; 404 for legal fees; 408 for
Engineering Expenses; 439 for construction projects. Expenses should be clearly identified so that it can be determined
how much is being spent for each of these categories.
Eliminate or deactivate those funds and line items that are no longer used (for example Workers Compensation Fund, Job
Development Fund, Hospital In Lieu of Taxes Account, Land Value Assessment, etc.).

I NITIATIVE N O . 10 The City shall continually pursue strategies that provide for diversification of the revenue base through
user fees and special assessments for services that are provided by the City for departmental services. The City shall annually
review all fees for service with respect to the cost of that service and increase those fees accordingly to cover the full cost. An
annual Fee Resolution shall be prepared and adopted as part of the budget process to reflect the ever-changing economic climate.
A sample Fee Resolution is included in Appendix B.

I NITIATIVE N O . 11 The City shall continue its sustainability plan and energy audits to determine the advisability of making
additional short-term improvements that will reap long term benefits. The City shall also take the following steps to improve its
management of utility costs:
•
•
•
•
•

Monitor utility usage and billing for all facilities to track trends and exceptions, including electricity, gas and water.
Review billing to ensure that the City pays only for those charges that are properly allocable to the City. The City shall also
ensure that any utility services to be paid by other parties using City facilities are billed promptly.
Managing turn-on and turn-offs of facility meters, and ensuring that changes are enacted as requested; final meter readings
are taken, where appropriate; and generally, that the City has no more services than it needs.
Pursue lower rates through direct negotiation, aggregation of usage with other entities or a reverse energy auction. For
example, the City of Pittsburgh and three municipal authorities have conducted reverse energy auctions and have
successfully lowered electricity rates.
Continue current efforts to reduce utility usage by investing in energy efficiency improvements. As energy conservation
emerges as a national priority, the City should be alert for federal, Commonwealth and other external grant opportunities.
In some cases, the improvements can be funded directly from the savings generated.

I NITIATIVE N O . 12 The City Manager and Finance Director shall continue to work to improve the annual collection of the City’s
real property tax with the goal of increasing current tax collections to at least 90% of the current tax levy (current assessed value
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x current millage minus 2% discount). If necessary to improve current year collection rates, the City will outsource the collection
of current year real estate taxes.

I NITIATIVE N O . 13 The City Manager and Finance Director annually shall review the contracts for police services with the
Johnstown Housing Authority, the School District, and contracted communities to assure that the City is recouping the actual cost
of providing the services including wages, benefits, equipment, and fuel. Other fees such as special events, security details,
background checks and fingerprinting for private businesses shall also be reviewed and adjusted to assure that the City is recouping
the actual cost of the service provided.

I NITIATIVE N O . 14 The Finance Director and the Community Development Director shall regularly review all fees charged for
applications and issuance of permits, such as building and zoning permits, zoning hearing applications, planning commission
applications, rental registrations, and occupancy inspections for the purpose of adjusting fee schedules to assure that the City
recoups the actual cost of such processing of permit applications. That review shall include research as to the fees charged by
surrounding municipalities.

I NITIATIVE N O . 15 The Manager and Finance Director shall prepare (or cause to be prepared) and implemented a business
and marketing plan for the use of Point Stadium as a multi-use venue for sports, performing arts, and other appropriate uses.

I NITIATIVE N O . 16 The City is a party to a lease agreement, dated May 8, 2003, with Crown Conventions Center Company
(“Crown”). Pursuant to the lease, Crown rents the City’s Convention Center from the City but the City has realized no net rental
payments under the terms of the lease. The City shall continue its review of Crown’s performance under the lease and initiate
negotiations to improve the City’s receipt of revenue under the lease.

I NITIATIVE N O . 17 The Finance Director shall provide for the City Manager, the Recovery Coordinator and the Council the
following reports on the schedule indicated:
o
o
o

Budget Compare Report (All Funds Monthly)
Balance Sheets (All Funds Monthly)
Cash Flow Year End Projection (Quarterly)

The Finance Director shall provide Budget Compare Reports (specific to Departments) to the Department Directors monthly. The
Finance Director shall review any potential budget problems with the City Manager, the Recovery Coordinator, and the Department
Directors as they appear.

I NITIATIVE N O . 18 The City Manager, Finance Director, and Solicitor shall review, at least annually, all tax-exempt properties
coming onto the tax-exempt rolls on or after January 1 of each year to determine whether they qualify under applicable law for
exemption from real property taxation and to challenge the exemption of those properties that do not qualify.
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I NITIATIVE N O . 19 The City shall continue to use the Local Services Tax (LST) to support General Fund activities at the
maximum rate permitted under state law. The City Council should meet with local legislators to request the continuance of the
use of the higher LST beyond the exit from Act 47 status. (The City of Scranton has already achieved this objective.) The City
can no longer levy the EIT upon non-residents under Act 47 because the Local Services Tax was increased under Act 199.

I NITIATIVE N O . 20 The City shall research, calculate, analyze, and reach a decision no later than March 31, 2018 as to whether
it is feasible and advantageous in the long-term for the City to move from the business privilege tax to the payroll preparation tax
under Section 123 (d) (2) of the Municipalities Financial Recovery Act. This is a new taxing authority option under Act 199 of 2014
amending Act 47 to allow for the use of the payroll preparation tax in place of the business privilege and mercantile tax. Once
established and approved by the Common Pleas Court, this tax may continue to be levied even after a termination of the City’s
distressed status. The City shall commission its current EIT Tax Collector, Berkheimer Associates, its auditors, and any other
knowledgeable party to assist the City in providing information for making this decision.

I NITIATIVE N O . 21 The City shall continue to levy sanitary sewer user fees at rates sufficient to pay the debt service on loans
or bonds issued, operational costs and the cost of projects undertaken, to complete corrective action requirements of the Consent
Order and Agreement, dated July, 2010, between the City and DEP.

I NITIATIVE N O . 22 As of January 1, 2017, the City’s post-employment benefit (OPEB) liability for retiree healthcare is estimated
to be $21 million. The City has funded these benefits on an annual “pay as you go” basis. Like the City’s underfunded pensions,
OPEB liability threatens the City’s long term financial health by committing the City to pay increasing amounts into the future for
services rendered in the past. Those costs can grow rapidly with the rising cost of healthcare. The City shall continue to fund an
OPEB fund at the rate of at least $50,000 per year.

I NITIATIVE N O . 23 While this Recovery Plan projects that the City will struggle to balance its operating budget in the near
future, it is possible that the City could outperform projections through better-than-expected revenue performance, additional cost
savings achieved, or an unanticipated “windfall” financial benefit.
The Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) recommends at a minimum, that general-purpose governments, regardless
of size, maintain an unreserved fund balance in their general fund of no less than ten (10) percent of regular general fund operating
revenues. In addition, the City has clear infrastructure and facility capital needs that must be funded. To the extent that the City
outperforms projections, the City shall seek to build and maintain an undesignated, unrestricted fund balance equal to 10 percent
of the annual recurring General Fund revenues (i.e. approximately $1 to $1.6 million).
At or before the time of the preparation of the 2018, 2019, and 2020 operating budgets, the City Manager, Finance Director, and
Recovery Coordinator shall review the state of the City’s finances, including anticipated revenues, expenditures and fund balances,
in order to determine whether any revenue can be allocated to the City’s Capital Fund or Reserve Fund.
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I NITIATIVE N O . 24 During the Winter of 2018, the City shall complete valuations of capital fixed assets including: sanitary
sewer conveyance system, parking facilities, convention center, and golf course. Based on the valuations, the City shall explore
the sale of these assets and/or the privatizing of the facilities through lease-back arrangements with the goal of maximizing
potential revenue derived.
As part of this process, the City shall explore the possibility of selling the sewer conveyance system to the JRA for the val ue
identified in the system valuation for the purpose of 1) raising funds to address City liabilities, 2) transferring responsibility for the
COA and future upgrades to the sanitary sewer system to JRA, and 3) eliminating responsibility for staffing the operational costs
from the City budget.
The proceeds from the sale of fixed assets shall be dedicated to paying down the City’s pension liabilities, long term debt, and/or
OPEB obligations in order to permanently reduce the operating expenses in the General Fund.

I NITIATIVE N O . 25 The Finance Department shall annually prepare a Capital Improvement Plan (CIP). Beginning with the
2019 budget, the City Manager and Finance Director with assistance from the Recovery Coordinator shall prepare a comprehensive,
five-year Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) during the Summer of each year in advance of the preparation of the operating budget
for the succeeding year.
An annual CIP document will provide information on capital projects to City officials and other community stakeholders. The CIP
must include maintenance and major repairs required for the City’s fixed assets including infrastructure, parks, facilities,
technology, and major equipment. The CIP document shall include without limitation:
•
•

•
•
•

An overall narrative review that details priorities and issues for the upcoming budget year.
Discussion of the funding options available for the CIP and the City’s ability to make capital investments. These funding
options may include the use of community development block grant funding, other federal and state grants, pay-as-yougo financing from the operating budget, proceeds from the sale of assets and debt.
A description of the CIP development process including how CIP projects were selected and opportunities for public comment
on the CIP.
Summaries of CIP projects by project type and department.
Individual descriptions for at least major capital projects. The descriptions will detail the project’s location, project
summary, estimated costs, estimated completion date, and the project’s expected operational costs or savings.

The creation of an annual document that summarizes the CIP will help the City formalize aspects of its current CIP process and
detail its efforts to make targeted investments in citywide infrastructure and facilities to support the City’s recovery. The CIP
document will also provide an opportunity to discuss basic CIP performance metrics from the previous year(s), including: original
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project budget compared to final cost, projected project completion date versus actual completion date, and cumulative CIP
expenditures compared to previous year estimates.

I NITIATIVE N O . 26 As part of the CIP, the Finance Director shall work with the Department Directors to create an Annual
Vehicle Purchasing Plan (AVPP). The AVPP shall consider the City’s entire fleet of vehicles from fire equipment and police cruisers
to public works trucks. The AVPP shall consider such factors as the required fleet size, the life cycle of the various types of vehicles
and the per unit acquisition costs. This information shall be included in the financial management system as part of a fleet
management module.
7.3 - DEPARTMENT OPERATIO N INITIATIVES
POLICE DEPARTMENT INITIATIVES
Public safety is part of an overall strategy for maintaining safe and healthy neighborhoods and for supporting economic
development. Businesses and individuals will not make investments in the City if they feel that the City cannot protect those
investments. The following are recommendations based on the Recovery Team review of the police department.

I NITIATIVE N O . 27 The City Manager shall direct the Chief to determine the best way to access and utilize the Cambria County
911 Center CAD information to conduct a comprehensive analysis of the department’s calls for service. This will provide information
not only about the most pressing and frequent calls but also about the number of officers needed for the patrolling function in the
City.

I NITIATIVE N O . 28 The City Manager shall work with the Police Chief and Recovery Coordinator to develop a scope and to
apply for Act 47 grant funds for the upgrade of computer hardware, operating system, and software as soon as possible to avoid
a complete breakdown in services in the department. The department cannot continue to operate with an XP operating system.
It is not supported and makes the department vulnerable to hacking, phishing, and viruses.

I NITIATIVE N O . 29

The Police Chief shall update, enhance, and insist on training for officers on the Visual Alert record
management system. The only way to evaluate the level of service and manpower is to have complete and accurate data. The
Visual Alert system is an excellent police records management system for police operations but it is not being used properly due
to lack of training and instructions. It can be a valuable tool for identifying trends in crime and making the best use of manpower.

I NITIATIVE N O . 30

The Police Chief shall participate in the operating budget preparation and, in advance of the City’s
development of a CIP, create a comprehensive plan to regularly upgrade and replace equipment that would include but not be
limited to: body armor, police side arms, radios, and computers.
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I NITIATIVE N O . 31 The Police Chief shall develop a plan that will provide for and equip all police vehicles with cameras, MDT’s
and License Plate Readers. In addition, the Chief should add Mobile Report Writing capability to the MDT’s to keep officers on the
road.

I NITIATIVE N O . 32 The Police Chief shall formulate, or have formulated by a supervisor, a well-reasoned purchase and vehicle
rotation plan and incorporate that into the budget in each fiscal year. The City shall apply for Act 47 grant funds to support the
purchase of a comprehensive Fleet Management software package that tracks this information and assists in the decision-making
process for all departments.

I NITIATIVE N O . 33 The Police Chief shall identify the areas of training that are most needed by the department and develop
a realistic training budget to achieve the necessary training. Training needs should be based on the strengths and needs of the
personnel and operation in the community. Many training opportunities are low-cost or without cost. Supervisors can attend
training to become certified and then train other officers in-house. The training expenses should be included in the operating
budget.

I NITIATIVE N O . 34 The Police Chief shall work with the City Manager to plan and provide for the upgrade of the Evidence
Room and purchase of a secure Temporary Evidence Locker. The Chief must assign a trusted patrol officer or police clerk to be
the Evidence Custodian(s) and assign a Captain to conduct annual or semi –annual audits with unannounced inspections during
the year. Written reports from the audits and inspections should be forwarded to the office of the Police Chief who should take
immediate and appropriate actions.

I NITIATIVE N O . 35

The Police Chief shall conduct a comprehensive study, including benchmarking with other police
departments to examine the “4 and 2” work schedule identified in the CBA to determine if this is the most efficient way to schedule
manpower. This comprehensive study of police scheduling should be conducted using data from the previous two years and should
be provided to the City Manager no later than November of 2017 so that it can be discussed during the collective bargaining
sessions and included in the 2018 budget process.

I NITIATIVE N O . 36 The City Manager and Finance Director shall include a study for the upgrade of the public safety building
as part of the CIP process. The police facility needs a substantial upgrade or the entire public safety operation should be relocated
to better, more modern, more efficient facilities.

I NITIATIVE N O .37 The Chief shall work with his Captains and Supervisors to complete the Police Policy Manual as soon as
possible. The PA Chiefs of Police Association can supply a sample policy manual for a nominal fee that can be modified for the
City of Johnstown. A complete and upgraded policy manual will offer much needed direction to the officers, protection from law
suits for the City, and provide the ability to hold police officers accountable in a consistent and fair manner.
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I NITIATIVE N O . 38 The City shall seek Accreditation through the PA Chiefs of Police Association for the police department to
ensure that the department is following best practices in its policies and procedures. The process for working towards accreditation
is a valuable exercise that requires the department to examine its functions, policies, and practices in an organized and methodical
way.
FIRE DEPARTMENT INITIATIVES
Premier fire services are part of an overall strategy for maintaining safe and healthy neighborhoods and for supporting economic
development. Businesses and individuals rely on fire services to persons, property, and investments. The following are
recommendations based on the Recovery Team review of the fire department.

I NITIATIVE N O . 39 The City Manager and Fire Chief shall open discussions during 2017 with Franklin Borough Volunteer Fire
Department relative to consolidating City fire services with the Borough’s existing volunteer department. Franklin Borough, an
Act 47 community, adjacent to Johnstown is struggling to provide basic government services for its residents and is exploring a
number of options for addressing the residents’ public safety needs. The volunteer fire department has a dedicated core of
firefighters who provide coverage for the Borough. They have 3 fire apparatus and 75% of the members are certified to Firefighter
II with hazardous material training. It may benefit both the JFD and the FBFD to merge their efforts to provide additional manpower
for both departments at the fire scenes.

I NITIATIVE N O . 40 The City Manager and Fire Chief shall regularly benchmark staffing and spending against the identified core
group of comparable cities identified in Section 5. Department Operations. Departments that have added part-time firefighters to
their complements are spending less as a percentage of budget and per capita than cities that are entirely staffed with full time
firefighters. Discussions should take place regularly with these cities to review best practices and opportunities for fire protection,
financial planning, and management.

I NITIATIVE N O . 41 The City Manager and Fire Chief should carefully analyze and re-evaluate providing the first response
medical QRS service because it makes up 20% of the calls and ties up 50% of the staff. At the very least, the department
supervisors should regularly review EMS calls and dispatch protocols with EMS providers and County 911 officials to ensure that
the fire department’s availability to respond to critical EMS calls is maximized. There may be a private or quasi-public option that
makes more sense for basic and advanced life support. Discussions should be held with the existing ambulance providers about
taking over this service. These agencies can often provide better service for a lower cost and are regularly reimbursed through
health insurance payments.

I NITIATIVE N O . 42 The City Manager, Finance Director and Fire Chief shall investigate revenue generators. There are at least
two opportunities that can be implemented quickly.
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If the City continues to provide QRS services, one opportunity for revenue enhancement would be to work with the local
EMS providers to add a QRS fee to ambulance billing. This is standard practice in many communities. It is recognized that
the two primary EMS providers, West End and 7 th Ward EMS, are adversely affected by the demographics (age, economics)
of their patients and service areas. For this reason, their collection rates from insurance and direct billing are below state
and national norms. However, this does represent a potential dedicated revenue stream and is used by other fire
departments across the Commonwealth
The City could use on-duty firefighters to supplement code enforcement activities. Firefighters can be trained to conduct
fire and occupancy inspections. Fees for code enforcement and occupancy inspections can be benchmarked against the
fees charged by the comparable communities. Fees should cover basic fire department expenses. The Borough of Swissvale
and the City of Sharon both maintain excellent programs of using on duty firefighters as inspectors for conducting fire
safety inspections of all newly occupied rental properties (residential), commercial occupancies, and remodeling and has
shared this best practice with other fire departments and municipalities. The City of Sharon recently moved their entire
code enforcement operation to the fire department where firefighters and code officers work side by side to conduct
commercial, residential, and rental inspections.

I NITIATIVE N O . 43 The Fire Chief shall explore alternatives and opportunities for increased mutual aid to provide additional
staffing for working structure fires. A further recommendation was made in the Regional Approach to Fire Service Delivery in this
report. A sample mutual aid agreement is included as Appendix C

I NITIATIVE N O . 44 The Fire Chief, City Manager, and Council shall address the issue of false/good intent alarms. False/good
intent alarms make up 38% of the overall fire calls. The department supervisors should regularly review the nature, cause,
location and frequency of false/good intent calls and work with owners to address the problem.
The false alarm data may support the development and implementation of an ordinance that will create a potential revenue stream
from fees and fines for repeat false alarm offenders. Most cities charge a “service fee” for anything over 3 false alarms per year
and this is graduated based on the number of false alarms received. A typical schedule is:

One False Alarm
Second False Alarm
Third False Alarm
Fourth False Alarm

Commercial

Residential

No Charge
$200
$400
$500

No Charge
$100
$200
$500

Any alarm after the third false alarm should be subject to prosecution with fines up to $1000 with conviction. A sample false
alarm ordinance is provided in Appendix D.
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I NITIATIVE N O . 45 The Fire Chief and fire personnel shall establish the JFD fire training building as either a local, regional, or
state training facility, that can host training for other firefighters and departments. Some opportunities include:
•
•
•

Align with the state fire academy and regional community colleges who provide certified training
Develop and offer courses and customized training for outside firefighters and departments for fees
Allow other departments to rent the facility for their own training purposes with supervised certified JFD staffing.

The Fire Chief and fire personnel should conduct a study regarding the potential training opportunities for course offerings in order
to secure a potential revenue stream. If this can be done both in terms of feasibility for establishing and conducting revenue
driven training as well as logistics and liability issues, the City should consider identifying a training officer and charging the officer
with the responsibilities for marketing and coordinating this effort. This will have the additional benefit of driving food and lodging
revenues for local businesses during training while out of town firefighters and departments are in the area for training.

I NITIATIVE N O . 46 The JFD Fire Chief and supervisors should work towards building a regional Rapid Intervention Team (RIT)
program where area fire departments provide working teams of trained firefighters to respond to each other’s working structure
fires for firefighter safety and rescue. Pennsylvania provides for intergovernmental cooperation in Title 53 of the Pennsylvania
Consolidated Statutes. According to Title 53, this cooperation is to be authorized by ordinance or resolution by the partici pating
governments.
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT INITIATIVES
The City’s care, upgrade, and maintenance of the infrastructure, parks, and facility assets are one of the City’s most important
responsibilities. The care of these assets is also the most visible of all City services. The following are recommendations based
on the Recovery Team review of the public works department:

I NITIATIVE N O .47 The City shall budget for and provide training opportunities for employees. The City currently does not
provide training on an annual basis for its personnel. Regular training for the Director and the laborers should be a standard part
of the annual budget. Training provided to employees can greatly affect their productivity and efficiency. Advantages of training
include improvements in morale, motivation, productivity, and quality of services.
Training and Professional Development for the Public Works Director
The Director’s role as not only a supervisor but also as a working component of the department requires both supervisory and
technical training. The City Manager and Director should develop an annual training program for the Director that will promote
professional development in management and technical aspects of public works.
The PENNDOT LTAP Roads Scholar Program is an excellent resource for the City to consider. Fred Pryor has a local presence in
the Greensburg area and offers a variety of management level one and two-day courses inexpensively on a variety of topics. The
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American Public Works Association (APWA) has a local chapter that provides not only technical courses but also affords networking
with other public works professionals. The PA State Association of Supervisors (PSATS) and the PA State Association of Boroughs
(PSAB) both offer excellent training annually around the region.
• Pennsylvania LTAP Roads Scholar Program
https://www.dot7.state.pa.us/LTAP/
• Become a member of the America Public Works Association (APWA) and take advantage of their free online
webinars
http://apwa.net/
• Attend a Basic Supervision course such as Fred Pryor Career Track seminar
http://www.pryor.com/mkt_info/seminars/desc/TW.asp?zip=15090
• Attend a Basic Customer Service course such a Fred Pryor Career Track seminar
http://www.pryor.com/mkt_info/seminars/desc/KC.asp
• Routinely evaluate courses offered by Pennsylvania State Association of Township Supervisors (PSATS) and
Pennsylvania State Boroughs Association (PSAB)
http://www.psats.org
http://www.psab.org
• T rai n i n g P r og ra m f o r th e D ep ar tm en t
• Basic electrical course
• Attend Annual PA One Call Event (September)
http://www.pa1call.org/pa811/Public/POCS_Content/Event/PA_Safety_Day/SafetyDays.aspx
• Attend Annual APWA Equipment and Safety Show (June) http://westernpenn.apwa.net/

I NITIATIVE N O 48 The DPW Director shall develop an annual safety training program around routine and special projects. The
City’s risk management service should be able to provide a resource for possible toolbox talks or follow up at no expense. Examples
of topics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-Job Safety Reviews
Compressed air
Bench and hand grinder safety
Hand tool safety
Slips, trips and falls
Confined space training (this should be a certificate issued course)
Chainsaw safety

I NITIATIVE N O . 49 The DPW Director shall develop a formal snow and ice control plan. The Department currently does not
have a formal snow and ice control plan in place. A plan should be developed that includes the following criteria: policies & plans,
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priorities, crew scheduling, planning and managing routes, managing operations, emergency management, training, public
relations, measuring results and any special policies.
There are several examples that exist and the following links will serve the City well to further review and consider implementing
a formal Snow and Ice Control Plan.
Salt Institute Snow Fighters Handbook
http://www.saltinstitute.org/content/download/484/2996
Cranberry Township’s Snow and Ice Control Plan
http://www.cranberrytownship.org/DocumentCenter/Home/View/556
The DPW Director should be evaluating additional treatment options for the City. For instance, the Department already uses brine
to pretreat its salt at the spinner. Anti-icing ahead of storms on hills, at intersections, and in areas that take longer to get to that
may be problematic for the operators should be considered candidates for this option.

I NITIATIVE N O .50 The City Manager and Finance Director shall evaluate electric suppliers for street lighting and all electric
accounts. The City shall consider using a professional consultant to audit and evaluate the current pricing and plan options for its
electric accounts. The City currently allocates much of its LFF towards municipal street lighting. In addition, the City owns and
operates lighting infrastructure along its main business corridor, City facility, and parks. Pennsylvania deregulated the supply of
electricity in recent years. This means that consumers can now shop their electric consumption on the competitive market, rather
than remain with the distributor for both supply and distribution. A fixed, lower cost per kilowatt as part of a multiyear contract
is available to the City.

I NITIATIVE N O . 51 The City Manager shall work with the DPW Director to establish sufficient administrative support. The DPW
Director is constantly going between public works and the City building where he relies on the administrative staff of the Codes
Department. The DPW administrative assistant should be the primary support for the Director. Scheduling appointments, serving
as the single first point of contact for DPW related service requests and assisting in the review of invoices are a few of the tasks
of this position. The Director is responsible for the effective management and operational structure of the Department. When the
Director is out of the building and away from the operation, the operation is not receiving the leadership and management direction
that it needs.

I NITIATIVE N O . 52 The DPW Director shall work with the City Manager to identify and install an automated system to track
complaints and requests for service. The DPW currently utilizes a common and inefficient approach to responses to requests for
service and work orders. The Director receives a handwritten notated work order form usually from the administrative staff at the
City Building. The sheet is noted as done and filed as a record of work performed by the department. This system should be
automated. Electronic work order tracking provides historical data, assists in budget projections, and provides consistent service
to residents. To achieve this, the department must have a reliable system of tracking requests for service that would record the
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customer’s name, address, nature of call and information exchanged, tentative schedule for work, resources used (personnel,
materials, etc) and how and when the issue is resolved. The Freedom System, currently in use by the City’s Finance and Code
Enforcement Office, has a work order system that could be implemented quickly in the DPW.

I NITIATIVE N O . 53 The DPW Director shall work with the Finance Director to set up a comprehensive vehicle and equipment
maintenance records system as the basis for the City’s replacement schedule for public works equipment and vehicles.
information from this system would be included in the annual CIP.

The

I NITIATIVE N O . 54 The City Manager, DPW Director, and City Engineer shall develop a long-range Pavement Management
Plan for comprehensive street paving. The City should be working towards a comprehensive long-range plan for street paving and
surfacing options. Streets should be set up in a pavement management environment where conditions are recorded and
maintenance routinely scheduled. Adopting an annual road inspection program, where every road is inspected every year and
scored is the best management practice for pavement management. Systems such as the PASER rating system allow for better
decision making and provide for more informed budgeting to take place. The Director should be educated on the various surface
treatments available to the City that can be applied once the scoring is completed.

I NITIATIVE N O . 55 The City Manager and the DPW Director shall apply for Act 47 grant funds to improve the fuel system
controls for operational efficiency and material control. A fuel management system will allow for reporting to management and
greater controls that deter theft or improper financial coding. In addtion to the financial measures this will provide, the report will
provide for preventative maintenance on vehicles to be improved by allowing management to know the mileage of each vehicle at
a glance. The Public Works Department has underground fuel storage tanks for unleaded and diesel. The business practice is
handled with a paper tracking system and is loosely monitored by management. There is a need for an electronic fueling system
to be implemented that tracks the consumption, vehicle fueled, individual fueling, mileage and fuel type used. Systems such as
Fuel Force and Gas Boy have additional features that improve the overall management of the fleet as well, based on the initial
entries at the fuel pump.

I NITIATIVE N O . 56 The City Manager, Finance Director, and City Engineer shall conduct evaluations and analysis for Council’s
consideration of Storm Water Management Fees.
The City does an excellent job maintaining its storm water infrastructure. The entire system is inspected several times per year
and a contracted service is utilized for VAC and JET services. However, the system of pipes and basins does show signs of the
need for repair and replacement. The City has limited funding sources other than the general fund to address storm water
infrastructure needs and the future requirements of the mandated MS4 program.
For this reason, the City should consider implementing a stormwater utility fee. In 2013, Gov. Tom Corbett signed legislation
giving municipalities the ability to form stormwater utility authorities for the purpose of managing and maintaining storm water
systems and to assess fees for this service. Since then, communities in Pennsylvania have begun to create authorities to study,
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implement and manage stormwater utilities. In 2015, the General Assembly considered HB 1394 which would allow a municipality
to levy these fees without the creation of a municipal authority for that purpose.
There are various methods used to develop fees for residential and commercial properties as well as credit systems for retaining
and implementing sound stormwater management practices. For example, in 2011, Mt. Lebanon, approved the creation of a
stormwater utility fee for all developed properties. Mt Lebanon determined that a typical single-family home in the municipality
contained 2,400 square feet of impervious surfaces, including roofs, sidewalks, patios, etc. Using this information, they developed
an “equivalent residential unit” (ERU) as 2,400 square feet of impervious surface. Individual residential units such as single-family
homes, townhomes, duplexes each pay a flat $8 per month. Commercial and industrial properties pay $8 per 2,400 square feet
of impervious per ERU.

I NITIATIVE N O . 57 The City Manager shall work with Department Directors to develop a plan to maintain municipal facilities
to preserve assets and to reduce injury and liability claims from both the public and the employees.
considered for updating include the following:
•
•
•
•

Items that should be

ADA access for pedestrian purposes and vehicle parking. Parking for employees is not adequate and should be clearly
marked and designated.
Office space, lighting, and access by the public and staff. Lighting both inside and outside were not adequate or missing.
Emergency lighting, exits, and proper protection for a commercial structure such as sprinklers and alarms for all areas of
the facility that are occupied
Fleet and equipment storage needs to be better managed. A regional emergency vehicle was stored in a public works
garage while trucks and equipment remained outside the facility.

I NITIATIVE N O . 58 The City Manager and DPW Director shall budget, during the 2018 budget process, for and begin to hire
part-time seasonal employees to supplement the DPW as permitted in the collective bargaining agreement. Vacations, personal,
and sick time all impact what can be accomplished at any point in the year but primarily in the warm weather months. The DPW
should use summer employees to paint lines and curbs as well as help the department to be more proactive on labor intensive
drainage projects and routine maintenance. The City could also use summer employees for cutting grass on vacant lots, clearing
right-of-way areas, and addressing park maintenance. Effectively using seasonal labor and providing attractive seasonal wage
rates will reduce the City’s need to consider additional full-time labor. It will also provide job opportunities for high school and
college students in the City during the summer months.

I NITIATIVE N O . 59

The City shall continually evaluate opportunities for operational shared services with surrounding
communities. Sharing services and equipment are cost effective means to achieving common goals with municipal neighbors.
The City is essentially the big fish in the area and has newer equipment and provides most services in-house. However, there are
additional opportunities the City should consider seeking out that would further the operational efficiencies. Examples include the
following:
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park and playground inspections
crack sealing
mowing and trimming – possibly a pool of labor
line painting – labor and equipment
light and fixture maintenance – equipment sharing

CODE ENFORCEMENT INITIATIVES
Code Enforcement is the number one activity that can protect and preserve neighborhoods and ensure an acceptable quality of
life in older communities. It is the most important operation in the City’s budget – yet it receives the smallest amount of resources.
The following are recommendations based on the Recovery Team review of the code enforcement operations:

I NITIATIVE N O . 60 The Community Development Director shall work closely with the City Manager and Solicitor to develop
consistent policies, processes, and forms for the code officers. Interacting with the Solicitor and increasing communication with
the personnel will further the understanding of the code officers’ interpretation of the IPMC and the overall enforcement process.

I NITIATIVE N O . 61

The City Manager and Director shall ensure that all code officers and the administrative assistant are
trained on the Freedom System software. Code officers must then be directed to record enforcement violations and complaints
every day. This will ensure current and timely information. Freedom Systems must be directed to maintain and update the
property owner records in the software on a regular basis.
Once department personnel are trained, property owner records updated, and all data is entered into the system on a daily basis,
the Director shall provide a monthly report from the Freedom System Software. This report should be distributed to the City
Manager and the City Council for inclusion in their monthly meeting packets. The Director should be responsible to review the
report and answer any questions in advance of the monthly meeting so that Council inquiries can be addressed properly.

I NITIATIVE N O . 62

The City shall immediately implement the technology, training, and processes necessary for the code
officers to utilize their “in the field” technology. The City purchased field tablets, in-vehicle printers, and wireless “wifi” for the
code officers – but the equipment is not being utilized on a consistent and regular basis by all code officers. This should be done
immediately to maximize production and enforcement capabilities.

I NITIATIVE N O . 63

The City shall budget for and provide management training for the Director on an annual basis. The
Director has a working knowledge of the City government and an understanding of the code enforcement department and assigned
duties. The Director should be provided management tools to help work with personnel. The City Manager should develop an
annual management training program and it should be included in the budget each year. The following courses through Fred Pryor
would provide basic management level training inexpensively.
•

Making the Transition from Staff to Supervisor http://www.pryor.com/mkt_info/seminars/desc/VM.asp
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How to Manage People http://www.pryor.com/mkt_info/seminars/desc/TW.asp
Criticism and Discipline Skills http://www.pryor.com/mkt_info/seminars/desc/DE.asp

I NITIATIVE N O . 64 The City Manager and Director shall review and evaluate the duties and responsibilities of the Administrative
Assistant. The Department is need of immediate administrative support. The officers are performing too many administrative
functions such as initiating letters, answering routine calls, and covering the office walk-in traffic by visitors in the absence of
routine and reliable administrative staff. The more time officers spend in the office, the less time they have to perform enforcement
work in the field.

I NITIATIVE N O . 65 The Director shall have a greater presence in the code enforcement office area. Interacting both formally
and informally with the officers and administrative staff will provide an opportunity for guidance on enforcement and department
management issues. Direct interaction is important for the success of the Department. The Director’s presence in the office
provides for greater accountability and oversight on a more routine basis.

I NITIATIVE N O . 66 The City shall, as soon as practicable, adopt by ordinance, the latest edition of the International Property
Maintenance Code (IPMC); shall include language in said ordinance that automatically adopts the newer versions as they are
issued; and shall use the Code as its primary enforcement instrument. There is some concern that the City has adopted several
ordinances that are more restrictive than the IPMC 2009 edition which is the edition being used by the City code officers. It is
unlikely that stricter ordinances would be upheld in a legal challenge. Adopting the newest edition of the IPMC, without exception
from local ordinances, will ensure that the citations are enforceable and will be upheld by the courts.

I NITIATIVE N O . 67 The City shall update Ordinance 1480.02 to permit partial payments for vacant lots OR discontinue the
practice of taking partial payments. The City currently requires a $500 balance to be maintained in an escrow type account for
vacant lots that are mowed and which are required to be registered. Partial payments are being accepted at the City Building.
There is no authority for taking partial payments and there is no mowing fee identified in the Fee Resolution.

I NITIATIVE N O . 68

The Director shall evaluate and make a recommendation to the City Manager no later than October of
2017 regarding the use of the three code officers in the Department. Currently only two are assigned to split the City for
inspections. Based on the workload demand, it might be more advisable to split the City into thirds and assign all three officers
an enforcement district. Administrative and clerical functions associated with the rental registration program should be assigned
to the Administrative Assistant. The City needs more “feet on the street” enforcement and all three officers should spend most of
their time on enforcement activities.

I NITIATIVE N O . 69 The City Manager and Director shall transfer the mowing responsibilities from code enforcement to the
DPW (with help from seasonal employees). The code officers are currently spending at least one day each week mowing, trimming,
weed whacking, and maintaining private property. Officers should not be assigned mowing and trimming activities. This should
be a DPW activity or done with contracted services, and the cost should be billed and liened against the private property owner.
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Code officers spending time mowing is time they are not spending enforcing the code. This is a waste of good manpower and
resource hours.

I NITIATIVE N O . 70

The Director shall hold weekly staff meetings to discuss the number of field visits conducted by each
officer, routine violations, and how each officer will handle the cases. Cases currently being investigated would make for excellent
examples and provide guidance to the other code officers. These meetings should be documented with notes for follow up and
utilized as resources by the officers for clarification. A general Standard Operating Procedure for the Department should be
instituted. A draft Standard Operating Procedure has been provided for the department under separate cover.

I NITIATIVE N O . 71 The City shall provide training for the Director and code officers so that they can better carry out their
duties and responsibilities. Some examples include:
•
•
•
•
•

Blight and Vacant Property strategies. Courses are done via webinars held by the PA Boroughs Association
at the following link.
http://boroughs.org/ckfinder/userfiles/files/Current%20Webinar%20Schedule%20May-Dec.pdf
Customer Service Training - These are a few examples of upcoming, relatively inexpensive training options
that may be considered.
Dealing with Difficult People http://www.pryor.com/mkt_info/seminars/desc/DD.asp
Managing Emotions Under Pressure http://www.pryor.com/mkt_info/seminars/desc/MI.asp
How to Deliver Exceptional Customer Service http://www.pryor.com/mkt_info/seminars/desc/KC.asp

Officers attending can review the material covered and how it can be incorporated into the department’s routine operations.
Customer service should be a regular agenda item at staff meetings to discuss case examples of good and challenging instances
that are confronted by the officers. The City should also consider hosting seminars to provide for more opportunity to allow staff
to attend and minimize travel.
PARKS AND RECREATION INITIATIVES
The City’s parks are valuable assets for the City. There is a social component to recreation that fulfills certain quality of life issues
for residents. Recreation brings neighbors together, encourages safer, cleaner neighborhoods and creates a livelier community
atmosphere. The following are recommendations based on the Recovery Team review of the parks and recreation operation:

I NITIATIVE N O . 72 The City Manager and DPW Director shall plan for and budget for increased training for playground safety
and establish routine maintenance and inspection schedules. The City is ill equipped as far as manpower and professional
knowledge to maintain its current inventory of park assets. While the City has recently installed new and updated park equipment,
there is no schedule for inspection or routine maintenance required at each of the various locations. The DPW should establish a
routine maintenance and inspection schedule for each week and month of the year for each park location, regardless of size.
Maintenance and inspections should not only be performed in the summer months but also in the offseason. Public spaces are
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required to be safe and accessible to all members of the public at all times. Unsafe playground equipment, walkways, and debris
are not only unsightly and devalue a community asset, but can lead to liability issues for the City. The DPW Director and a
responsible employee should be certified in playground inspection and maintenance. An excellent certification for supervisory
personnel is the Certified Playground Safety Inspection program. The program is offered annually through the PA Recreation and
Park Society. Additional information on this program may be found at Http://www.prps.org

I NITIATIVE N O . 73 The City Manager and DPW Director shall develop a plan to systematically address dilapidated structures
and surfaces immediately. The City is responsible for structures that may pose a threat to the public’s safety. Structures and
play equipment that are no longer able to be used should be disassembled by the DPW and removed. At several parks, the fencing
is dangerous and needs to be repaired immediately. Sharp edges should be trimmed and where the fence can no longer be
salvaged, it should be removed in sections until it can be replaced.

I NITIATIVE N O .74 The City shall seek private and public funds to conduct a hazardous tree assessment. Along the perimeter
and within most of the parks are older growth trees that contain dead and dying trees and limbs that are threatening existing
structures and facilities including perimeter fencing. City personnel are capable of trimming low hanging trees to a height of up
to 11 feet safely within and around the parks. A contracted tree specialist would be able to provide quotes and suggestions on
what should be removed to promote a healthy park tree population and manage the need for removal. Non-profit organizations
and government agencies offer resources to assist in proper management of urban tree cover. For example, TreeVitalize
http://www.treevitalize.net, a public-private partnership established by the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources (DCNR) to restore tree cover in Pennsylvania communities offers annual pruning grants that range from $2,500 to
$25,000. This maintenance responsibility is important enough to the safety of the facilities that a tree management program
should be further developed and then incorporated into the annual budget.

I NITIATIVE N O . 75 The DPW Director shall conduct (or cause to be conducted) a park sign inventory and address faded and
unnecessary signs. The City parks facilities are generally marked and identified. It is important for the public when entering a
park to know, not only the park they are visiting but also understand the rules of the park. There are many signs installed over
the years that should be evaluated for their use and overall appearance at each facility. A sign inventory should be conducted
and evaluated for sign reduction and or replacement. During a comprehensive planning process, a standard sign plan for the
parks facilities should be developed. Standardizing the look of the signs down to the posts used and typical landscaping used
reduces the need for multiple styles and custom individual parts and pieces.

I NITIATIVE N O . 76 The DPW Director shall ensure that there are multiple applicators certified through the Department of
Agriculture for the spraying of herbicides and pesticides in and around City facilities to control vegetation. Public entities are
required to have at least one certified applicator, licensed through the Commonwealth, in order to utilize even the smallest amount
of products like Roundup. There are special requirements that public entities must observe to perform this activity. Additional
information on the full requirements of certification may be found through the Penn State Agriculture Extension at this link
http://extension.psu.edu/publications/agrs-118
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I NITIATIVE N O . 77 The City Manager, DPW Director, and Community Development Director shall perform a comprehensive
analysis of competitive funding opportunities at the local, state, and federal levels that could potentially support parks and
recreation programs and major capital projects.
A number of private, local, state, and federal funding programs are available to help in funding annual recreation programs and
recreation personnel. Most competitive grant programs carry local match requirements, which require applicants to document
cash and/or in-kind contributions (e.g. staff time) proportionate to the requested grant amount. Securing the required match for
a competitive grant is a challenge for many municipalities that requires creative solutions. In some cases, the match can be
comprised of several funding sources, from CDBG funds to direct cash contributions to donated services. The Commonwealth’s
C2P2 program recognizes the appraised value of land as an eligible match when the land will be incorporated as part of the
recreation project. Grant funds represent a one-time cash infusion and should not be utilized to balance a municipal budget. But
grant funds can represent a viable source of funding to offset the costs associated with major capital projects. Some opportunities
are provided under the following programs.
SAFE PLACES TO PLAY GRANTS - U.S. SOCCER FOUNDATION - The “Safe Places to Play” grants are available to nonprofit
organizations working to build or enhance a field space that enables children in underserved communities to stay active, healthy,
and safe. The Safe Places to Play Grants provide funding in four categories for indoor and outdoor field projects: synthetic turf,
lighting, irrigation, and sport court. Applicants must own or have a minimum 10-year land lease or land use agreement for the
land where the existing field is located or will be built. Applicants must have written authorization from the community if lighting
will be used on the project. A 50 percent match is required.
BASEBALL TOMORROW FUND - The Baseball Tomorrow Fund provides grants through contributions from Major League
Baseball and its corporate partners for incremental programming and facilities for youth baseball and softball programs. Applicable
projects include financing new programs, expanding or improving existing programs, undertaking a new collaborative effort, or
obtaining facilities or equipment. Nonprofit and tax-exempt organizations involved in the operation of youth baseball or softball
programs and facilities are eligible to apply.
KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL - Environmental, illegal dumping, fresh paint days, litter and recycling
SCOTTS MIRACLE-GRO: GRO1000 GRASSROOTS GRANTS - Development of gardens and green spaces.
GREENWAYS, TRAILS AND RECREATION − Act 13 of 2012 establishes the Marcellus Legacy Fund and allocates funds to
the Commonwealth Financing Authority (the “Authority”) for planning, acquisition, development, rehabilitation and repair of
greenways, recreational trails, open space, parks and beautification projects.
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES (DCNR) − COMMUNITY CONSERVATION
PARTNERSHIPS PROGRAM (C2P2) – Parks and Recreation Planning, Development, Land Acquisition, and Partnership
Projects.
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I NITIATIVE N O . 78 The City Manager and Council shall consider the creation of a Recreation Board by Ordinance to implement,
coordinate, and oversee recreation programming. A volunteer Recreation Board is a valuable asset for most communities for
providing additional capacity to offer recreation programming. Volunteer board members (with additional volunteer support and
City resources) typically plan and support community events such as: community days, Easter egg hunts, Christmas programs,
“open street” events, Halloween parades and parties, senior festivals, 5K races, open streets, and many other recreation
opportunities. These types of activities and events bring a community together and create pedestrian activity and social venues
that discourage crime and vagrancy. Recreation Boards can also help to make recommendations to the governing bodies about
future programming, facilities, and opportunities to engage City residents. The focus should be on healthy activities that encourage
people to engage in the community.

I NITIATIVE N O . 79 The City Manager and Council shall apply for grant funds from the DCNR, in the April 2018 round, to
develop a strategic plan that takes a comprehensive view of the City’s parks and recreation programming opportunities. A strategic
planning session should be scheduled in order to determine the course that should be established for the next several years.
Strategic planning should include discussions about:
•
•
•
•

Where are we going? (Mission)
How do we get there? (Strategies)
What is our blueprint for action? (Budget, Goals, and Objectives)
How do we know if we are on track? (Control)

Issues for discussion should include:
•
•
•

What programs or services should we provide and who around us can assist in developing them?
What opportunities should we pursue over the next five years?
What challenges are we likely to face over the next five years?

It may be helpful to work with an independent consultant who has training in recreation planning to facilitate discussions between
the City and the residents.
7.4 INTERGOVERNMENTAL COOPERATION INITIATIVES
The City can best maximize its services and resources by developing cooperative relationships with other communities in Cambria
County. The long-term sustainability of the City and the region depends on the success of these relationships.

I NITIATIVE N O . 80 The City Manager and Council shall immediately open discussions and negotiations with the Borough of
Franklin officials relative to a potential merger of public services. These discussions and negotiations should be facilitated by and
under the oversight of Judge Krumenacher and the PA DCED.
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I NITIATIVE N O . 81 The City Manager and Fire Chief shall continue the effort to market the services of the Fire Department to
surrounding communities for fee based contracts including use of the Department’s training facility. These efforts shall also include
the execution of mutual aid agreements with adjacent communities.

I NITIATIVE N O . 82 Council and the City Manager shall review all services to assure that adequate charges are imposed to
recoup the City’s total actual cost of providing such services.

I NITIATIVE N O . 83 The City Manager and the Director of Public Works shall continue to market the services of the department
to other municipalities consistent with the department’s capacity including the continuation of shared use of equipment and
maintenance services. The City Manager shall work with the Recovery Coordinator to obtain applicable state grant funds to support
these efforts.

I NITIATIVE N O . 84 The City Manager, the Fire Chief and the Police Chief shall initiate discussions with the members of the
Cambria-Somerset Council of Governments (COG) to propose the formation of both a Police Advisory Committee and a Fire
Advisory Committee for the purpose of discussing and resolving police, fire and other public safety issues of mutual concern to the
members. In addition, the City shall actively participate in the COG’s intergovernmental program and shall market the City’s
services such as fire services, public works, and code inspection through the COG.
7.5 COLLECTIVE BARGAINING INITIATIVES
Because personnel expenses drive the City’s budget and make up 85% of all expenditures, arriving to fair, reasonable, and
mutually beneficial agreements should be a priority for both management and the bargaining units. For this reason, the Recovery
Team reviewed operations and current collective bargaining agreements in advance of pending negotiations that will be conducted
in 2017.

I NITIATIVE N O . 85

The City Council shall designate the City Manager and Finance Director as the Bargaining Team with
support and technical advice from the Department Director who supervises the bargaining unit and is most knowledgeable about
the expiring collective bargaining agreement.

I NITIATIVE N O . 86 The Bargaining Team shall be supported by the Recovery Team and an independent Labor Counsel who is
knowledgeable and experienced in public employee law and understands the Act 111 and Act 195 bargaining processes. The Labor
Counsel shall be responsible for meeting all deadlines and achieving settlement, negotiation, or in the event of arbitration, an
arbitration award no later than the year in which the agreement expires.

I NITIATIVE N O . 87 Immediately following a settlement agreement, negotiated agreement, memorandum of understanding, or
arbitration award, the City Manager must take steps to update the collective bargaining agreements to include the new language,
rates, or sections so that the new collective bargaining agreement is a consolidated document that includes all items to which the
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parties have agreed. Should there be changes to the pension benefits, contributions, or funding, the affected pension plan
document shall be updated to include the changes within 90 days of the execution of a new collective bargaining agreement.
POLICE – SUBJECTS OF BARGAINING
The existing FOP contract was reviewed as part of this Recovery Plan update and the City’s Bargaining Team shall address the
following issues during the 2017 negotiations:

I NITIATIVE N O . 88 The Bargaining Team shall discuss with Labor Counsel whether the rank of Captain should remain in the
bargaining unit and initiate a “clarification” of the unit with the PLRB if determined that it should not be. The duties and
responsibilities of the Captain position should be closely examined to determine if that rank should be designated as managerial.
The six criteria that were identified in the court case, “Fraternal Order of Police, Star Lodge #20 v. PA Labor Relations Board” to
define bargaining unit eligibility are whether the rank engages in the following:
• Policy Formulation
• Policy Implementation
• Overall Personnel Administrative Policy
• Budget Making
• Purchasing Role
• Independence in Public Relations
It is important to note that the employer need only prove that the individual is managerial under one of the 6 criteria to have that
position excluded from the Bargaining Unit.

I NITIATIVE N O . 89

The Bargaining Team shall address Article IV, Section 7, Paragraph H which provides that officers who
appear in Common Pleas Court are entitled to a full day’s pay for any appearance many of which are plea agreements that are
worked out in 2-4 hours or less. This minimum exceeds most municipal contracts that call for minimums of 4 hours with any
appearances exceeding the minimum being paid for at the overtime rate.

I NITIATIVE N O . 90 The Bargaining Team shall address paid leave which is excessive and creates expenses for filling the open
shift. Specifically, the granting of 12 paid sick days in addition to the 11 paid holidays and 14-28 vacation days is very generous.

I NITIATIVE N O . 91 The Bargaining Team shall address the use of sick days and light duty. Currently the police CBA provides
for police officers to be able to accrue their sick days for long term disability events without limitation (Article VII, Section 1—Page
22) and also offers police officers financial security during such occurrences by offering “Light Duty Positions” (Section IV, Section
9 - Page 16).

I NITIATIVE N O . 92 The Bargaining Team shall address the issue of “sick day incentive.” The “sick day incentive” (Section VII,
Section 2) grants financial reward to those officers who utilize 3 or less sick days per year. The Police Chief and Finance Director
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shall examine and review the number of sick days used before and after the “Sick Day Incentive” was offered to see what effect
(if any) the provision has had on use of sick days.

I NITIATIVE N O . 93 Act 133 of 2010 requires the Recovery Plan to include specific dollar limits for compensation and benefits
as parameters for the negotiation of collective bargaining agreements. Pursuant to that authority, the following limits are hereby
established for the FOP bargaining unit during the term of this agreement:
TABLE 64 – POLICE ACT 133 COLLECTIVE BARGAINING LIMITS
POLICE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING - ACT 133 LIMITS
COMPENSATION

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

LIMIT

LIMIT

LIMIT

LIMIT

LIMIT

Base Salaries

$1,967,195

$2,006,539

$2,046,670

$2,087,604

$2,129,356

Premium Pay

$112,200

$114,444

$116,733

$119,068

$121,449

Educational/Sick Leave
Incentives
Overtime - Fill Shifts

$27,336

$27,883

$28,440

$29,009

$29,589

$61,200

$62,424

$63,672

$64,946

$66,245

Uniforms

$25,500

$26,010

$26,530

$27,061

$27,602

Longevity

$36,618

$37,350

$38,097

$38,859

$39,636

$2,230,049

$2,274,650

$2,320,142

$2,366,547

$2,413,878

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

LIMIT

LIMIT

LIMIT

LIMIT

LIMIT

Health Insurance

$502,760

$532,926

$564,901

$598,795

$634,723

Co-Pay

($76,400)

($80,983)

($85,842)

($90,993)

($96,453)

HRA Liability

$19,345

$20,506

$21,736

$23,040

$24,422

Vision

$4,022

$4,263

$4,519

$4,790

$5,077

Life

$8,530

$9,042

$9,584

$10,159

$10,769

Dental

$25,947

$27,503

$29,154

$30,903

$32,757

Total Benefits

$484,204

$513,257

$544,052

$576,694

$611,296

$2,714,253

$2,787,907

$2,864,194

$2,943,241

$3,025,174

Total Compensation
BENEFITS

TOTAL Act 133 LIMITS
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FIRE – SUBJECTS OF BARGAINING
The existing IAFF contract was reviewed as part of this Recovery Plan update and the City’s Bargaining Team shall address the
following issues during the next round of negotiations.

I NITIATIVE N O . 94 The Bargaining Team and the Fire Chief shall open discussions with the IAFF bargaining unit regarding the
possibility of changing the current scheduling (Article XII. Section 1) model to achieve the mutual goals of having more personnel
available for response to fire calls and reducing the overtime costs for the department. As noted in the manpower and staffing
discussion, several PA career fire companies use the 24-hour shift model successfully and have achieved economic efficiencies.

I NITIATIVE N O . 95

The Bargaining Team shall discuss adding part time firefighters to cover shifts, paid leave, and to meet
other manpower requirements with the bargaining unit. The recruitment of part-time firefighters could provide the department
with additional manpower at a lower cost and a potential pool of recruits when full time positions become available. This manpower
supplement is currently used successfully in other Act 47 cities including Aliquippa and New Castle. The City of Sharon uses both
part-time employees and firefighter interns to supplement its full-time firefighters.
Initially, there may not be a ready pool available for recruiting. Part-time firefighters and interns will eventually need to have the
same minimum qualifications (NFPA Firefighter I and EMT-B) as full time firefighters before they are allowed to respond to fire
calls. Recruits should be tested, screened, hired and given basic skill/procedure reviews specific to Johnstown. The estimate is
at least 3-6 months before available manpower could be deployed.

I NITIATIVE N O . 96 The Bargaining Team shall propose a requirement for physical fitness of firefighters. All firefighters should
be required to complete physical competency/agility test annually. A sample physical agility test is included as Appendix E of
this report.

I NITIATIVE N O . 97 The Bargaining Team shall address Article XII Section 14 of the contract that states that in the event of a
general alarm fires, the City must call out paid firefighters before they can call for volunteers through mutual aid. This limits the
City’s ability to access additional support during general alarms especially if firefighters are not living in close proximity to the
City.

I NITIATIVE N O . 98 The Bargaining Team shall address paid leave which is excessive. Specifically, the granting of 15 paid sick
days in addition to the 11 paid holidays and up to 18 vacation days is very generous especially considering that a day off is
equivalent to either 10 or 14 hours.

I NITIATIVE N O . 99 Act 133 of 2010 requires the Recovery Plan to include specific dollar limits for compensation and benefits
as parameters for the negotiation of collective bargaining agreements. Pursuant to that authority, the following limits are hereby
established for the IAFF bargaining unit during the term of this agreement:
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TABLE 65 – FIRE ACT 133 COLLECTIVE BARGAINING LIMITS

FIRE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING - ACT 133 LIMITS
COMPENSATION
Base Salaries

2017
LIMIT
$1,592,568

2018
LIMIT
$1,624,420

2019
LIMIT
$1,656,908

2020
LIMIT
$1,690,046

2021
LIMIT
$1,723,846.92

Premium Pay

$68,000

$69,360

$70,747

$72,162

$73,605.24

Overtime - Fill Shifts

$102,000

$104,040

$106,121

$108,243

$110,407.86

Holiday Pay

$67,378

$68,725

$70,100

$71,502

$72,932.04

Education Pay

$5,508

$5,618

$5,731

$5,845

$5,961.90

Sick Leave -Buy Back

$22,032

$22,473

$22,922

$23,381

$23,848.62

Uniforms

$16,830

$17,167

$17,510

$17,860

$18,217.20

Longevity

$53,856

$54,933

$56,032

$57,152

$58,295.04

$1,928,172

$1,966,736

$2,006,071

$2,046,191

$2,087,115

Health Insurance

2017
LIMIT
$482,737

2018
LIMIT
$511,701

2019
LIMIT
$542,403

2020
LIMIT
$574,947

2021
LIMIT
$609,443.82

Health Insurance Co-Pay

($72,411)

($76,755)

($81,361)

($86,242)

($91,416.52)

HRA Liability

$18,285

$19,382

$20,545

$21,778

$23,084.68

Vision

$3,313

$3,511

$3,722

$3,945

$4,181.70

Life

$1,343

$1,424

$1,509

$1,600

$1,696.00

Dental

$24,680

$26,161

$27,730

$29,394

$31,157.64

Total Benefits

$457,947

$485,424

$514,548

$545,422

$578,147

$2,386,119

$2,452,160

$2,520,619

$2,591,613

$2,665,262

Total Compensation
BENEFITS

TOTAL ACT 133 LIMITS

SOURCE: JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL RECORDS AND GRS ANALYSIS
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AFSCME - ACT 133 COMPENSATION AND BENEFIT LIMITS
The existing AFSCME contract was reviewed as part of this Recovery Plan update and the City’s Bargaining Team shall address the
following issues during the next round of negotiations:

I NITIATIVE N O . 100 The Bargaining Team shall address requirements for promotions within the respective departments.
Article VIII Section 4 provides for promotions but doesn’t require any criteria except seniority.

I NITIATIVE N O . 101 The Bargaining Team shall address the way overtime is paid. Overtime hours should only be paid after
forty hours are worked. Article IX Section 1 requires that overtime must be paid for all hours worked in excess of 8 hours in a
day. The FLSA requires only that overtime must be paid for hours “in excess of 40 hours worked in a week.” Contract language
should be changed to reflect this – and sick days and other absences should not count toward the hours worked.

I NITIATIVE N O . 102 The Bargaining Team shall address the issue of paid leave which is excessive and should be reviewed.
Specifically, the granting of 12 paid sick days in addition to the 14 paid holidays and up to 30 vacation days is very generous.
Vacation should be taken a week at a time with only 5 days to be taken in single days.

I NITIATIVE N O . 103 The Bargaining Team shall address the issue of sick leave and how it is accumulated. There should be
lower limits on the amount of sick leave that can be accumulated and the amount of sick leave that is paid out at retirement.
Currently, the language says that the City will pay out 75 days -but only if the employee has accumulated 75 days in the last 8
years. The language should be clarified. The pay-out for sick days should be a flat rate for a limited number of days.

I NITIATIVE N O . 104 The Bargaining Team shall address the method for making payments for jury duty. In Article XIII. Section
5, jury duty should be simplified. Pay the employee and have the employee turn in the checks received from the court.

I NITIATIVE N O . 105 Act 133 of 2010 requires the Recovery Plan to include specific dollar limits for compensation and benefits
as parameters for the negotiation of collective bargaining agreements. Pursuant to that authority, the following limits are
established for the AFSCME bargaining unit during the term of this agreement:
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TABLE 65 – AFSCME ACT 133 COLLECTIVE BARGAINING LIMITS
AFSCME BARGAINING - ACT 133 LIMITS
COMPENSATION
Base Salaries

2017
LIMIT
$859,804

2018
LIMIT
$877,000

2019
LIMIT
$894,540

2020
LIMIT
$912,431

2021
LIMIT
$930,680

Premium Pay

$6,000

$6,120

$6,242

$6,367

$6,494

Overtime - Fill Shifts

$57,630

$58,783

$59,958

$61,157

$62,380

Longevity

$25,296

$25,802

$26,318

$26,844

$27,381

Total Compensation

$948,730

$967,705

$987,058

$1,006,799

$1,026,935

BENEFITS
Health Insurance

2017
LIMIT
$234,040

2018
LIMIT
$248,082

2019
LIMIT
$262,967

2019
LIMIT
$278,745

2019
LIMIT
$295,470

Employee Co-Pay

($37,310)

($39,549)

($41,922)

($44,437)

($47,103)

HRA Liability

$9,099

$9,645

$10,224

$10,837

$11,487

Vision

$1,674

$1,774

$1,881

$1,994

$2,114

Life

$3,059

$3,242

$3,437

$3,643

$3,862

Dental

$14,052

$14,895

$15,789

$16,736

$17,740

Total Benefits

$224,614

$238,089

$252,376

$267,518

$283,569

$1,173,344

$1,205,794

$1,239,434

$1,274,317

$1,310,504

TOTAL Act 133 LIMITS

SOURCE: JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL RECORDS AND GRS ANALYSIS
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LIMIT NEW CONTRACT ENHANCEMENTS
The health care and compensation allocations to each bargaining unit set forth above are premised on the assumption that there
will be no new benefits or increases in benefits applicable to the labor agreements covering calendar year 2017 and subsequent
years.

I NITIATIVE N O . 106 There shall be no new benefits added to any collective bargaining agreements, except to the extent that
applicable law requires a change in any of the wages, benefits, terms, provisions or conditions enumerated herein. All new labor
agreements between the City and the unions representing its employees covering calendar year 2017 and subsequent years (or
any portion thereof) shall not contain, require or provide for any of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

new overtime or premium pay requirements;
any increase in overtime or premium pay requirements;
new benefits;
any improvements in existing benefits;
any new paid or unpaid leave;
any improvements to existing paid or unpaid leaves;
any additional pay for time not worked;
any improvements in existing pay for time not worked;
any new designations that time not worked counts as time worked for the purpose of computing overtime or
premium pay or increases in existing designation of same;
any new benefits for retirees or other inactive employees (e.g., those in layoff or disability status); or retiree
healthcare for employees hired subsequent to the expiration of applicable collective bargaining agreements in
effect as of the date of adoption of this Seventh Amended Recovery plan;
any improvements in existing benefits for retirees or other inactive employees;
any improvements to terminal or severance pay;
many other term or provision which adds any new or additional restrictions on the City’s Management Rights.

I NITIATIVE N O . 107 The City shall not provide retiree healthcare to any employees who are hired after January 1, 2010. This
prohibition has been included since the Fifth Amended Recovery Plan.

I NITIATIVE N O . 108 The City has been able to reduce its modification factor from 1.37 to 1 since the Sixth Amended Plan
which has had a positive impact on the cost of the City’s premium. With a goal of maintaining its modification factor at 1.0 or
lower in future years, the City shall continue to implement the following recommendations from the review performed by Travelers
Insurance Co.:
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Prompt reporting of claims to the WC coordinator;
Risk Management review and audit of all workplaces;
Conducting regular safety meetings and participating in safety webinars;
Monitoring open claims and contacting WC employees regularly for updates;
Refining/reviewing the Panel of Physicians.

PENSIONS
As discussed in Section 4. Financial Condition, the City’s pension funds are only 50% funded (with over $24 million of unfunded
liability) with the Fire Plan in the worst shape at 37% funded in 2015. In 2013, the City’s actuary Mockenhaupt Benefit Group
completed a study that reviewed possible changes that could achieve an approximate savings of 20% from the current benefit
structures. Based on that study, the following changes to the pension plans shall be addressed during the 2017 negotiations with
the respective bargaining units:

I NITIATIVE N O . 109

The Fire Plan shall be changed for firefighters hired after January 1, 2018 to include the following

benefit structure changes:
•
•
•
•
•

change normal retirement eligibility to age 50 with 25 years of service
eliminate non-service related disability benefit
reduce cap on service increments to $100
reduce survivor benefits to 50%
increase current year contributions to 7%

I NITIATIVE N O . 110 The Officers and Employees Plan shall be changed for employees hired after January 1, 2018 to include
the following benefit structure changes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

increase requirement for normal retirement to age 60 and 25 years of service
increase compensation averaging period to 5 years
eliminate overtime pay from covered compensation
eliminate the service increment benefit
eliminate non-service related disability benefit
reduce survivor benefits to 50%

I NITIATIVE N O . 111 The Police Plan shall be changed for employees hired after January 1, 2018 to include the following benefit
structure changes:
•
•

eliminate non-service related disability benefit
change survivor benefit to 50% of benefit
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reduce cap on service increments to $100/month
reduce survivor benefits to 50%
increase current year contributions to 6.8%

I NITIATIVE N O . 112 Immediately after the adoption of this Seventh Amended Recovery Plan, the City, through its Pension
Board, shall retain an attorney with expertise in Pennsylvania public pension plans and in compliance with Pennsylvania Act 205
of 1984 to complete the task of preparing pension plan documents consistent with City ordinances and applicable law.

I NITIATIVE N O . 113 With the assistance of their qualified independent financial adviser, AndCo Consulting, the City and its
Pension Board shall review at least quarterly the performance of the funds and evaluate the investment managers and brokers
executing investment transactions relative to market and utilize peer group benchmarks including the costs of such services.
HIRING FREEZE

I NITIATIVE N O . 114 Unless required by an applicable collective bargaining agreement, the City shall not fill any staffing
vacancies in any department without an affirmative recommendation of the City Manager and approval by the Act 47 Coordinator.

7.6 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES
In addition to the City continuing to participate in the ongoing revitalization efforts by the various public, private and volunteer
agencies noted above, the following are additional Community and Economic Development initiatives:

I NITIATIVE N O . 115 The City shall immediately apply to DCED for grant funds to complete a comprehensive plan for the City.
The City has not completed a comprehensive planning process for over 20 years and the demographics and issues have changed
greatly since that time. The comprehensive plan shall contain specific focus on the following issues:
•
•
•
•

Housing and Neighborhood Preservation
Downtown Revitalization
Blight and Vacant Property Strategy
Access to City Services

I NITIATIVE N O . 116 The City shall work with the new Executive Director of the Johnstown Redevelopment Authority (JRA) to
market and develop the 70+ vacant properties owned by JRA in the City for viable development.
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I NITIATIVE N O . 117 Currently the City has retired planners cataloging an inventory of available properties located in the City.
Once completed, the City shall take the property information and place it into a publicly accessible user-friendly database and
place the database on the City’s Community and Economic Development website.

I NITIATIVE N O . 118 The City shall continue with its plans to demolish the Conrad Building, with the ultimate goal of turning
the property into greenspace/park.

I NITIATIVE N O . 119

The City shall continue its initiatives to control blight through its demolition plans, demolishing and
returning to productive use the City’s abandoned and blighted properties.

I NITIATIVE N O . 120 The City shall apply for a grant in the amount of $50,000 through the Municipal Assistance Program
(MAP) for the next phase of planning for Cambria County.

I NITIATIVE N O . 121 The City shall complete a Historic Property Survey in order to meet suggestions from the State Historic
Preservation Office. The City shall seek economic development grant funds through DCED.
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S ECTION 8. I MPACT

OF

P LAN I NITIATIVES

As part of this Seventh Amended Plan, a review was undertaken of all governmental funds based on the most recent audited
financial statements and 4 years prior. Table 66 is a detailed history of the audited financial statements for all governmental
funds for the City of Johnstown for the most recent 5 years. This includes not only the core operating funds (general, parking,
pension, debt, sanitation, and recreation) but also all special revenue and capital fund expenditures. The revenues, expenditures,
and operating deficits or excesses are shown for each year.
8.1 REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE HISTORY

TABLE 66 – REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES DETAILED HISTORY – AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 2012-2016
Sources

2012

2013

2014

2015

Taxes

9,780,441

9,825,298

10,333,489

11,441,355

12,439,547

PILOT

219,860

224,536

226,246

12,208

9,319

Licenses & Permits

474,650

547,605

445,904

444,403

423,181

Fines & Forfeit

181,830

128,157

112,207

110,889

250,877

Intergovernmental

116,000

131,000

50,000

60,000

0

Charges for Services

1,637,508

1,599,463

183,290

161,078

773,870

Departmental Earnings

163,301

157,098

173,593

158,652

150,184

Interest/Investments

49,391

61,592

50,426

46,983

44,545

6,040,027

5,924,877

8,374,007

8,961,557

4,810,774

474,792

768,141

945,508

287,620

339,179

19,137,800

19,367,767

20,894,670

21,684,745

19,241,476

Grants & Joint Projects
Other
TOTAL Revenue
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Uses

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

General Government

1,651,183

2,031,499

1,968,762

2,125,551

1,959,891

Public Safety

8,338,813

8,938,439

9,562,632

9,577,746

9,657,411

Community Development

3,529,788

3,105,967

2,067,141

1,725,775

1,628,179

Parking
Public Works

1,253,798
2,202,278

2,302,170

2,279,623

2,553,429

2,340,473

Human Services

226,369

393,741

306,762

167,279

183,982

Culture & Recreation

504,000

500,438

428,519

510,118

475,863

Capital Expenditures

770,941

1,103,349

4,575,356

6,157,988

1,535,532

Debt Service

288,242

584,066

387,989

402,729

4,590,055

Sanitation Expenses

1,493,354

1,498,864

-

43,529

27,322

TOTAL Expenses

19,004,968

20,458,533

21,576,784

23,264,144

23,652,506

Difference
TRANSFERS AND PROCEEDS

132,832
2012

(1,090,766)
2013

(682,114)
2014

(1,579,399)
2015

(4,411,030)
2016

Operating Transfers In

313,615

1,055,198

650,640

1,219,681

5,794,106

(313,615)

(1,420,668)

(834,809)

(768,931)

(5,076,429)

Proceeds from PENNVEST

0

0

0

51,707

0

Line of Credit Proceeds

0

337,601

184,097

78,518

Bond/Note Proceeds

0

6,710,000

0

6,000,000

Bond Discount

0

(94,754)

0

Bonds Redeemed

0

(6,055,000)

0

Operating Transfers Out

Lease Proceeds
Excess/(Deficiency)

1,328,418
132,832

(558,389)

(682,186)

(1,076,942)

3,713,583

Beginning Fund Balance

1,659,691

1,792,523

1,398,679

716,493

(3,198,851)*

Ending Fund Balance

1,792,523

1,398,678

716,493

(360,446)

514,732

SOURCE: WESSEL & CO. CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS, AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL RECORDS AND GRS ANALYSIS
*Beginning Fund Balance restated during audit by Wessel & Co., the City’s independent auditors.
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8.2 PROJECTIONS 2017 THRO UGH 2021 - WITHOUT INITIATIVES
Table 67 provides the future budgeted activity for the core operating funds (i.e. general, recreation, parking, debt, pension, and
sanitation) without any intervention or action by the City Council and without the implementation of initiatives from this Sixth
Amended Plan.
TABLE 67 - PROJECTED OPERATING EXCESS/DEFICIENCY OF REVENUE OVER EXPENSES
WITHOUT IMPLEMENTATION OF INITIATIVES 2017-2021

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

Real Estate Taxes-GL

3,769,579

3,781,034

3,792,776

3,804,811

3,817,146

Real Estate Taxes-Pension

2,475,252

2,528,650

2,563,055

2,597,976

2,633,421

955,898

975,297

995,746

1,017,374

1,040,331

6,582,462

4,520,830

4,606,831

4,694,929

4,785,177

License and Permits

422,332

427,559

432,890

438,328

443,874

Fines and Forfeits

97,000

97,000

97,000

97,000

97,000

Interest and Rents

24,216

24,751

24,686

24,751

24,751

Intergovernmental

88,590

45,000

45,000

45,000

45,000

State Aid - Pension

914,999

928,724

942,655

956,795

971,147

Charges for Services

688,259

688,259

688,259

688,259

688,259

Parking Fees

760,000

779,000

798,475

818,437

838,898

Sanitation Fees

51,542

42,615

32,620

22,615

12,615

Recreation Fees

40,100

40,501

41,109

41,520

41,935

Misc. Revenue

39,000

39,000

39,000

39,000

39,000

Transfers

170,328

164,211

163,191

167,271

171,453

Refunds-Reimbursements

708,096

702,925

717,698

732,840

748,361

17,787,653

15,785,356

15,980,991

16,186,906

16,398,369

REVENUE

Real Estate Taxes-Debt Service
Act 511 Taxes

Total Revenues
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2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

Legislative/Executive

204,601

206,977

209,537

212,293

215,263

Finance

373,920

389,553

406,161

423,815

442,592

Tax Collection

85,000

85,000

85,000

85,000

85,000

Legal

120,300

120,300

120,300

120,300

120,300

Non-Departmental

113,000

113,000

113,000

113,000

113,000

Police Department

3,714,460

3,854,606

4,002,205

4,157,754

4,321,784

Fire Department

3,176,799

3,300,995

3,431,814

3,569,699

3,715,123

21,404

21,404

21,404

21,404

12,000

1,725,830

1,791,635

1,859,348

1,930,730

2,006,028

Parking Expenditures

765,203

779,408

793,826

808,460

823,314

Recreation-Parks

287,782

294,800

302,084

309,646

317,501

Recreation - Point Stadium

60,757

63,693

66,674

69,699

72,769

Comm Dev

91,442

94,362

97,405

100,579

99,402

1,168,805

1,167,705

1,166,605

1,405,436

1,403,798

Undistributed Exp

355,865

364,962

374,296

383,874

393,702

Unclassified

191,244

191,244

191,244

191,244

191,244

3,390,281

3,347,819

3,579,220

3,308,062

3,303,495

656,053

656,053

656,053

656,053

656,053

16,502,746

16,843,515

17,476,175

17,867,047

18,292,369

1,284,907

(1,058,159)

(1,495,184)

(1,680,141)

(1,894,000)

EXPENDITURES

Sanitation Expenses
Public Works

Debt Service

Pension Expense- MMO
Transfers
Total Expenditures
EXCESS REVENUE OVER
EXPENDITURES

SOURCE: CITY OF JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL DATA AND GRS ANALYSIS
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As noted, the City of Johnstown has experienced both successes and setbacks in its recovery effort over the past three years. The
City has been able to move 3 of its funds to a self-sustaining status since the Fifth Amended Plan update: pension, debt, and
sanitation. Furthermore, the Parking Fund generates enough revenue to support its operation and to partially fund the debt service
for the bonds from the 2009 Series. Only the general fund and recreation fund continue to be in a deficit operating position where
revenues do not support operational expenses.
The Sewer Upgrade Fund has enough revenue from the user fees to support the projects designed to address the sanitary sewer
overflows and to bring the City into compliance with the DEP consent order. It also provides about $450,000 to support those
activities in the General Fund that are related to the sewer projects. The 2016 unfunded debt loan provided enough revenue to
meet the 2016 current liabilities and to restructure much of the existing debt. Together with the collection of delinquent business
privilege taxes from the Duke LifePoint facility in 2017, the City will have enough cash reserve to support operating expenditures
for 2017 and 2018.
But the continuing concern is containing the escalating costs related to personnel, the rising costs of insurance (especially
healthcare coverage and workers compensation), the rising costs of pension and post-retirement healthcare liability, and the
erosion of the real estate tax base. While the creation of new jobs and businesses will continue to top the City’s agenda, the City
Council will have to continually examine the staffing levels and benefit packages related to personnel in all departments.
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8.3 PLAN INITIATIVES WITH FINANCIAL IMPACT
Proposed initiatives that have a monetary impact on the projected revenues and expenditures for the City are outlined in Table
68 below with expected achievable savings. Initiatives that will incur costs to the City are also shown.
TABLE 68 – PLAN INITIATIVES THAT IMPACT REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES
Impact of Plan Initiatives

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

Increase Fees 3% per Year

0

175,000

180,250

185,658

191,227

Improve RE Tax Collection by 2%

0

72,889

109,333

145,777

150,000

Save 2% Per Year - Utilities

0

75,000

85,000

90,000

95,000

Increase Service Contracts 2% Per Year

0

120,300

120,300

120,300

120,300

113,000

113,000

113,000

113,000

113,000

Implement Payroll Preparation

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Payment to OPEB Account

(50,000)

(52,500)

(55,125)

(57,881)

(60,775)

Reduce FF Staffing by 3

0

72,500

145,000

217,500

217,500

FF Billing for QRS

0

57,400

57,400

57,400

57,400

Fees from False Alarm Ordinance

50,000

52,500

55,125

57,881

60,775

Storm Water Management Fees

0

0

89,088

89,088

89,088

Workers Compensation Savings

10,000

15,000

17,500

20,000

20,000

Increase Training - All Departments

(30,000)

(30,750)

(31,519)

(32,307)

(33,114)

Hire Part-Time Seasonal Help

(25,000)

(25,625)

(26,266)

(26,922)

(27,595)

68,000

644,714

859,087

979,494

992,806

0

0

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

68,000

644,714

2,359,087

2,479,494

2,492,806

Initiative:

Continue LST at $156

Subtotal - Initiatives Implemented
Sale of Assets - Pay Down Pension Liabilities
Total Impact - All Initiatives Implemented

SOURCE: CITY OF JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL DATA AND GRS ANALYSIS
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8.4 PROJECTIONS 2017 THROUGH 2021 - WITH INITIATIVES
If the Plan Initiatives that are identified in Table 68 are fully implemented as scheduled, it is projected that the City will close the
gap between revenues and expenditures beginning in 2019. However, the City may require a tax increase in 2018 in order to
address a projected deficit of approximately $400,000.
Table 69 provides projections of revenue and expenditures based on a scenario where all of the Initiatives from Table 68 are
implemented as scheduled.
TABLE 69 - PROJECTED OPERATING EXCESS/(DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUE OVER EXPENSES WITH THE IMPLEMENTATION OF INITIATIVES 2017 – 2021
IMPACT OF PLAN INITIATIVES
INITIATIVE:
EXCESS REVENUE OVER EXPENDITURES WITHOUT
INITIATIVES
Subtotal - Initiatives Implemented
Sale of Assets - Pay Down Pension Liabilities
TOTAL IMPACT - WITH ALL INITIATIVES
IMPLEMENTED

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

PROJECTED

1,284,907

(1,058,159)

(1,495,184)

(1,680,141)

(1,894,000)

68,000

644,714

859,087

979,494

992,806

0

0

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,352,907

(413,445)

863,903

799,353

598,806

SOURCE: CITY OF JOHNSTOWN FINANCIAL DATA AND GRS ANALYSIS
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S ECTION 9 − C OMMUNICATIONS
It is essential that the Recovery Plan initiatives be implemented by the City as soon as possible – especially in light of the fact that
the City contemplates an exit from Act 47 in 2018. Many of these recommendations will take a substantial period of time to
implement. Critical time deadlines may be involved in certain of these recommendations. It is equally important that the City
regularly communicate its progress toward implementing these recommendations to the community, Recovery Coordinator, and
DCED. The Coordinator, after reviewing progress reports, may know of resources or information that could assist the City with
implementing its recommendations. The Coordinator may also note through the regular communication of these reports negative
trends that would predict upcoming difficulties for the City.
In order to keep communication open and productive, it will be necessary for the City to send financial statements to the
Coordinator on a monthly basis throughout the period of time the City is designated as distressed. The annual budget shall be
sent to the Coordinator, in compliance with the deadlines established in Act 199 of 2014, as soon as it is prepared and before it is
adopted. The City should also send all regular and special meeting agendas and minutes on a monthly basis along with all
budgetary reports and balance sheets.
Quarterly status reports on all recommendations and initiatives shall also routinely be sent to the Coordinator for review. Regular
meetings with the Coordinator should also be held to review recovery recommendation implementation progress and to amend,
add, or delete these recommendations as the Coordinator believes appropriate. The Coordinator may decide to reprioritize
recommendations if conditions in the Coordinator's opinion have changed. Progress by the City toward accomplishing the key
elements of the Recovery Plan shall be regularly communicated to the Coordinator. The key management, administrative and
financial decisions of the City, which may or may not be part of the Recovery Plan, should also routinely be communicated to the
Coordinator. This is particularly true if this action entails an abrupt change or alternation from prior positions or policies of the
City.
Emergency situations that require immediate action by the City may be excluded from this reporting procedure with the caveat
that communication must occur as soon as possible after the emergency has been mitigated. Emergency action should be as
restricted as possible to mitigate the emergency before the Coordinator approves the activity or actions contrary to the accepted
or regular practice. Additional action by the City officials beyond the immediate emergency mitigation activity should not occur
until approved by the Coordinator.
If the City or its elected or appointed officials fail to communicate and consult with the Coordinator on a regular basis with the
information, reports or documentation requested by the Coordinator, the City may be found to have violated the Recovery Plan.
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S ECTION 10 – G OOD G OVERNMENT
It should be recognized that the alleviation of the municipality's "distress" status far exceeds simple City operations. The success
or failure of the City to recover its financial health has repercussions which reverberate throughout the community, its
neighborhoods, and the region.
It is important that the entire community become involved in the process as fully as possible. It is important to establish a
Citywide common goal of recovery that is embraced by the entire fabric of the community. Partnerships between public and
private entities should be encouraged to help the community recover. Regular communication among all community elements is
very important. Regularly held informational town meetings are an avenue to solidify this process. Existing organizations, such
as a business district organization, civic groups, church, and neighborhood groups should also be solicited for their commitment
to help the community recover.
The process should go beyond typical top-down information distribution and dissemination. It should truly involve these other
community groups. Their ideas and energies should be utilized in the recovery process. Resident surveys should be developed
and available on the website and in paper format. The establishment of common goals and objectives for the community could
be an important consensus building technique that warrants consideration. Collaboration with various community groups and
businesses is essential to address the fiscal and economic and community development of the City.
Finally, it needs to be stated that the City’s most important assets are its residents. Both the governing body and City employees
must remain constantly aware of their importance in achieving on-going fiscal health. Johnstown’s mission is to provide basic
health and safety services to its citizens. Day-to-day interactions between City employees and residents must be cordial, efficient
and informational. A customer service approach has been adopted by many communities and the use of technology and support
resources to achieve this end should be constantly considered and applied.
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TO BE

F UNDED - A CT 47 G RANT F UNDS

The following initiatives from this Seventh Amended Plan are recommended for funding through Act 47 grant funds to support the
initiatives in the Plan.

I NITIATIVE N O . 8 - The City shall upgrade, update, and expand the financial management software to include: point of service
capability for the payroll and purchase order processing; fixed assets accountability; human resource management; and budget
query functions for all Department Directors. Estimate: $95,000

I NITIATIVE N O . 15 - The Manager and Finance Director shall prepare (or cause to be prepared) and implemented a business
and marketing plan for the use of Point Stadium as a multi-use venue for sports, performing arts, and other appropriate uses.
Estimate: $15,000

I NITIATIVE N O . 26 - As part of the CIP, the Finance Director shall work with the Department Directors to create an Annual
Vehicle Purchasing Plan (AVPP). The AVPP shall consider the City’s entire fleet of vehicles from fire equipment and police cruisers
to public works trucks. This information shall be included in the financial management system as part of a Fleet Management
module. Estimate: $15,000

I NITIATIVE N O . 27

The City Manager shall work with the Police Chief and Recovery Coordinator to develop a scope and to
apply for Act 47 grant funds for the upgrade of computer hardware, operating system, and software as soon as possible to avoid
a complete breakdown in services in the department. Estimate: $75,000

I NITIATIVE N O . 30 The Police Chief shall develop a plan that will provide for and equip all police vehicles with cameras, MDTs
and License Plate Readers. In addition, Mobile Report Writing capability shall be added to the MDTs to keep officers on the road.
Estimate: $30,000

I NITIATIVE N O . 60 The City shall consider a professional consultant to audit and evaluate the current pricing and plan options
for all of its electric accounts. Estimate: $5,000

I NITIATIVE N O . 62 The DPW Director shall work with the City Manager to identify and install an automated system to track
complaints and requests for service. The Freedom System, currently in use by the City’s Finance and Code Enforcement Office
has a work order system that could be implemented quickly in the DPW. Estimate: $20,000

I NITIATIVE N O . 115 The City shall immediately apply to DCED for grant funds to complete a comprehensive plan for the City.
The City has not completed a comprehensive planning process for over 20 years and the demographics and issues have changed
greatly since that time. The comprehensive plan shall contain specific focus on the following issues:
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Housing and Neighborhood Preservation
Downtown Revitalization
Blight and Vacant Property Strategy
Access to City Services

Estimate: $150,000

I NITIATIVE N O . 121 The City shall complete a historic property survey in order to meet recommendations from the State
Historic Preservation Office. The City shall seek economic development grant funds through DCED. Estimate: $100,000

Total Grant Request:

$405,000
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A PPENDIX B – S AMPLE M UTUAL A ID A GREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT is made by and between the Community A Fire Department and the Community B Fire Department.
WHEREAS, each of the parties hereto has in interest in the control of fire, fire prevention education programs, rescue services,
hazardous materials control, building fire and occupancy inspections, and/or other emergency support; and,
WHEREAS, each of the parties owns and maintains equipment and retains personnel who are trained to provide various levels of
service in the control of fire, fire prevention education, rescue services, hazardous materials control, building fire and occupancy
inspections, and/or other emergency support, and,
WHEREAS, in the event of a major fire, disaster or other emergency, either party may need the assistance of the other party to
this Agreement to provide supplemental fire suppression, equipment and personnel, hazardous materials control, and/or other
emergency support; and,
WHEREAS, each of the parties may have the necessary equipment and personnel available to provide such services to the other
party to this Agreement and in the event of such a major fire, disaster or other emergency; and,
WHEREAS, the facilities of each party are located in such a manner as to enable each party to render mutual assistance to the
other; and,
WHEREAS, each of the parties to this Agreement has determined that it is in the best interest of each party to set forth guidelines
for providing mutual assistance to each other in the case of a major fire, disaster or other emergency.
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants contained herein and intending to be legally bound
hereby, the parties hereto agree as follows:
Purpose: The stated purpose of the Mutual Aid Agreement is to provide mutual assistance to the parties for control of fire, fire
prevention education programs, rescue services, hazardous materials control, and/or other emergency support in the event of a
major fire disaster or other emergency.
Request for Assistance: When a structural fire alarm or reported structure fire is reported, the two departments will be dispatched
automatically with the department in whose jurisdiction the alarm is located dispatched first.
The Commanding Officer or Incident Commander of the fire department at the scene of an emergency within the boundaries of
that department’s geographical jurisdiction is authorized to request assistance from the other department if confronted with an
emergency situation at which the department has need for equipment or personnel in excess of that available at the requesting
department’s facilities. This is permitted if the fire department has not been automatically dispatched.
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Response to Request: Upon receipt of a request, the Commanding Officer of the party receiving the request (also known as the
“Responding Party”) shall immediately take the following action:
Determine if the Responding Party has the equipment and personnel available to respond to the request of the Requesting
Party and determine the type of the equipment and number of personnel available.
Determine what available equipment and what available personnel should be dispatched in accordance with the plans and
procedures established by the parties.
In the event the requested equipment and/or personnel are available, then the Commanding Officer shall assign such equipment
and personnel to the scene of the emergency with proper operating instructions.
In the event the requested equipment and/or personnel are not available, then the Commanding Officer shall immediately advise
the Requesting Party of such fact.
Command Responsibility at Emergency Scene: The Incident Command of the Requesting Party at the scene of the emergency to
which the response is made shall be in command of the operations under which the equipment and personnel sent by the
Responding Party shall serve; provided, however that the responding equipment and personnel shall be under the immediate
supervision of the officer in charge of the responding apparatus. If the Incident Command specifically requests a senior officer of
the Responding Party to assume command, then the Incident Command shall not, by relinquishing command, be relieved of
responsibility for the operation.
Only qualified, experienced officers, incident commanders and firefighters shall respond to mutual aid assistance incidents. Every
effort shall be made to respond with a line officer or senior firefighter to ensure the Incident Command System is utilized and an
extreme level of competency, organization and consistency is maintained. For the purpose of this document an “experienced” or
“senior” firefighter is one that has attained or is striving to attain NFPA Standard #1001 Firefighter Professional Qualifications.
(Firefighter I)
Liability: The parties agree that the Requesting Party shall assume liability and hold the Responding Party harmless form all
liabilities, which arise out of command decisions or judgments. However, each party agrees to assume responsibility for liabilities
arising out of the actions of its own personnel and to hold the other party hereto harmless there from as to action relating to
performance under this AGREEMENT.
Post Response Responsibility: Upon completion of the rendering of assistance, such assistance and help as is necessary will be
given by the parties to locate and return any items of equipment to the fire department owning said equipment. All equipment
and personnel used under the terms of this Agreement shall be returned to the Responding Party upon being released by the
Requesting Party, or upon demand being made by the Responding Party for the return of said equipment and personnel.
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Compensation: Each party agrees that it will not seek from the other party compensation for services rendered under this
Agreement. Each party hereto shall at all times be responsible to its own employees for the payment of wages and other
compensation according to federal employment guidelines and for providing workers’ compensation insurance upon said
employees; and each party shall be responsible for its own equipment and shall bear the risk of loss therefore, irrespective of
whether or not said personnel and equipment are being used within the area of primary responsibility of that party.
Insurance: Each party agrees to maintain adequate insurance coverage for its own equipment and personnel. Adequate and
proper documentation of workers compensation or accident claims shall be made to the respective municipality only. It will be
the responsibility of the persons involved to only file reports or claims in their home municipality. Any accident or insurance claim
or report shall be documented in completion with the original incident report related to the specific occurrence or incident.
Pre-Incident Planning: The Commanding Officers of the parties may, from time to time, mutually establish pre-incident plans
which shall indicate the types and locations of potential problem areas where emergency assistance may be needed, the type of
equipment that should be dispatched under such circumstances, and the training to be conducted to ensure efficient operations.
Such plans shall take into consideration the proper protection by the Responding Party of its own geographical jurisdiction. The
parties hereto agree to take such steps as are feasible to standardize equipment such as couplings, hose and apparatus, so that
said equipment can be fully utilized by either of the parties hereto.
Shared Purchasing: Shared purchasing shall be encouraged and may occur between both departments and municipalities. Every
attempt will be made to promote joint purchasing when the result of said purchase will provide reduced cost or pricing,
standardization of supplies or equipment, and promote the efficient operation of the two departments.
Coordination of Services: both parties agree to cooperate fully by communicating schedules for the purpose of ensuring that
sufficient firefighters are available to meet the set goals of each municipality. The municipalities/departments will whenever
possible participate in testing of new applicants for employment or membership and to the extent possible develop consistent
qualifications for new hires and members. This is not to imply that firefighters are being hired jointly, but that the municipalities
wish to share in the administrative costs involved in hiring or adding new members.
Separate or legal administrative entity. Each fire department will continue to operate under its own budgets and finance policies.
A new budget will not be established between these two parties.
Document Control: Each fire department will be responsible for documentation of any incident related to this agreement, and/or
all incidents related to requests for mutual aid assistance. Shared documentation will be provided by both departments sand
include department reports, forms and all necessary paperwork related to department operations in regard to mutual aid response,
training and incident management.
Exclusivity: This agreement is not intended to be exclusive as between parties hereto. Either of the parties may, as that party
deems necessary or expedient, enter into a separate Mutual Assistance Agreement of Agreements with any other party or parties.
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A PPENDIX C – S AMPLE F ALSE A LARM O RDINANCE
ORDINANCE NO. __________
BOROUGH OF BLAWNOX
ALLEGHENY COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA
AN ORDINANCE OF THE BOROUGH OF BLAWNOX, ALLEGHENY COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA, PROVIDING FOR
PENALTIES FOR FALSE ALARMS
WHEREAS,
in order to promote and protect the health, safety and welfare of the residents of the Borough of Blawnox, Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, the Council has determined it is necessary to provide penalties for repeated false alarms;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED AND ENACTED by the Council of the Borough of Blawnox, Allegheny County, Pennsylvania,
and it is hereby ordained and enacted by and with the authority of the same as follows:
Section 1: False Alarms
1. Definitions – The following definitions shall apply in the interpretation and enforcement of this Ordinance.
EMERGENCY SERVICES – The services provided by the Blawnox Police Department and the Blawnox Borough Volunteer
Fire Company and/or any emergency agency or provider operating within the Borough of Blawnox or the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania
FALSE ALARM – Any activation of an alarm system by inadvertence, negligence, or intentional or unintentional acts or
means to which emergency services of the Borough of Blawnox and/or other emergency services agency or provider
respond and where it is determined that the alarm was not the result of a crime in progress, fire, medical or other emergency
necessitating a response by emergency services, excepting those alarms which are caused solely by weather extremes or
inadvertent utility interruptions.
2. False Alarms Prohibited – It shall be unlawful for the property owner, lessee, or any person occupying, in control of, or
otherwise on or in any premises within Blawnox Borough, to make or cause to be made, a false alarm, directly or indirectly
to any emergency services agency or provider responding to alarms within the Borough.
3. False Alarm Service Fees
A. Whether an alarm is a false alarm as defined herein is to be determined by the responding Emergency Services
provider. The decision shall be final.
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B. Upon notification to the Blawnox Borough Office by the Emergency Services provider of a First False Alarm within
a calendar year, the Borough Office shall send a written warning to the owner, lessee, and/or occupant of the
premises notifying said person or persons of the violation of this Ordinance, and directing that a written report
be made within fourteen (14) days by said owner, lessee, or occupant of the property to the Borough Office,
and/or other emergency service provider setting forth what steps have been taken to eliminate future false
alarms.
C. Service fees for false alarms shall be assessed by and paid to the Borough Office as follows:
a. A Third False Alarm in any one calendar year shall be subject to a service fee of Two Hundred ($300.00)
Dollars for Residential Homeowners and Four Hundred ($400.00) Dollars for Commercial Buildings.
b. A Fourth False Alarm and all subsequent false alarms in any one calendar year shall be subject to a
service fee of Five Hundred ($500.00) Dollars for Residential Homeowners and Commercial Buildings,
plus prosecution in accordance with this Ordinance.
D. False alarm service fees shall be due and payable at the Borough Office within 30 days from the date of the
mailing of the notice of the assessment of the false alarm service fee.
4. Penalties and Remedies for Violations
A. Any person, whether as principal or agent, who violates this Ordinance, fails to comply with any provision of this
Ordinance, or assigns or abets its violation, shall upon conviction thereof, before any Magistrate, be sentenced
to pay a fine not less than Three Hundred ($300.00) Dollars, nor more than One Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollars,
together with the costs of prosecution and service fees as set forth above.
B. A person that violates this subsection commits a summary offense and shall, upon judgment against any person
by summary conviction, or by proceedings by summons on default of the payment of the fine or penalty imposed
and the costs, the defendant may be sentenced and committed to the county correctional facility for a period
not exceeding 30 days. Each day that such violation exists shall constitute a separate offense, and each section
of this Ordinance that is violated shall also constitute a separate offense. In addition to or in lieu of enforcement
under this section, the Borough may enforce this chapter in equity in the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County.
Section 2: Grace Period
The fines implemented in this Ordinance shall not be imposed for a period of one (1) month. The one (1) month grace period
shall begin on the effective date of this Ordinance. At the completion of the one (1) month period, any violation of this Ordinance
shall be enforced by all available procedures.
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Section 3: Conflict
Any Ordinance, Resolution or part thereof in conflict herewith, is hereby repealed to the extent of said conflict.
Nothing in this Ordinance is intended to prohibit the prosecution of false alarms pursuant to 18 Pa.C.S.A. §7511 as may be
amended, by the emergency service agency or provider responding to the false alarm or by the Borough of Blawnox.
All remedies set forth in this Ordinance are cumulative and the failure to pursue any one of said remedies does not constitute a
waiver of said remedy or any other remedy.
Section 4: Authorization
The Borough of Blawnox and its Emergency Service providers are hereby authorized and directed to execute any and all documents
necessary to effectuate the purposes of this Ordinance. The Blawnox Police Department shall have all necessary power and
authority to enforce this Ordinance by issuing citations and taking all necessary actions as directed by the Borough.

THIS ORDINANCE IS HEREBY ORDAINED AND ENACTED by the Borough Council of the Borough of Blawnox on this ______ day of
__________, 2017.
ATTEST:

BOROUGH OF BLAWNOX

_________________________
Borough Secretary

_________________________
Council President

APPROVED by me this ______ day of ___________ 2017.
________________________
Mayor
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Prerequisite: A firefighter/firefighter candidate who has passed a physical from an approved physician stating that this person
is capable of withstanding the physical stresses of firefighting duties. This should be completed in 6 minutes, 30 seconds or less
to qualify as a firefighter/candidate
Preparation: The firefighter/candidate is wearing athletic shoes, sweatpants and a t-shirt.
1 – firefighter turnout coat
1 – firefighter standard helmet
1 – pair firefighter standard gloves
1 – 30 minute SCBA, with cylinder, no facepiece.
The firefighter dons this gear and SCBA and secures in a standard manner, including all coat fasteners, helmet straps, SCBA straps
and connections, and gloves on both hands. An obstacle course will be set up with standard firefighting equipment laid out in
stations as follows:
1. A station where the firefighter can drag a 50 ft section of 2 ½” hose 50 ft. and drag it back
2. A station where the firefighter can have a 50 ft section of 2 1/2” hose placed on their shoulder and climb 2 flights of stairs
(20-24 steps) and return and drop the hose.
3. A station where the firefighter can pick up and carry a standard 14 ft. fire department roof ladder in a one firefighter
shoulder carry, then carry it 100 ft. up a 5-7% grade, and return.
4. A station where the firefighter can remove the 14 ft. ladder from the shoulder carry and place it in the proper position for
climbing against a building wall
5. A station where the firefighter can climb a standard 24 ft. fire department extension ladder and return to the ground
6. A station where the firefighter can climb a 3 ft. wall, scale a 4 ft. wall through an opening/window, and climb down 3 ft. to
a platform and return to the ground
7. A station where the firefighter can carry a fire department smoke ejector up 2 flights (20-24 steps) steps and place it on a
landing. The firefighter then picks up and carries a fire department K-12 style saw another flight of stairs (10-12 steps)
and place the saw on the landing. The firefighter then picks up a standard 2 ½ gallon water fire extinguisher takes it down
1 flight of stairs, places it down, picks up the smoke ejector, and returns down the last 2 flights of stairs to its original
position.
8. A station where the firefighter can use a 12 lb. sledge hammer to drive a 17” inflated tire and rim down a 16’ platform at
waist level. If the hammer touches the platform or the tire falls off the exercise must begin again
9. A station where the firefighter can crawl on all 4s 25’, preferably through a tube, tunnel or any space approximately 3 ft.
in diameter
10. A station where the firefighter can drag a 175 lb. rescue mannequin 50 ft.
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Vehicle and Equipment Replacement Plan
The City currently does not have a formal or informal vehicle replacement plan for any of its equipment and fleet operations. The
public works department utilizes vehicles that are prone to frequent wear and high usage hours and miles within a relatively short
timeframe. The City as recent as two years ago had a very high turnover of trucks in the Department. This practice of replacing
vehicles and equipment without parameters and a formal plan is common in local government
but it leads to adverse budgetary impacts and rushing into a purchase in a moment of crisis. This
can result in the wrong vehicle and equipment being purchased.
The American Public Works Association (APWA) developed two manuals entitled Managing Public
Equipment and Vehicle Replacement Guide. Both publications are available for purchase through
the organization’s online site at Http://www.apwa.net
The public works foreman and City
Manager should own and understand both of these publications. These publications provide the
framework for a simple vehicle replacement plan that begins with setting the parameters whereby
a vehicle would merit replacement and adopting these parameters as a policy that would guide
operations. A sample policy has been developed and is attached for consideration that can be
modified as necessary. The City has a relatively small fleet of vehicles and equipment and a
chart has been prepared with the current fleet of Public Works vehicles and their expected
replacement life according to the model policy attached.
Vehicle & Equipment Replacement Program Policy
The guidelines set below are established to prescribe a replacement schedule for all fleet vehicles
and equipment operated by Johnstown City. Vehicle and equipment replacement programs
evolve around several different sound business reasons, maintenance cost, reliability, employee
safety, and employee morale. Maintaining mission critical vehicles is extremely important although maintaining equipment to
project a professional image and maintain employee satisfaction and productivity are also considered. Keeping in mind there are
uncontrollable factors such as major failures, accidents or natural disaster to be considered as well.
The goal of this recommendation is to incorporate a Best Management Practice (BMP) to determine the ideal time to replace a
vehicle or piece of equipment before the maintenance and repair costs are higher than the value of the item.
The criteria listed below were collected by the American Public Works Association (APWA).
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